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Introduction
The property tax occupies a place in the state

and local tax structure second to none in terms
of revenue raised. It has been and continues to
be the major revenue source of municipalities in
Connecticut and throughout the United States,
Recently the Property tax has received increased
national attention as municipalities have become
more pressed for additional revenues to pay for
their ever-increasing expenditures. Like all taxes,
the property tax has been subject to charges of
being regressive or progressive, or being too high.
Also, some courts have held that the existing
system of school finance by local property taxes
is unconstitutional, and critics have charged that
the property tax cannot continue as the major
source of educational .Iiiiance if we arc to provide
an equal opportunity for the education of Con-
necticut's children.

After study, the Co?nmission concluded that the
property tax is an. appropriate vehicle for the
financing of expenditures of our towns mid
cities, including the financing of public education.
The Commission did, not find the property tax
unduly regressive, in the context of total taxes
paid by Connecticut itizens. But there are numer-
ous inequities, including the way in which the
property ,Itx is administered. This Report consid-
ers and affirms the proposition that the property
tax should be preserved and improved as an equi-
table means of raising a major portion of munici-
pal revenue.

Part A of Volume II is devoted to an analysis
of the property tax, its importance in our taxing
system, the impact of the tax on our citizens, and
the existing inequities found by the Commission.
Alternate methods of assessing the property tax
and of establishing property tax limits were ex-
plored. The Commission concluded that the solu-
tion is a three-fo!.1 program to reform the exist-
ing property tax structure.

In, the Commission's riem. the number one re-
form which, is needed is the uniform administra-
tion and assessment of the property tax. This is
discussed fully in Part C of this Volume.

The second major area of reform is in the
:method of financing public education in this State.
'The Commission considered the problems and
concerns raised by recent court decisions and by
the President's Commission on School Finance,

the most critical being inemiality of educational
opportunity and the role of the property tax.
These issues are discussed fully in l'art 1. of this
Volume, \vhich sets forth a definitive program of
school finance reform aimed at equalizing the
educational opportunity afforded every Connecti-
cut child \vithout surrendering local autonomy.

The third area of reform deals with correction
01 certain other inequities. Here, 'Commissions
recommendations include assistance for our cities.
mid for the elIlerly. These and other recommend-
cid improvements and refoyins are discussed in
the balance of Nrt A Of this Volume.

'rile problems ,of the cities are discussed at
pape 33 and the specific relief which the Com-
mission is recommending is set forth on page 31.
The Commission concluded the property lax is

disproportionately burdciisomc in core cities
which hare unusually high 'municipal and edua-
tional costs ordinarily not found elscilicre. The
reliance on the property tax in the major cities
pushes the property tax to levels NVIli11 distort
market behavior and investment decisions. There
appears to he a vide range of "acceptability" of
real property taxes, but Once property tax rates
reach a critical point, the property tax becomes a
major influence on location and investment de-

-cisions,

The Commission concluded that m ior cities
are forced ti finance programs and offer services
not need,;(1 elsewhere and that these cities desper-
ately require financial assistance in order that
property taxes may be reduced. The Commission
recommends the adoption of programs which. will
channel revenues to cities dealing with such
problems..

The State presently has two "block grant" pro-
grams which are well designed and which can
provide effective assistance to cities. These pro-
grams channel unrestricted funds to localities
with special problems. The Commission recom-
mends the appropriation of an additional $5 mil-
lion to each program.

Urban centers, contain the greater part of this
State's non-governmental tax-exempt property.
In addition to advocating charges for services
rendered, to tax-exempt Properties, the C0111,MiS-
SiOn. recommends that an annual $10 million, fund
be divided among cities with large concentrations
of non-governmental tax-exempt property.
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Hog.), aro inherent difficulties in such
property, and 12) the tax on niitnufacturers'
iieisonalty is non-competitive vith ,ether slates
and counterproductive to ne%v investment.

The net fiscal impact on local .r,overnment as
result if till' Commission's prograni in-

ert'aS(' ;iv:tit:tide to local government I.
more than 111i11ii)11 tier year. I1'his does

niit include rederal 1:1,\ onto. Sh.tring hich
.iiticipa:.ing a gt..m th v i lucid reve-

nue 197 I ronsIstent ith tilt' pa.st,

pi)grl1T1 Will 311',)'1 (IVO!' ill'.
It1,11.0 1'0'011111. 1.11111 1Clelllil ha \e iwt.ti ivy eiVoll IIi

That VC:lr. Willi till 111:111).2:1, iti

.-11011;itit'1.\'. are held tie till'
allle liecont:ligo. ;I, till' lirt.iveted griiWt II

in the' 14T:01(1 li t, enactment of the ('ommission
program could result in a i.teneral roll-hark of
property tax rate, throughout the stale.

.1.11V avail:Wilily nekv grand list value and the
lee -s let "Ili value tlirotigh till' new exemption.. on,-

ei I does not fall eirtially on each town. Also,
the State funded i/r/q.nil».- rit city and s1'liiii)1

al'l' desigheil to compensate for special condi-
tions. For a review of till' impart of special pro-
grallts. see Part II of Volume I.

The urnmi...::.ion feels that this reilistrihution
of resiiiirces is in the interest of the entire State.
and its 1IiU indicates that the initial impact
will lienetit most localities. In the long run, all
localities will henetit through improved services,
lower property taxes. and a healthier economic
climate in t lie State.

Findings and Recommendations
'll'he ('ommission finds that :
I. Cmi of et fl r.( s iii of 01 of ifs

Striti. um! local on-sourer rece aloe from the
propert if lax:

lb No-M:11PN Cal e of loch! !IfOrerio MeHt.,; !fees
increased faster thorn the propert lose' base, and
this has ca risco! propert tax rates to increase
steadil 11;

I. tier prop, I'IIj too... has lo« a the main soarer
ic re 11 Or for local schools (1 hol nthrr 11111 rr lc,' pal

services:

`o rrpeal of the protocol!/ tax is mot f. e(tsibir
81ifficireit rerctiiie rtiPtifof be prodned from

other son rees at realist le rotes.

The ('ommission recommends that :
.1. the jot'', Ix should continue to be the

rr pplOprielle MOO? . erre of rerenne for local
schools and other moo to iripal scrr ices.

The ('ommission finds that :
5. over ;;0'i of the property taxPs are !cried

4

of /Dina 11'8Oletit Olt ITO proper, while oboist one-
?hi rol of the total property taxes hare their initial
:nopact propo it's. awl floc ro'onaiader
fall into ow pions other riplefloi'leg:

IL Co PI riecticrit 1.00(1 legally adopt a system of
fli fiereat lot elas.ifiration to drift. the impart of
the property tax boot the expo riences cif other
states which bare adopted systems of Oussifiofl-
lion ;awe not been StICCCSNfOl.

The Commission recommends that :
R. tlo institution of a system of differential
$817iralt ;MI of ,orOpert g for parp0804 Of property

Iii tion i1 nnf XH ilea 611' for Con twetieut.

The Commission finds that :
7. alleged advantages of the site value tax hare

not been proren;

R. Conversion to a system of site value taxation
is not appropriate for the nurture economy of
ColInertiont,



The Commission recommends I hat :
4, f NIX!, ;bp is not dr si 0114 f

io 1111.S Stll fr.

I'he ('Iommission finds that:
I ex limit:: ere( be st alit I.:rd (eh ( Sirrtr

her ernu nr, (I-prove 11 n to reeN',

The ('onimission recommends that :
I). cmichn CO Of tit it:: ef 0111It 10

lato-uq to urriforrr (isscs., M fl oil ion
"1. 1111. 1,1"1)(.1.1!1 111,r Ti f r1 ot. I/ ) nnel ) Its
(Tenn; me oda ions room r'rrirrg rrrrrrrieilrrrl !isml
pen et ices (l'ea'f rt 1), I'M. 111, re be core (1f «., i cr.
(.11 rout rid ))ropert tux ru!es Limn ann ini-
pos( (I li or to I irons,

The Commission finds that :
0, Sect ion 1,2-1,291) of the C r, I et lea G hero!

:".1111,1 les toCid('S for rope if if lux relief
f 1-1(11.1111 )/1.1,111 y11'110'11'4 i.. (1i1.111-111, t() (1(1-
ntini.1( r raft doe's not yowl relief to elderly
rent( es,

The Commission recommends that :
o circuit breaker be odapted

gear,' relief Hp to ."::;00 for pl'Opert IN (Did
ITO ((err (ii; ,fears erf affe, (le pc ndent on i H-

errin( , rrrrrl ir(O1111 9111(10(111.11 replace the
rro'stiog Sect ion 1 .2-1 291) laal rehr led sections.

The Commission finds that :
II. the persona property

adinister opritobly;

12. the pees/ppml property for falls in large
port on businesses which is n deterrent to indus-
trio1 inrestment in the Stole.

fees is (tilficidt to

The Commission recommends that :
F. the to .1. nor f ither rnyuisiIions of personal

proper, y eli i rioted c.erept for motor' vehicles,
q stock of cold riod ors, i re en ft orrd the per-

sona proper, y ofo, pith( sHric omponies. The
lox ere( on( from c.,.isling somd property will
decline ()err o ten-mar pr riod doe to lower rolnes
being reported as the cost basis ;slow( red 0110111111
depreciation.

G. the "'mots in lien of to.res should be elimi-
nated for both manufacturers' rend Inerchants' in-
ventories in 1974 simultaneously with the reedit-
((lion proposed in Pr( rt C of Volume 11.

The Commission finds that:
1.1. the tax-exempt properties in. the State

5

11 Mon t to billion op' n op ),ri HUI t l'1 !I 16' Of

I lir holm' lb.:So HTIMMIG:

1:. t the tot.(' -1,1TiliPt Jrr Oper lies nee
10(01 fl ire 1110.

The Commission recommends that :
ortmpt shnold be made to hid. losCtn-

tions Caret other to.-e.eempt popertiex al the full
rUl I ,HOSO'll twi11:4 find cities:

I. et ,r-, .)-1 nrf,l Id t ions ,.boatel cony(' (ism' e
I 1, ( Ir '1St lr,rr'res for some, of t Sic r r Which

n

s lin rib s for the its, of dnonicipol
sealers tax-exempt institntions should be dr-
termin( (I in «Ih municipality (rod appropriate
charges mode:

K. d, rod, u,), stair prom rt ie s sh mild 1)1 v.v.--

chute(' from (Ion Nil I'h rho dies:

I., S, et jot( 1,24 fro of floc Con it(
SI ortrir should In fol1N f rido (1 ;

11 (1 Slo I, Imo" o )(port Iwo 11
() rfanlifilimrf towns of the State hosed on volua-

timis of nor(-ito,.( pimiento, tax-exempt !property
leeiyhted hu o fortor which is the net growl list
per re Mile.

The ('ommission finds that :
15. the core cities of the Stat fore pr(ddems

not shored by other municipalities in Conneticnt;
111. the block grant program (Sections S-159a

old 10-266k of the Connecticut General Statutes)
has been on e /Yogi ve, but 1411de If It ded rehirle for
aiding cities.

The Commission recommends that :
s clif)pis s_1:7911 and 10-266k be retained and

that the funding of those sections be (..rpanded bll
each in F1' 1974 and 1975 and $1.";

e(ah beginning in FY

The Commission finds that :
17. additional revenue made (trailable to ?oral

!myrrh, ments f regnently results in increased spend-
ing and the development of new programs which
ore not always required or essential to the welfare
of the town.

The Commission recommends that:
0. the funds mode (Imitable through. the pro-

grams set .forth here be used to roll bark property
taxes so as to encourage new investment and ease
the burden on homeowners, Additionally, when
the entire program for local government is ex-



ambled as detailed in Parts A, R C this vol -
lone 11, additional revenues front the present tax
structure will total more than $100 million. (See
Summary below.) The Commission further recom-

m cud:: each town examine its fiscal proy rains
the liyht of these new rerenues and wherecer
possible apply excess funds to the reduction Of
property taxes.

Summary of Changes Affecting Local. Revenue
(in $ millions)

A. Tax Reductions

1. Personal Property Tax:
eliminate all except motor vehicles, rolling
stock of contractors, and personal property of
public service companies

2. Loss of revenue from over - assessments

B. Tax Increases

1. 1.31ilding permits - $5 per $1,000 new con-
struction

2. Service charges levied on tax-exempt insti-
tutions

3. Conveyance tax P.A. 152-5 ji recapture

C. Additional Revenues from State Sources

FY 74 75 76 77

- 7 -14 _01 -28

- 5 - 5 7 5 - 5

+ 2.5 + 3.0 + 3.5 4- 4.0

+ 8.:' + 4.0 + 4.5 + 5.0

-1- i.0 + 1.5 + 2.0 + 2.5

1. Increased block grant programs

2. State grants to locals sharing a diSpropor-
tionate burden of the cost of tax-exempt
property

+10.

+10.

+10.

+10.

+30.

+1.0.

+30.

+10.

3. State grants in lieu of taxes on State
property + 2. + 2. + 2. + 2.

4. School equalization 'funds +20. +20.

D. Reduction. in. Revenue from State Sources

1. Inventory - grants in lieu of taxes -20 -22

E. Additional Revenue Available from Local
Sources

1. UnderassesSed property

2. Cost of assessment program - 2

+50

- 3

+115

- 4

+120

5

TOTAL GAINS FROM COMMISSION PROGRAM +29.0 +80.5 +187.0 +193.5

TOTAL REDUCTIONS FROM COMMISSION
PROGRAM -14 - 22.0 -50.0 -60.0

NET INCREASE AVAILABLE FOR PROPERTY
TAX REDUCTION OR NEW PROGRAMS +15.0 +58.5 +137.0 +133.5

6



Magnitude and Importance of the Property Tax in Connecticut
Connecticut derives nearly 50''., of all of its

combined State and local own-ource revenues
and approximately 37% of its gross State and
local revenue from all sources from the property
tax assessed by its 1.69 towns and cities.'

If the property tax were repealed and Connecti-
cut adopted an income tax in its place, Connecticut
citizens would be required to pay an income tax
equal to approximately 10% of their total Federal
income tax payments."

The, above two statements demonstrate; in cap-
sule form, the major role which the property tax
plays in the tax structure of Connecticut. it is
the major Source of revenue for municipal ex-
penditure and accounts for over 80% of total
expenditures in Connecticut's towns and cities
exclusive of capital outlay. Table A-1. shows the
relationship between the State and local tax reve-
nue over recent years. Table A-2 shows the prop-
erty tax receipts in Connecticut from 1964-65 to
1971-72 as a percentage of the total expenditures
of municipalities in the same periods."

Connecticut is not unique in its dependence
upon the property tax. The importance of the
property tax nationwide was recently summarized
by the Congressional Research Service of the
Library of Congress:

Though property tax revenue has increased
steadily in absolute terms, it has declined as
a proportion of State. and local government
revenue raised by the States within their in-
dividual boundaries, due' to the introduction

TABLE A-1.: Total Connecticut State/Local
Tax Bill, 1964-72

State Local
Year Total Government Government

(S millions) (S millions) % (S millions) %

1964-65 824.5 390.5. 47 434.0 53
1.965-66 907.7 439.9 48 467.7 52
1966.-67 971.5 468.2 48 503.4 52
1967-68 1055.2 499.8 47 555.3 73
1968-69 1176.5 541.6 46 634.9 54

1969-70 1470.0 741.8 50 728.2 50
1970-71 1642.8 795.6 48 847.2 52
1971-72 1894.0 974.4 51 919.6 49

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Governmental
Finances.

Note: Local figures for 1972 are estimated.

7

TABLE A-2: Property Tax Receipts in
Connecticut and Total Junicipal

Expenitures 196 -79
(In S millions)

Property MuniciPal
Tax Receipts Expenditures
. . . .

1.964-65
1965-66
1966-67
1967-68
1968-69
1969-70
1970-71
1.971-72

430.5
464.1
500.3
551.8
630.0
72:3.1

841.6
952.8

(Excluding Capit-I
Outlay)
505.6
558.2
628.5
688.9
770.9
905.7

1036.8
1162.0

Receipts as
of Ex-

penditures

85
83
80
80
82
80
81

82

Sourer.' 196,1 through 1971: Governmental Finances, LS.
Bureau of Census, indicated years. Taxes for
1972: Public Document 18, State Tax Dept.,
Grand Levy. Expenditures for 1972 are esti-
mated.

of the sales tax, the income tax, and other
non-property taxes. It has declined even
more as a proportion of total State and local.
government revenue due to the increasing
number of Federal grants-in-aid. . . . [How-
ever] it still accounts for two-thirds of all
general revenues raised by local governments
from their own sources, and more than one-
third of the total of all general revenues
raised from their own sources by State and
local governments:'

Tn Connecticut, the property tax plays an even
greater proportional role as a revenue source. In
1970, for instance, only three states (Massa-
chusetts, New Hampshire, and New Jersey)
raised a higher percentage of their state and
local own-source revenues from the property tax
than did Connecticut.5

When Federal grants are added as a revenue
source, the percentage raised by the property tax
in Connecticut drops to 37.8% in 1971. The rela-
tive decline in the importance of the property tax
when Federal funds are included in post-war
years is illustrated by the consistent reduc,
tion of that percentage since 1942 as shown in
Table A-3.

in absolute terms, however, as the Congres-
sional Research Service has noted for the nation,'
Connecticut property tax collections have been
growing steadily in volume. Table A-4 shows the



growth of the local net grand list, the average tax
rate, and the grand levy in Connecticut between
1925 and 1971.

This dramatic increase in property tax collec-
tions has been the result of an increase in popu-
lation, inflation, and the development of our land
and economy. lIowever, as can be seen by the
increase in the grand list and the average ta%
rates, the spending rate of local governments in
the State has increased even faster than the prop-
erty tax base. This has put intense pressure on
the tax, which is the only general revenue source
available to Connecticut towns.

The property tax has been the main source of
revenue .or local schools and other municipal
services. The Commission considered recommenda-
tions (a) to repeal the property tax and (b) to
propose reforms in the property tax to remove its
inequities and improve its administration. After
review of the major complaints against the prop-
erty tax and of the alternatives available to re-
place the revenues which the property tax now
produces, the Commission is of the opinion (1)
that repeal of the property tax is not feasible
from any point of view, especially since there is
no comparable source of revenue to replace the
existing tax other than an extremely high per -
sonal income tax; and (2) that the property tax
should continue to be the appropriate main source
.of revenue for local schools and other municipal
se r ices.

TABLE A-3: Percentage of State and Local
General Revenue in Connecticut and U.S.
1)erived
Year

front the Property Tax.
Connecticut

1912 -71.

U.S.

1912 50.5 .13.5

1953 43.7 34.3
1957 .11.5 33.7
1 962 41,2 89.7
1967 38.1 28.6
1970 36.7 26,1
1971 , 37.8 25.3

Soarer: AC:11Z. State-Local Pinmices (1972), Talde 12.

TABLE A-4: Local Net Grand
Tax Rate, and Grand Levy in

1.925-71

List. Average
Connecticut,

Year
__

Local New
Grand List

Average
Tax bale*

Grand
Levy

1925 $ 2;258,005,127 24.64 $ 55,628,031
1.935 2,953,956,675 24.40 72,068,126
1.945 3,441,51.0,741. 25.1.4 86,511,960
1955 6,341,059,113 32.94 208.883,297
1965 12,006,463,434 39.18 470,405,700
1970 17,573,868,228 49.94 877,715,074
1971 18,673,388,661 51.13 052,849,237

Source : Connecticut Public Document .18, Information
I? to tire to the ssess men t and Collect ion of
Taxes (1971) , p. 7.

*In mills, on stated fractional assessment ratios.

The Burden of the Property Tax
Who Pays the Property Tax?

Generations of economists, have debated the
question of the impact of various taxes and com-
binations of taxes, in the hopes of providing a firm
basis to predict what consequences will follow
from the imposition. increase, or decrease of a
particular tax. Obviously taxes have economic
consequences. Equally obviously they are not
clearly delineated. Some of the effects of the prop-
erty tax seem reasonably clear, others are hard to
define. The purpose of this section is to explore
this subject as part of the Commission's analysis
of the impact of the property tax.°

The property tax is paid by several classes of
taxpayers, and generalities as to who bears the
burden are difficidt. The tax on undeveloped land

S

can rarely be shifted from the owner. The tax on
commercial or industrial property, on farm land,
or other productive land use, can and frequently
is shifted from the user to a consumer further
down the line. The tax on residential property will
fall on the owner if the occupant. However, if the
residential property is rented, the tax may again

be shifted to the consumer.
Without uniform assessment it is difficult to

state ivitfi, any certainty the aniount of property
tax being paid by classes of property. However,
it is clear that business and industry do make a
significant initial cohtribution to the revenues of
Connecticut localities. The Advisory Commission
on Intergovernmental Relations in its 1J72 publi-
cation has estimated that in 1967, 32% of Con-
necticut's property taxes had their initial impact



on business property. while somewhat over 50("(
fell directly on residential real nropert;,-.7

This estimate may he compared with the fol-
lowing proportions of business and residential
property.on the 1970 grand list of the States

(Billions)
)) Itr. l l i IlgS (C7 140 tS

llusinesS
$10.5 56.4

Business fi Industrial
Buildings $2.0

Machinery, dams, etc. 1.0
Business Fur:lit:We
C 00(1ti rehallt.S, manu-

facturers) .9

'Total 5.2 28.0,4,

All Other 2.9 15.G%

Total Net Grand List $18.6 100.0%

Is the Property Tax Regressive?
In tax literature the word rep ressire means that

the tax bears` disproportionately upon individuals
of low income. The opposite, a prof'ressh e tax
bears more heavily on I, -'ogle of higher income.
A proportional tax would impose the same tax
rate on all income groups. The regressivity of'.
the tax on real property has been endlessly de-
bated, and most tax economists believe that, as
administered in most American jurisdictions in
the recent past, the property tax is somewhat
regressive.

Professor Netzer emphasizes that the property
tax is used to finance services and benefits which
are consumed most heavily by those in the lower
income brackets. The point is, of course, that
while the tax may be regressive, the expenditures
definitely favor the poor."

Regressivity is usually measured by current
money income. Professor Netzer notes that the
property tax becomes significantly less regressive
than is commonly thought when measured by
standards reflecting lifetime income and tax pay-
ments.

Another authority, while concluding from Con-
necticut data that the tax can be considered re-
gressive, suggests that the reforms, like those the
Commission is recommending ,gin this Report, can
eliminate many of the inequities caused by its
regressive characteristics.")

Those who claim the property tax is progressive
argue that roughly half of the population are
renters who own relatively little property subject

to the property tax and that, for a variety of
reasons, the amount of tax shifted to them is
fairly small. nider these circumstances, if prop-
erty were properly and correctly assessed, and
equitably taxed, the burden would fall more
heavily on those with wealth than is commonly
supposed."

The property tax is one of many taxes paid by
individuals, including the sales tax, the Federal
income tax and others. The rise of property. taxes
has been overshadowed by the rise in Federal
taxes especially, shown in Table A-5. As indi-
cated, Federal tax collections have increased much
faster than other taxes; by 1971, Federal tax pay-
ments represented almost 70':; of the total Con-
necticut tax bill, compared to 30"; in 1.927.

TABLE A-5: Taxes Paid by Connecticut
Residents by Level of Government,

1927-71
Level of

Government
1927

Tax Collections ($ millions)
1937 1947 1957 1970 1971

Federal 36 75 646 1,402 3,501. 3,882
State 25 47 88 244 796 848
Local 61 77 98 228 732 856
Total 1.22 199 832 1,874 5,029 5,586

Source: Connecticut Tax Study Conunission, Property
Taxrs in Connecticut (1959), p. 4. 1971) data from
Connecticut Pulilic .Document 48, Information
Relative to the .4 SACtiS went and Collection of
Toxrs (1970, p. 4). 1971 data from Public Docu-
ment 48, p. 4.

Table A-0 shows the dollar amounts collected,
and the percentage shares, of federal, state, local
and all taxes combined for Connecticut residents
by income group in 1967. A careful reading of
those figures shows that as explained in detail
in Volume One, Part B local (property) taxes
are somewhat regressive, state taxes generally
proportional and federal taxes progressive. The
totals show how the dominant influence of Federal
tax collections makes the combined impact of all
taxes somewhat, progressive across the income
ranges shown. (And, as also noted earlier, Federal
tax changes since 1967 are believed to have in-
creased progressivity.)

Chart A-1 summarizes the above data in
graphic form, showing that, when the large share .

of the tax bill represented by Federal taxes is
included, the overall impact of the entire tax
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Are l'roperty Taxes 'too High?
Until adequate niethIlds of measuring tax

rates in various towns and cities in Connecticut
are adopted, the answer to this question will not
he forthcoming. Table A-7 is a compilation of

'Yawn

ttIx 1 t's, for :ill tilt' towns and cities in the Mate,
It cilitains the pt rientage of the f:iir in:irket
Valli' ilf thy iiriipYrty
the grand list, (column 1 the year in

the towns propert\ V;1. I lied 1 k., lnirl 1;

I9 7l grand list n.1,11111111 :',1; the 1972 mill
rate (column 11: and the estin lied grand

II")'' Ill'irkt't
!lased oil limited sales ratios and certain 41t11(9'

:lam nilll'tlnll the (..-1.1111ated gra ?HI list (11111( it lie

l'Ogarded ;1. StatkticIllY (4(11e.IlIS iVe, ( )1l111111 I; is

1.11(.' Illatt'd unit) rat° 111Si'd 111)401 tilt' eStilllated
1 lillr r grand list ill :In attelilpt II) arrivo :11 rut,"

t1lN rat(' (41111) +arahlt.' a'''lts,
Taitle A-7 illustrates that to\vtis of 'onnect icut

alarke(Ily in their tax rates (frith' a lc)N\ ri

1I).2 mills to a high of 91 mills). 11'hile columns
and 6 tin' based upon assumpt I deSS

the 'faille indicates that t()1V11:-.. (kpart frttnl their
Stated illtenti1111S concerning percentage or ases-
molt and that most or them asses, lint )petty (1111-

s,j(1(Tal dy ander the percentage (If...Oared.

Table A-7 provides rough estimates of the
true level of property taxes, in relation ti) the
estimated niarl:et value of taxable prop-erty,
"True" mill rates range from a low of' less than

T UWE 1.7: Tax Rate. For .111 Connecticut Towns. 1971
Assess. I.aitt Reval.

r Year
1971 Net

Grand List
1 .Andover
2 Ansonia

Ashford
4 Avon
5 Barkhamsted
6 Beacon Falls
7 Berlin
8 Bethany

fill
65
50
70
50
60
60
70

19(12

1964
1964
1968
1969
1950

196f;
1968

$ 6,820,470
88,940,898

7,371,11 0
79,098,965
13,448,519
12,481,782

115,094,780
28,026,957

9 Bethel 70 1968 75,705,700
10 Bethlehem 65 1969 13,523,334
11 Bloomfield 60 1969 163,792,936
12 Bolton 1970 20,004,189
13 Bozrah 60 1961 6,137,568
II Branford 65 1970 179,366,94(1
15 Bridgeport 70 1963 609,390,192
16 Bridgewater 65 1970 11,542,700
17 Bristol 65 1965 246,883,912
18 Brookfield 50 1963 48,622,462
19 Brooklyn 50 1970 18,523,220
20 Burlington 65 1970 25,619,687
21 Canaan 50 1968 7,500,769
22 Canterbury 65 1970 11,283,090
23 Canton 60 1969 36,243,748

11

1972
Mill Rate

Est. 100; Net
Grand List

Est. Mill
Hale

89.5 $ 15,459,732 3918
52.5 175,1.15,153 26,66
57.0 18,870,0.12 6)9.27
1.1.221 126,558,34 27.66
.16.0 29,048,801 *)1.30
63.0 22,47),608 35,00
45.0 230,189,560 "9.50
49.5 44,843,131 30,94
55.0 121,129,120 34,37
.14.0 22,469,539 26,48
45.2 294,827.285 25.11
52.0 32,1106,702 32.50
70.0 14,320,992 30.00
35.0 286,987,104 21.88
76.4 1,149,135,790 42.52
41.0 19,178,640 24,68
64.4 470,978,540 33.76
60.5 128,363,300 22.92
56.0 38,528,298 26.92
47.0 40,991,499 29.37
41.0 16,801,723 18.20
42.0 18,052,94 4 26.25
58.0 64,878,746 39.22
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min

21 Chaplin 65 196s 7.1;12 81.1) 5.7 19.1 15.7 1

60 19(;9 12 :1.211:' I (6,7 18.0 91; 1.7

-6 Chester 65 1970 "°,-165,i;00 17,9 I 1.:1611

27 Cliutbri 65 1971 80.-31,50) 37.0 132.1mi 21.115

Colcilest49. 71) 1962 1,399 5 I .114;1;.83,

"9 65 1970 7,180.20 1 1:1.8 .9C,S.:;,6
Columbia 1962 12.192.01" 1' ,I1 66.2;27:, e,

31 IV( 'lama 11 50 1963 8.059.578 .17.0 21 .27S.m7S 17.841

:12 Coventry 65 1971 11:178.278 55.1 6:'G5.559 35.8 1
:13 ro w4..11 65 1968 1:1.54;8,8'10 11.4) 75,( 1°5 03,7 9

inlinry 1966 )87.191.860 96.9,8

I )a ri('n 7 0 1967 221.312.670 130 37 1.767.8,1 95.9 5
:16 1)(q1) River (15 1962 91.3( ;0.512 50.0 63 "391)
37 1 )e rl 65 1963 51.891,162 105.379.581 .;1.76
:18 I )u rhiun 60 1969 2:1.1.13,020 :-)70; 12.013,153 311,61

:19 East ford 67 196:1 .1,5.17,8 18 8,9:1!),9111 30.01;
.141 East 4; ranhy 6)) 1974) 99.0:15.1175 19.11 25,517.5.W 28.2 7
11 1..at 11 addiun 60 1972 "3,171.808 16.0 52.529.565 911..) 9

12 East Hampton 65 1970 140.11,161 6 :,066.3.16) :19.511

1:1 East 1 lintford 65 1971 5)10,437.137 .12.5 7614,906.821; 27,62
.11 East 1 aven 65 1971 121,2:11.028 62.5 18 6,513.589 111,62

.15 East Lyme 65 1971 98,"61.1010 11.0 15 1,176.869 26.65
141 1.:itston 60 19(11 :19,091.670 9 1 .1157.5ed 00.09

.17 East Wind:Am. 60 1965 35,71.1.367 73,871.690 '0.0::

.18 Ell ington 65 1970 .15,617.866 51.41 7:3, 36.585 :13.75

.19 Enfield 60 1963 1541,91;1.11)7 1.1,:1 33 2.115.293 :13. 11

50 Essex 65 1969 43,063,254) :10.75 71,551,2.11; 18.51
Val rliel(1 70 1961 127,181.010 .16.2 781,685,109 05.07

5" 1:arrnington 65 1966 1401,355.610 .18.6 19 6,318.871 9(;.33
53 Franklin 65 1969 9,98-1.915 31.0 15,127,211 2016
5.1 Glastonbury 70 1965 133,100.137 57. 600;).13 :12.18
55 4;41shen 65 1969 11,98.1.033 .11.0 1 9.911,93° 2.1.68
56 Granby 60 1967 28,352.-151 62.3 5.1,81.1,7.1.1 30.00
57 reen wi 90 19( ;9 1,.152,.1.15.1.11) 19.2 1.7.12,931.168 16,00
58 4;1'15 \1'(11(1 1971 30,31( ;,515 :39.0 46,613,799 27).3 5
59 lroton 70 1971 979.890.781 51.1 389,85:1,977 37.87
60 Guilford 80 1964 96,117,281 16.41 153.787,699 28,75
61 Iladdani 50 1971 67,309.( ;97 25.5 131,619,391 12.75
62 Ilanuien 60 1967 :118,091,239 58.5 61.1,982,195 30.26
63 11ampton 60 1970 5,351,786 53.0 9,281,629 :30.57
6.1 Ilartfl)rd 65 1961 946,096.7.15 81.4 2,037,596,4167 :37.7 9
65 Ilartland 50 19(31 5,137,487 6(1,0 15,221,961 21.93
641 11arinton 65 19(;8 24,405,636 52.0 12.052,788 :30.18
117 1 lehron 65 1963 16,479,229 72.0 33.-165,511 351 5
68 Kent 65 1971 90,758.965 30.0 31,936,894; 19.50
69 Killingly 60 1965 51,543,627 19.0 106.523,496 23.7'1
70 65 1963 14,234,104 3.0 28,906,181 21.17
71 Lebanon 70 1971 96,959,31,1 :35.5 37,513,306 21.85
72 Ledyard 70 1961 55,663,505 59.0 111,327,1)16 29,50
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La..? 1%al. 197i Nil
1;rand 1.1-4

1972
IiII lalv

1 1)T I ( i )

11441-
04.31141

1:-I.

1971 1:1,27 5,7 to :;12,f1 18.965,:loo) 2°. I 0
71 Litchfield III 197 55,S°2,979 I LI 9 6.759.8:10
75 Lyme 4;5 19741 21.(1 15,0) 1

76 'Madison 197 1 101.09 1,5s° 148.190,97(1 )

77 Maiche.-:ter 194;7 °56,811 0,39S 1701.551 30,10
7S NI a nsli4,141 4;)) 197 1 51,11 6,3 IS 94s,69:'913
79 NIarllp,rough 711 194;1 11,313.0"0 1;7.11 9 6.17°2179 16.61
sil 4;0 194;1; 018,88 5. 1107.770,1180 .)6,55
SI NI iddlehury 197 1 6'',2 "9.0 95,768,64;8 18.85
s° Nliddle114.1(1 415 19413 761 1,20:1 :15.770,352 31.1.5
8:1 NI i !diet own 415 191;1 221,377,61 I ISA; 111,851,360 21.68
S1 NTH f,)rd 1969 .150,78 6,100 698,581,7:11 98.09
85 N1,01 rile so 194;9 90,68°,81i' 12.1; 12 2..121.791 31.56
s6 (10 194;9 I,61(1 38,41 l81.712.298 21.11
S7 Morrk 1;5 197() I 1.312.875 11,0 18,100,61)0 07.50
88 Naugatuck COI 1965 11:1,961;10 18.75 .):15,519.521 2:1.59
S9 New Britain i 956 °72,797,355 77.25 727..159,613 29.01

N('W ranaan COI 1970 91 ),:1-16,590 15,3 317.267,4 22 26.13
91 New Fai rfleld 65 197 1 83,52 1,00., 21.8 128.19.1.3 58 1.1.17
90 New Hartford 75 1971) 98,74)9,054) 50.0 .11.311.32') 31,72
9 New Haven 60 196-1 635,21)1,611 1.3 1,355,10:1,233 39.52

Newingt n 197 1 991,99 2.560 10.5 :111,527,4415 211,:1-:1

95 New London 415 1968 136,3641.132 411.91) 034,958,996 37.71
94; Nev ford 4;5 197 1 161.201.9-17 :10.15 '18,1)00,995 19.60
97 Newtown 100 1965 1.17,698.953 341.8 183.1.16,702 29.68
98 Norfolk 415 197(4 1.1,607.77(1 15.0 23,372,-132 28.13
99 North Branford 65 19419 65,306,171 5:1,5 108,509,218 :19.00

I 04) North Canaan 70 1967 99,881.930 37.0 37,918.624; 22.33
101 North Haven 1971 960,698,992 35.8 13-1,198,320 21.18
102 North Stonington 70 197(4 00,43.1,837 11.0 30,30,329 29.62
1412 No Ilya]. 1,*. 19641 4 59,210.896 65.6 1.017.395,215 29.61
10.1 Norwich 65 1965 139,652.82)) 68,06 266,111,1;10 35.68
105 Old Lyme 197 57,59 5,320 29.5 99,831,888 17.02
106 old Saybrook 115 197(4 101,52.1,133 30.5 167,238,612 19.06
107 Orange (9) 1971 138,523.07-I :19.5 2311,871,7 9() 23.70
108 Oxford 1;5 1974) 37,60 1,510 31.0 60,162,.; 61 19.38
109 Plainfield 60 I971 .12,996,717 49,0 71.661,195 29.10
110 Plainville 65 197 1 113,924,960 1.1.3 175.269,168 28.80
III Plymouth 60 1960 39,80 6,751 70.3 78,736,202 29.29
112 Pomfret 65 197 1 12,)73.-I17 36,0 18,582,224; 23.10
113 Portland 1;5 1963 38,013,060 5:1.5 77,195,753 26.31
111 Preston 65 1967 16,493,114 53.0 29,433,8 66 29,70
115 Prospect 65 1971 3-1,1 69,188 :19.0 52,568,4.13 25.35
116 Putnam 65 191;8 40,55 6,835 27.0 69.882,5.17 15.67
117 Redding 6(1 1969 55,00 0,213 45.0 99,000,4 38 25.00
118 Ridgefield 50 1962 109.959,033 79,0 280,048,510 29.04
119 Rocky Hill 70 197(4 89,11 7.170 41.7 132,402,653 28.07
120 Roxbury 70 196 9 19,6'37,790 39.0 19,-182,876 9r).98
121 Splem 65 1962 7,87-1,320 50.0 16,475,500 23,90
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11114: a Rah, 1' tI1 conmrticlit roins, 1971 ((:ontinued)

Last it, val. 1971 'CO 1972 \
car 1:rand 1.i-t Ilill liat 61.44 1.i-t

122 Sal ry 01 19711 1:"),888,:1 In 79..539,790 1::.15
Sothirul 511 1969 ".797.17 1 9 LI) 1;0 12,5 11

121 `e} no on. 1;5 1965 51,01,8, :1 :15 :-,),n
127, Shmin G11. 19711 1 7,:;73, 161 16.o 311.1611,666 1

.126 Sheltiin 70 1970 '1.5,69°,00 1 3211.151;,691 21.71
127 Sherman 65 19711 17,185,66o :111.5 27.977.1156 19.116

128 Si ni.;ha ry 6 5 196 1 10:1,807,030 58.4/ "0 1.119.997 9.15
121 ,1ner:-2, .51) 1965 1,751,129 68.0 .-)3,9511,9s :27.-112

1:111 St.uthhn ry 415 1971 8 6,017,031) 28.0 13°,33:1.89° 18."1)
S. taliingtun 65 1957

1 11.836.5514
_ - -.)i..) 3 10. 1117,7"0 0:1.96

11titll Vill(lsor SO 191;5 11 1.733,1 15 :.8.25 17:1,186.37 1
Sprague 65 197 0 1 6,553.128 38.11 "7.503.659

1:11 Stafford 65 1971 1 8,158,670 111.0 71.551.8011 "6,111)

Staint'40.0 60 197 1 1,16 0,8°82277 18.1) 1.9:',s.()17.1 0s 'ti,811
1:16 Sterling 4;:, 1967 5.665,316 61.0 111.1IniIn 1.18
1:17 Stonington 7(1 1961 8 6,1(;1,170 12.'1 172,:t.".:1 41.111)

1:.18 Stratford 711 1963 31 1.776.124) 16.8 1119.:1771.1 9 2 1.6:1
1:19 Suffield 1;11 19711 1; 1.027.980 .15.75 11/,1,99.161; )6.311

Thonla.-4on 1;5 1969 10,835,176 .11).1) 67.8 19.71 I 21.07
1 11 Thomps(41 60 19711 30.59.1311 17.11 50.969.1 58 7.12
1-1 65 1971 -I 8.564.950 16.0 7 1,7 15.3118 09.90
143 Torrit1g1J)7) 65 1967 14E1,617,232 1;:1.0:; 283,159.981 32.62
11.1 'n1101114111 70 1970 :1119..158,1112 :1:1 .1 159,766,768 23.15
1 15 1 nilin ;5 19711 '',500,3-15 .12 0 1.000,550 26.2 1
I I6 Vernon (15 1971 151,168.578 51.0 23 2,567,1 13 33.15
117 Voluntown 6(1 197(1 5,67 1.551 51.6 9.835.888 31.16
1 18 Vallinglord 65 9171 2'4 1,301,081 1.0 37 5.883,0116 '8.60
1-19 vaiTen 511 1966 1,899,461 52.5 11.590,711 21.87
15o 11.1shington 65 1970 98,999,5211 37 Ii 16,287.232 23.12
151 vaterloiry 65 1965 .157,813.8:17 69.0 873,398,858 36.17
152 Vaterflrd 60 1965 130,56.1,530 13.0 269,833,36° 20.81
15:1 Vatertmvil 65 1971 10:v770,0.18 -18.25 162,723,151 31.36
15.1 \Vest} ir(oli 65 1971 51,989,8:10 93.0 78.907,131 1-1.95
155 \Vest Hartford 55 1969 -146,107,553 59.11 876.582,1(91 10,115
156 \Vest Ilaven 80 1970 358,182,2.17 .13.5 .1(;5,636.921 33..16
157 '1Veston 60 1968 77,989,950 49.1 11,271,513 26.3
158 Vesti)ort 60 1970 3.19,0..)3,1129 .13.0 605,319,911; 21.81
159 Vetlierstield 65 1966 17:1,1)61,322 55.3 319,-197,826 29.95
1611 Villington 60 1966 13,111,251 62.0 26,882,502 31.00
161 \\Mon 60 1969 152.891,010 51.0 275,203,818 28.33
162 \Vinci-le :4er 70 1961 15,755,903 59.0 83,667,937 39.27
163 \Vim-111am 60 1967 71,960,147 -1.1M 14-1,922,950 22.76
161 Nt'indsor (35 1969 178,606,3841 11.9 296,7( ;1,3711 o5.00
165 indsor Locks 60 1969 115,0.17,106 .1(1.75 207,081,791 22.61
166 NVolcott 65 1969 58,971.719 54,3 97,983,780 32.68
167 Voodbridge 50 1971 71,373.098 .11.0 1.12,7.16,196 99.00
168 \Voedbury 66 1961 38,759,166 .16.5 75,169,272 23.98
169 NVoodstock 60 1971 26,159,654 35.0 43,599,123 21.00

Totals $20,175,563,278 Avg.. 8.88. $40,751,728,352 27.15 Avg.
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13 to a high of nearly 19, with the mean ;;nd
median ratos at roughly 27 mills. Of Connect icut's
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;dove :15 mills.
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There is no simple way of determining fie level
at, which the effective property taN rate becomes
"too high." What is acceptahle differs over time
and among places and surely has much to do
the pitblic services that the tax, makes possible.
In the northeastern United States, effective prop-
erty tax rates of 2.5 to 2r; (25 to :'1) milk) are
very common and si,:doni considered intolerable.
This le% el of rates is nigher than %vas common
15 or 20 years ago, hut no higher than the levels
prevaildq., ill the 192P's and well holow the levels
in the 19:10's.

It is true that 56 of Connecticut's towns have
rates in eNceS;=, of :-10 mills, with some of the
highest rates in the larger cities. Irowever, the
Commission's proposals for revisions in the
school finance system and aid to municipalities
%Yid significantly reduce tax rate disparities,
especially for the larger high-tax-rate cities and
towns. Tax rates far afore the average should
he reduced, but that can he accomplished without
it drastic statewide shift away from the property
tax..

Another vay of looking at the height of the
1)1."Ilerty tax is to tollill:tre property t axes

collie generated in a stiite, the must overall HMIs-
lire or a slate'.: eeonoilly. In 19711, property taxe;:,
collected ill Colilletit'llt entlaled ,2'; of ,lersoll:11

I.Iit; lot' the country as a
\\*hole and 1.:1'; in the median stall'.'' Since
Connecticut depends heavily on the property tax
one would expel t property taxes in Connecticut
to lie high by national standards, riven so, Con-
necticut ranked sixteenth in the ratio of property
taxes t.) ner;:olial :,\IoreoVer, Connecticut
rank( r Very low Indeed in tile ratio or other stale-
lot.;11 taxes to nersoll:til income: the Connecticut
percentage was 5.1. compnred to :t national aver-
age el 7.1'; . Vor ;t1I State -foal revenue sources
combined (including fees and charge.: as \yell as
taxes), the Counecticut percentage was 12.1, com-
pared to :1 nation;,) average of lit;'; . Only
st.ates had perntayes denoting Yomposite State
and local tax burden lower than Connecticut's."

(-Hi/no-tic/Ws propt,,./!/ ind.cs (H. high /1cr. thou-
sand r/nl /nrs H.f ill'opf g POW' brOlIllsr the

:tinl /(/(0/ llnroi-emr,itt.,.. Critilieclirld de-
Iwo(' mare 01r this perentic ;:ottir /Ion
many other dn.

Based upon the above, the Commission con-
cluded that the present level of property taxes in
Connecticut, while high, is not uniformly onerous
and that a general reduction, either through a
transfer of burden or through direct relief, is not
appropriate. to the overall State/local situation.

Inequities in the Property Tax
While the Commission did. not find the property

tax either exceptionally regressive or too high,
it did find inequities which it wishes to see elimi-
nated or relieved.

Inequalities in Assessments
The Commission believes this is the most seri-

ous of all of the problems which have been allowed
to accumulate in the many years of property tax
administration: ASsessment inequalities exist
both within and among the towns of the States.

The list of required reforms is lengthy, and the
subject is of great importance. The Commission
has decided to devote an entire pant of its Report
to assessment reform. Part C contains a complete

15

analysis of the major problems and the Commis-
sion's recommendations.

Geographical Inequities and Ole
Problems of the Cities

Within any Connecticut metropolitan area,
some towns have high tax rates, and some have
low tax rates. Central cities-generally have effec-
tive tax rates which exceed those of the surround-
ing suburbs. There patterns. are shown in Charts
A-2 to A -6 which are to he found at pages 1648.

Municipal costs in the cities are higher than in
the suburbs because of greater need for municipal
services and higher costs of some services. More-
over, as fiscal needs are rising in the central cities,
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C A II' A-4.
Nev.: London & Norsvich Arca

Effective, Tax Itittis

S.11.E'M
2:L9

Sou rcc : Same.

3TORMS
27.5

FIN '1 III lIE
26.5

EA ST

2 6.7

Fit .1 Nii

B(1% ItA 11
30.11

N1ONTV 1, 1.E
21.1

NVATE1{1,01t1
20.$

NEV,
I.ON IX IN

LISBON

PRESTON
29.7

ii: IV .1 1)

29.5

GROTON
37.9

C HA I (I' A-5
Waterbury Area

Effective Tax Rates

TiloM.1STON
24.07

NSLATERTONVN
31.1

\VOOIIIIIRY
2L9

/8.9

SOUTI I lit RV
18.2

ox Folio
19,1

Source: Same.

B11151111.
33.5

11.1.310I ill
29.3

41:01.00'1"r
3 2.7

4,LA TERM RN'
36.2

NA
23.6

BEACON
FALLS

:S5.11
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30.9
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23.9

(111-.:SHiltE
26.7'
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ClIAWF A-6
New Haven Area

EfTective 'Fax Hetes

WA 1,1.1.NNEMID
2S.6

HA:SIDES

30,9

sEy.mol'It

ANSONIA
26.7

WOMMIt 11M: E
22.9

11E1Hil
:t 1.Y

S111{TH
\ VEN

NORTI1
BRANFORH

:12.2

SEW HAN' ES EAST
HA ES GI' 1 1.1,01W

2S.S

\ >'1,01t1)
21.9

Source: Same.

their tax bases are being eroded through the mi-
gation to the suburbs.

The Commission recommends a program of aid
to cities which will help to alleviate their fiscal
problems.

The School Finance Problem
The financing of public education has becrme

a major topic of discussion since the decisions of
the California Supreme Court in Serrano v. Priest
and of a three-judge Federal court in Sol? Antonio
[ndependent School District v. Rodriguez.

The theory of these cases has been (1) that
reliance on the local property tax for the financing
of local educational expenSes produces tax-rate
disparities between towns, as well as inherent
and large differentials in expenditures, and

18

(2) that such funding unconstitutionally discrimi-
nates against many students from poor and
middle income families because it makes the
quality of a child's education a function of the
wealth of his parents and neighbors.

T./is prOblem can be seen by comparing two
typical towns in Connecticut. Town A spends
$1,000 per student from local property tax reve-
nues and Town B .:;)ends $500 per student. Both
towns, also receive $300 per student of State and
Federal aid, and both towns spend about two-
thirds of their local property tax revenues on
education. But Town A enjoying high expendi-
tur3 for schools imposes an adjusted tax rate
of only 15 mills (on full current market value of
all property) while Town B faces a tax rate of 30
mills, or twice as great, even to raise half as much
for education. In short, many towns can tax far



less and Spend ninCli 11101'e. Less fortunate towns
can never catch up in school expenditure because
taxes are already as high as homeowners can
tederate.

The Commission proposes the establishment of
a school finance equalization plan. Each town and
city would elect its desired mill rate per pupil and
would be guaranteed it fixed dollar amount per
mill per pupil. If the local property tax did not
yield this. amount, the State would, when the plan
was fully el.iective, supply the difference. The
towns whose tax hase.yielded more than the fixed
dollar i)er mill per pupil \You Id Pity the excess into
a common fund. This fund would he used by the
State to supply the' shortages in the towns having
a below average tax hare, Over a period of years,
the plan wradd neutralize differences in taxpaying
ability between local school districts. The plan
would contain provisions designed to protect the
high spending school districts against drastic
spending cuts and to save any town from drastic
tax increases. This school finance equalization
plan is full' described in Part B of this Volume.

Property Taxes and the Eider lv
The Commission is aware of the problems which

the elderly of our State face when confronted with
011 ever-increasing property tax to pay or when
confronted with escalating rents which reflect the
higher taxes imposed on landlords. The relatively
fixed and frequently lower incomes of the elderly

Compared to other segments of the population
make property tax payments particularly burden-
some for them.

Connecticut has at present a program for relief
for elderly owners of real preffierty which has
given them substantial assistance over recent
years. The Commission proposes to extend relief
to elderly renters. The proposed relief is in the
form of a circuit breaker which would grant relief
to those with incomes up to $7,500. An explana-
tion of the circuit breaker is contained in the dis-
cussion at pages 28 to 30 of this Volume.

Tax-Exempt PrOperty
The fact that our municipalities supply services

to tax-exempt property has caused certain hard-
ships in the host towns. The Commission pro-
poses a program for developing service charges
which will result in the towns being reimbursed
for some of the services they render to tax-exempt
properties. In addition, the Commission proposes

19

it program of Slate reimbursement to towns with
large colleen t ra t ions of tax-exempt properly.

The Spey i a 1 Ca se of I,o Ns. anti
od era te Income Housing
:Although the Commission has not made any

specific recommendations regarding the property
taxation of low and moder:Ae housing, the com-
mission believes that there are significant prob-
lems in this area which deserve further study.
The purpose of this discussion is to raise sonic of
the more troublesome problems,

Especially in urban areas, the housing stock of
the State is characterized. by a high degree of
obsolescence and disrepair. At the same time.
standards of quality are rising, along with the
costs of construction and repair. A;; a result of
these trends, low and moderate income families
and individuals find themselves in a housing.
squeeze, where they carmot afford housing which
is up to code standards unless they are aided by
some form of subsidy.

The major source of housing subsidies needed
by these families is the Federal government. The
very poorest households may be aided by the
Federal public housing, program. in \ vhich the
government pays the entire initial cost and sonic
of the operating cost of units owned by local
housing. authorities. Ilousehol& with slightly
higher incomes are eligible for units built by
private developers with Federal interest subsidies
under the "221(d) (3)" and "230" programs
(named for sections of the National Housing Act).
These families could not afford such housing with-
out; these interest :'ubsidies.

Property taxation plays a role in the production
of both types of subsidized housing.

Low Rent Public Housing
Low-income public housing is exempt from real

estate taxes under both Federal and State law.
In lieu of taxes, local housing authorities are
generally required by law to pay 10% of the
shelter rent charged their tenants. Since this
shelter rent is rendered artificially low by Federal
subsidies, the payment represents a small per-
centage of the revenue which the locality would
derive fl'om use of the property by private de-
velopers."

Public housing can he built by only one agency,
the local housing authority. This authority is



created, pursuant to State and Federai law, by the
town or municipality. The decision to utilize land
within the locality for !minic housing- therefore
represents a decision by a local public autthorit.y
to forego most of the taxes on that, land. The
higher the tax rate. the more revenue foregone.
In addition, family public housing may require a
concentration of municipal services, compounding
the net fiscal loss suffered by the h).ality. Because
public housing cannot be built without the co-
operation and active participation of the localities
through their housing authorities, poor families
may be deprived of the only decent, safe. and
sanitary housing they can afford if local public
officials decide that they need the taxes which
private development can generate on a site which
might otherwise he devoted to public housing.

Clearly the localities would benefit from some
system of reimbursement of foregone revenue
from the construction of public housing especially
since the concentration of low-income families in
such housing may impose additional burdens on
municipal services. One form of reimbursement
is the block grant program administered under
Sec. 8-1.59a of the General Statutes, which elis-
tributes unrestricted grants to localities under a
formula which considers among other thing. the
number of public housing rooms in the town. The
Commission recommendation of the expansion of
this program may help remove the economic
disincentives to the construction of public housing
which now exist.

Low and Moderate Rent Private Housing
The 221(d) (3) and 236 programs have provid-

ed, through interest subsidies, 10,000 units in the
State for moderate income families who cannot
afford new markt-rate housing. Lower income
families may also occupy these units with addi-
tional subsidies through the rent supplement and
public housing leasing' programs. Unlike public
housing, these developments are not exempt from
property taxation. However, because of the rent
restrictions imposed on them, they cannot be built
in many parts of the State if they must bear their
full share of the tax burden.

The reason for this is that occupancy of these
units is limited by Federal statute to families of
low and moderate income. For the 236 program,
this generally means not more than 1.35c.- of
public housing income limits. The Department of
Housing and Urban Development has established
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maximum permissible rents which can be charged
to these residents, so the rent receipts of subsi-
dized developments are strictly limited.

Out of these limited rent receipts must come
management., operating, and other expenditures,
including debt service. In a growii.g number of
subsidized developments in the State, there is
little or no money left over for the payment of
property taxes. Since typically all of the other
expenses will have been cut to the bone, abate-
ment of some or all of the property taxes on such
a Project is likely to he a precondition to its
construction.

What can be done to ease the property tax
burden sufficiently to permit. the construction of
such needed housing'? 'Municipalities may uni-
laterally reduce the assessment or the tax bill.
Stain ford has passed an ordinance permitting such
a reduction, taking into account /11Mly factors of
cost and need. Localities are hard pressed for
funds, however, and cannot afford to forego much
revenue in this manner.

The Department of Community Affairs (DCA)
administers a program which is designed to deal
with this problem by reimbursing the localities
for the amount of the taxes abated, However. an
administrative limit of $350 per unit has been set
by DCA on the permissible. yearly reimbursement.
In number of localities this limit has been
shown to he too low, and in any case does not
appear to have been contemplated by the statute.

To facilitate the construction and operation of
this housing., and to spread the liability for its
tax burden, low and moderate income private
housing should perhaps be assessed uniformly by
the income Lpproach. This wotdd take into con-
sideration the statutory limitations on the gross
receipts of such developments, and would reduce
somewhat their tax liability, The upper limit on
State reimbursement would then be the taxes
due on such reduced assessed valuation, not an
arbitrary dollar figure. Thus the State and the
localities would share 1.11e burden of this necessary
subsidy.

Such a change may or may not result in a need
for greater appropriations for the tax abatement
reimbursement program. Further study would be
necessary to determine its costs, and for this
reason the Commission has not embodied it in a
formal recommendation. However, adoption of
sonic such approach is necessary to remove some



of the tax pressure on subsidized housing units
in the State, over 1000 of which face impending
foreclosure if further tax relief is not granted.

The State cannot afford to lose these needed hous-
ing resources for its low and moderate income
families.

History of the Property Tax
in Connecticut

The first tax in colonial Connecticut was levied
in 1627 on shares of the Joint-stock Company of
Adventurers, there being little other property
which could be used as the basis of taxation at
that time. A year or so later. the land of the
colony was divided, and became the object of
taxation by both the towns and the colonial legis-
lature. At this time, real property was not taxed
according to its value, but according to an esti-
mate by the legislature of the average annual
income of certain classes of land. Taxes were set
for these classes by the legislature, not by local
assesors. Gradually, houses, livestock, and other
types of property were brought within this taxa-
tion scheme.

By the beginning of the 19th century. it was
becoming clear that industrialization was dis-
torting land values and that agricultural interests
were being burdened excessively. As a result, in
1819 the property tax base was shifted from the
statutory area measurement system to the market
value assessment of individual properties. The
industrial sector was further recognized by the
inclusion of machinery, inventories, and other
business personalty in the tax base. By 1850,

every type of real and personal property not
specifically exempted was taxed at a 3'; rate.

. The result of this shift to market value assess-
ment was the replacement of problems of rigid
standardization with equally different problems of
disclosure and appraisal which have burdened the
property tax collection system to this day.

Shortly after 185I), the State government ceased
its levy on individual property owners and began
to take a percentage of the overall grand list of
each town. The predictable effect of this change
was systematic undervaluation by local assessors,
so as to minimize the amount of the State's share.
In 1915, the State attempted to remedy this by
dividing a fixed annual levy among the towns on
the basis of their tax collections rather than their
grand lists.

While the property tax remained the only major
source of local revenues, it was increasingly sup-
plemented at the State level by excises and other
taxes. Finally, in 1947 the State property tax
was supplanted by a general sales and use tax.
The annual levy on the towns was discontinued
and the State retired from the field of property
taxation, except in the supervisory role which it
maintains today.

Alternative Methods of Taxing Property
Before arriving at its decision to continue the

property tax in essentially the same form, the
Commission felt it important to investigate al-
ternative methods of taxing property in order to
determine whether such variations might be: ad-
vantageous to Connecticut citizens.

Classification of the Property Tax Base
Classification of the property tax base is the

division of the grand list into classes of property
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which bear the tax at different effective rates.
Some states have constitutional requirements or
across-the-board uniformity and thus classifica-
tion is not legally available there."' Connecticut's
constitution is silent on the sr;bject, so it would.
he legally possible to provide by statute for a
classified tax, subject to equal protection and due
process co ns i derati on s.'6

The rate differentials among classes may be
achieved by the following methods, among others:



J. differential fractional assessments:
fixed assesmnents made without reference
to value. %vhich Koduye different effective
rates;
different methods of valuation (income capi-
talization replacement cost. etc.) Nvli MI pro-
duce rate differentials;

4. different proportional tax rates;
5. varying exemptions applied to different

classes.

These methods have been used in many states
to create various classification schemes, including
low-rate taxes on intangibles, mortgage recording
taxes. preferential taxes on bank deposits and
shares, bushel taxes on grain, tonnage taxes on
ships, ad valorem taxes on -nineral production,
forest taxes, special treatrr...,lit of law! and/or
buildings, the exemption of improvements, home-
stead exemptions, and the partial substitution of
service charges for nrpperty taxes. Classification
has been used most extensively to deal with the
problem of taxing intangibles, which have often
been taxed at a lower effective rate in order to
encourage disclosure and minimize inequity''
Since Connecticut has abandoned the taxation
of intangibles this reason for adopting a classified
system does not apply here.

At least five states have comprehensive property
tax classification systems: Minnesota, Montana,
Ohio, Virginia, and West Virginia. Two other
states, Hawaii and Pennsylvania, provide for
differential rates for land and buildings. Other
states either exempt or give special treatment to
some classes of property. In addition, there is
widespread extra-legal de facto classification
carried out in many states by local assessors.'
This is a danger the Commission wishes to avoid.

The movement for classification seems to have
been most popular between the turn of the century
and the Second World War. Recent Attempts to
institute classification systems, as in Tennessee,
have failed.") The classification system adoptel
9 years ar,:, in Hawaii is real12,7 a modificati(in of
site value taxation which, while a form of classi-
fied system, is disarsed in the next section.

Even if one could assume the validity and de-
sirability of the concept of classification, it may-
be too much to expect either economists or legis-
latures to fashion a system that actually works.
This is the conclusion of the foremost student of

2,2

the classified tax system. who made the following
observation over thirty years ago:

"Within given states many of the classifica-
tions have little to recommend them. They are
based upon questionable assumptions. reflecting
political or other pressures rather than sound
economic. distinctions. Moreover. the inure
numerous the subdivkious into which property
is divided the more questionable from the point
of view of economic logic do the classifications
and the rate differentials become. It is easy
to point out defects in particular classifications
and many of the criticisms are rooted in per-
sonal opinions and economic beliefs subscribed
to by the critics but it is extremely difficult
to say just, what the classifications should be
and far more difficult to lay down principles on
which rate differentiations may be fixed. "2()
More recent commentary has adduced no rea-

sons. to alter that judgment of the classified prop-
erty tax.

The Commission therefore has concluded that
the institution of a system of classification of
property for purposes of taxation should not be
recommended.

Site Value Taxation
One form of classification is the taxation of land

and structures at differing effective rates, by law.
For more than a century, there has been a signifi-
cant body of opinion holding that land and struc-
tureu should be differentially treated. with either
no taxation of the value of structures at all, or
heavier taxes on land than on building values.
The argument for such "site value taxation" is
twofold. First, the value of any particular site
as unimproved land results from factors that have
little to do with the actions of an individual land-
owner. A given site is valuable because a town
or city has grown in population; because streets,
roads and water, sewer, and other utility lines
have been put in to serve that site and others in
its vicinity; because the owners of adjacent sites
have put up office buildings or stores or houses.
Thus, it is argued, an individual landowner has
little ethical claim to rising land values and it
would be equitable for the community to recoup
such "unearned increments" by imposing high
taxes on site values.-'

In addition to this equitable argument, there is
a closely related economic argument. Since the
landowner himself does not create land values,



taxing them away will not affect the decisions
made by landowners. The return from hivestment
in land (above and beyond interest costs on the
investment) is a pure surplus, and taxing away
surpluses does not affect economic decisions. More-
a.er. the supply of sites cannot he reduced in
response to the reduced net returns mimed by
taxation (the case with regard to all other types
of investment). The net result is that a site value
tax is neutral in its effects on economic decisions
relating to use of land. The present property tax,
most of which falls on buildings. is not neutral,
since it tends to discourage investment in build-.
ings. Thus, a switch to site value taxation from
the present unneutral tax would tend to foster
more intensive use of land.

Differential or exclusive taxation of land has
been widely adopted in a number of other coun-
tries. including Australia, New Zealand, South
Africa, western Canada, Denmark, Taiwan, and
Jamaica. It is also found, in a modified form, in
Ifawaii and in two Pennsylvania cities. Pittsburgh
and Scranton. As experience in some of these
areas has shown, the practical realities of a shift
to exclusive or differentially very much heavier
taxation of land in a well-developed place like
Connecticut may create serious problems. Con-
necticut has long since adjusted to the existing
system of property taxation, and major shifts in
the distribution of the burden would be very un-

The Personal
Personal property taxation began in the United

States during Colonial days at which time the tax
was levied largely against livestock. Taxation of
machinery. equipment, furniture and fixtures, and
inventories began principally in the 19th century.

Netzer places the beginning of the decline of
the personal property tax as a form of revenue
in the 1870's with the trend continuing through
the late 1930's. Since the end of the 1930's, per-
sonal property has accounted for 161.7(:: of the
property tax base ==

The principal reason for this shift away from
the personal property tax is the difficulty of locat-
ing and valuing uniformly various types of per-
sonal property. In addition, personal property
taxes of business equipment, particularly in manu-
facturing, have adverse effects on the location

settling. creating large capital gains and capital
losses. The Commission believes that such shifts.
even were they on balance desirable, should not
be lightly made. At I he very least. detailed studies
of now the tax change would work for specific
classes of taxpayers in specific communities would
be an essential prerequisite.

some placesfor example, a relatively homo-
geneous largely residential suburban town site
value taxation would make little difference in the
distribution of tax burdens. There would be little
reason for such 'daces to object to the tax change,
but also very little reason to make the change.
In other places. the distribution of the tax burden
would he greatly altered in some cases. from
residential to business property owners, in others
the reverse with important land use conse-
quences, such as the pressure to redevelop resi-
dential sites with good accessibility for commercial
purposes.

Evidence on the specific effec of a shift to site
value taxation in Connecticut's towns is far too
skimpy to justify such a move, It should be
pointed out that the Commission's recommenda-
tions for uniformity in assessments (see Vol. II,
Part C) will tend to lead to substantial increases
in the taxes on land, since land on the average is
very much underassessed in Connecticut. In view
of all theSe factors, the Commission finds no basis
for recommending a change to site value taxation.

Property Tax
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of economic activity both bzcause of the level
of the tax per se and because the personal prop-
erty taxes are less certain and uniform than are
the :alternate ways of taxing business activity
used in those states without a business personal
property tax.

Shifting the Personal Property Tax
Because of the competitive circumstances in

which the State's businesses find themselves, it
is unlikely that Connecticut businesses can export
much of the personal property tax. It is further
unlikely that very much of the tax is shifted
domestically to Connecticut consumers; Connecti-
cut consumers have ready access to non-Connecti-
cut products from firms located in non-personal
property tax states.



\Vightman tested the impact of property taxes
on firms and their cost of doing business. Wight-
man concludes:

"States that do not tax personal property
offered considerable advantages to the manu-
facturing sector of the economy. Removal of
taxes on machinery and equipment encourages
older firms to replace outmoded equipment,
and thus remain competitive. Replacement of
taxes On inventory by state corporate income
taxes increases the certainty and uniformity of
tax bills, and relates taxes more closely to
ability to pay. Seldom does a personal property
tax location show up as a relatively low tax
location in this comparison. This tax becomes
increasingly burdensome as modern industry
requires more and more investments in ma-
chinery and equipment per worker, and as a
percentage of total assets."2"

Conclusions of Commission
The Commission concluded that the personal

property lax is extremely difficult to administer
equitably. The tax is a major deterrent to busi-
ness and industrial investment in the State.
Accordingly, the Commission recommends the re-
peal of the tax on post-1973 acquisitions of per-
sonal property other than motor vehicles, aircraft,
personal property of public-service companies
(public utilities)," and the inventories which are
being' removed from the tax rolls under current
law. 25 The result of this recommendation would
be the phasing out of the tax on affected cate-
gories of presently-owned personal property as
such property is depreciated. The Commission
estimates that the bulk of this phase-out should
be completed in 10 years. A reduction of revenue
to each town would occur not by virtue of the re-
moval of any existing property from its grand list,
but bt:cause of the fact that no new items would
be addled each year. The Commission estimates
that there would be approximately $150 million in
assessed value of new acquisitions each year which
would not be placed on the personal property grand
list as a result of its recommendations.

This proposal would result in a reduction in the
State's grand list of over $1.5 billion over a 10-
year period, or less than 1% of the 1970 net grand
list per year. The following shows the statewide
breakdown of affected property, by class.
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Total Personal Property on Which
Tax would be Phased out under
Commissiora Proposal (1970 list)

Machinery*
Furniture
Boats
Farm machinery. tools
Animals. produce
Other

$1.014 million
302

44
6
3

162

Total $1.531 million

Reduction in each of 1.0 years: $153 million

Percent of total net list to be phased out
under this program: Total 8(,';,

Yearly .8%
*This category contai .1 some machinery helonging to
utilities, and may thus be slightly overstated.

Table A-8 shows the effect of the Commission
proposal on the net grand lists of localities with
over $20 million in affected property. These areas
of concentrated commerce and industry would
generally lose between 1 and 2c:- of their 1970
net list each year for 10 years under the Com-
mission proposal.

TABLE A-8: Effect of Personal Property
Tax Phase-Out Proposal on 1970 Net Grand
Lists of Localities with More than S20 Million

in Affected Property

Personal Property
to be phased out

milliongt

nr 197r) Net
Grand I.ist to be
phased out each

1107: for 10 yettrst

Average Annual
Revenuo Reduc-

tions Due to ',base
out 1970 Rate
1$ millions/1-

Hartford 14,4 1,6 1.1
Bridgeport 108 1.8 .8
New Haven 79 1.3 .6
Stamford 68 .8
Milford 67 1.5 .3
East Hartford 64 1.3 .3
Witte rb ry 53 1.2 .4
Norwalk 51 1.1 .3
Greenwich 48 .3 .1
KM] etoWII 45 2.1 .2
Stratford :32 1.0 9

New Britain 29 1.0 2
North Haven °S, 1.6 .1
Danbury 25 .9 .1'

Bristol 24 1.0 9

Montville 21 2.9 .1

Source: Calculated from Public Doc. 48, pp. 50-81.
In some localities, these totals may contain property be-

longing to uitilities, and may thus be slightly overstated.
tThese yearly amounts will vary, depending on depre-

ciation rates.



Relationship to Inventory Tax
Phase-out Program

The Commission's recommendation that most of
the personal property tax be phased out is con-
sistent with the current program of phasing out
taxation of manufacturers' and merchants' inven-
tories.

Manufacturers' inventories are to be progres-
sively removed from property tax rolls under
Sec. 12-81 (50) of the Connecticut General Stat-
ute:, according to the following schedule:

1970: 10!.; of assessment is exempted
1971: 50%
1972: 60%
1973: 70%
1974: 80%
1975: 90%
1976 and thereafter: 100(::

Partial reimbursement of these foregone reve-
nues is provided by Sec. 12-24a, which provides
for the following distributions to localities based
on the 1964 collections on manufacturers' inven-
tories, which totaled approximately $18 million:

1970:
1971:
1972:
1973:

40(): of 1964 collections
.50 f,';)

60%
70%

There is no provision now in the statutes
for reimbursement after 1973.

Merchants' inventories are to be phased off the
tax rolls under Sec. 12-81 (54) which provides
that an additional one-twelfth of such inventories
be exempted each year from 1971 to 1982. Reve-
nues foregone through these exemptions are to be
reimbursed by the State in similar proportions,
based upon 1967 collections (totalling approxi-
mately $14 million). This reimbursement totals
100!.; of 1967 collections on merchants' inven-
tories in 1982, and continues at that level there-
after (Sec. 12-24c).

The Commission has concluded that these re-
imbursement programs are an inflexible and
inappropriate method of relieving the hardships
caused by the removal of some classes of prop-
erty from local grand lists. They do not adequate-
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lv reflect the fiscal needs of the localities. and
their distribution formulas quickly oecome ob-
solete. For these reasox.i.:A, the Commission. recom-
mends the repeal of the inventory tax reimburrse-
ment programs, effective in FY '76.

The Commission recognized the fact that these
recommendations taken alone result in significant
revenue losses to the localities. However. the
Commission has concluded that. over:CI, these
losses \vill be compensated for by other gains.
Chief among the projected gains are revenues
which would accrue to localities tinder the Com-
mission's proposed program of aid to cities, set
forth in detail later in this Part. This program
provides for increased block grants and for State
payments based on foregone revenue from private
tax-exempt property. Under this proposal, an
additional $20 million would be distributed to
localities in FY '7.1 and FY '75. This amount
would be increased to $40 million starting in
FY '76, concurrent with the proposed repeal of
the inventory tax reimbursement provisions.

Table A-9 shows the net effect of these recom-
mendations in major localities in the State,
through FY '77. it shows the revenue \vhich
would ifie lost due to the repeal of the personal
property tax and the present reimbursement
programs. It also shows ',lie projected gains from
increased block grants, payments for tax-exempt
private property, and increased payments on
State property (as recommended elsewhere in
this Part).

The Commission believes that any net losses
shown in this table would be more than offset by
other gains, including the following:

1. New industrial and commercial development
which will be encouraged by the repeal of the
personal property tax.

2. The assessment reforms proposed by the
Commission which will resicit in significant addi-
tional revenue coming from identification of
unde -assessed property in accordance with the
existing statutes by FY '75 and thereafter.

3. An easing in many localities of their educa-
tional finance burdens, under the plan proposed in
Part B.
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Property Tax Limits
From the taxpayer's point of view, taxes always

sewn too high. The property tax hill is particu-
larly onerous for the homeowner. who is acutely
aware of how much he has to pay. Given Con-
necticut's heavy dependence on the property tax,
there is understandably widespread sentiment
that increases in the tax should he curbed. One
suggested means of accomplishing this end is to
impose some statutory limits on the property tax.

Connecticut is one of only 7 states'" Nvhich at
present place no limits, either mild or severe, on
local property taxation. Of the reasons cited in
support of property tax limits, the most widely
discussed is the following:

I. By limiting the amount of revenue which
can he obtained from the property tax, the
local government is forced to seek other
sources of non-property revenue, therehy
lessening the tax load on the beleaguered
property owner.

It is also argued that:
t). Lower rate limits can be an inducement to

attract industry into a community.
3. The use of tax-rate limitations will mean

that the local governmental unit will have to
take a new look at the various services it
provides in order to determine whether they
should be offered locally or by the state
with its broader tax base.

el. The use of tax-rate limitations can mean
that there will be an enlargement of state
aid in order to provide adequate finances
for the services provided locally.

5. The limited amount of property tax revenue
available because of rate limits will force
local governments to be more exacting in
their budget prices.
A limitation of particular funds by the state
legislature will ultimately aid in providing
greater uniformity in the various services
offered.

7. The limitation on property tax revenue, in
combination with the demands of competing
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local governments for the tax dollar, will
ultimately hasten the simplification of local
governments._:

However, the history of property tax limits in
other states and the latest pertinent. research have
greatly diminished the strength of these argu-
ments. Legislation to limit property taxes is

frequently riddled with exceptions, and often,
there are OIltright violations. Tax limits tend to
transfer local government services to the state
\ith a corresponding loss of local government
autonomy. Since tax limits do not affect expendi-
ture rates, the limits merely shift the burden
to a different source of revenue. When the
state assumes the financial burden. it gener-
ally assumes the control and there is a further
loss of the fundamental local government ueroga-
tive of budget making. Local governments are
ruled much more by their expenditure needs than
by their current revenue prospects, and tax limits
have not been able to reverse this state of affairs.

Tax limits make sense only, if at all, when a
state seeks to shift local government taxation
away. from property and toward non-property tax
sources. When tax limits have not been part of
a new local tax system in a state, their effective-
ness in holding down expenditures has been.
dubious. Tax limits have enjoyed some success
only when local governments have been given
non-property sources of tax revenue as an alterna-
'6ive to the property tax. The imposition of tax
limits in some cases may have accelerated a
changeover to a new system.

Connecticut has not authorized local non-
property sources of tax revenue and the Commis-
sion believes it would be unwise to change this
policy. The Commission has concluded, therefore,
that the imposition of property tax limits would
very likely not be effective in this State. The
Commission believes that enactment of its recom-
mendations relating to uniform assessment and
administration of the voperty tax, and its recom-
mendations concerning tr.unicipal fiscal practices,
will be more effective in controlling property tax
rates than an artificially imposed tax limitation.



The Circuit Breaker

Existing Law
Equity considerations point to the need for tax

relief for the elderly. Most of the really serious
cases of repyessivity are to be fouml among elderly
households. Not only are elderly house:raids more
likely to be poorer than other age groups of the
population, but their incomes are frequently fixed
111 amount. The elderly are least able to cope with
property tax increases.

At present. Connecticut law (C.C.S. Section
12-1291.) allows qualifying elderly people a prop-
erty tax exemption of $1,000 on their domiciles
and a freeze of the tax bill as of the year of
qualification. The State reimburses the local
municipality for the difference between the bill
paid by the taxpayer and what the tax bill would
be without both the exempti Al and the freeze.

The administration of this law in its present
form has been very difficult due to the formula
required by law to he used to compute the bene-
fits. Furthermore, this law does not treat all
elderly households in the same way. Elderly
households \Vhich rent rather than own their
homes receive no relief even though a portion of
their rent undoubtedly goes toward property
taxes. And, because of the freeze provision,
elderly households recently qualified for relief do
not receive the same level of benefits as elderly
households which qualified before them even
though there are no other differences between
the households.

The Commission recommends the adoption of
a "circuit breaker" so that elderly renters and
the elderly owners can he treated more equitably.
The Commission further recommends that any
person currently receiving benefits under Section
12-129b greater than those which would be avail-
able under the circuit breaker shall be entitled
to their existing benefits. The Commission recom-
mends, however, that for all other purposes Sec-
tion 12-129b be abandoned as a relief section.

The Concept of the Circuit Breaker
Given the desirability of tax relief to elderly

households, one fair means of accomplishing it is
to designate a certain percentage of income as a
limit above which elderly households of low in-
come would not have to pay in property taxes.
By designating a percentage of a household's
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gross rents which is deemed to be devoted to
taxes, one can include both renters and home-
owners in a tax relief program.

This plan of a property tax "circuit breaker."
for the elderly is not a novel idea. The states
of Wisconsin. Minnesota, California, Vermont,
Kansas, Colorado, Maine. New jersey, Pennsyl-
vania, Iowa. Ftlld Oregon already have some form
of circuit breaker in operation.

Basic Design of a Circuit Breaker
for Connecticut

The Commission recommends Connecticut adopt
a circuit breaker which would grant direct relief
up to $500 per year for qualified elderly house-
holds. To qualify for property tax relief, the
head of the household must be 65 years of age or
older, and the total income of the household from
all sources, including Social Security, must he less
than $7.500 per year (in 1972 dollars).

Relief for Homeowners
"Under the plan, a homeowner would be entitled

to direct relief in the form of a credit on his
property tax bill if and to the extent that his
actual tax bill exceeded 5%., of his income. The
maximum limit of the credit would be $500 for
those in the lowest income bracket. The State
would reimburse the municipalities by the amount
of the tax credits. As an alternative, the home-
owner could he required to pay the full amount
to the municipality and apply directly to the State
for the credit.

The dollar' amount of relief would decline as
the household income increased as follows:

Where the household
income is

The maximum credit
would be

$3,000 $500
3,500 450
4,000 400
4,500 ,350
5,000 300
5,500 250
6,000 200
6,500 150
7,000 100
7,500 50
7,500+ 0



Relief for, Renters
Under the Plan, a renter would be entitled to

relief' in the form of a cash payment from the
State to the extent that 20% of his annual gross
rent (including utilities) exceeds 5';'(- of his in-
come. The maximum limit of cash payments
would he $500 for those in the lowest income
bracket. The schedule of cash payments exactly
mirrors the schedule of maximum credits listed
above.

The tax credits and cash payments would be
made upon presentation to the town assessor of
Proof of age, household income, tax bill or rent
Paid, and other documentation as may be
necessary.

Some examples may help to explain the work-
ings of this circuit breaker:

(a) Suppose an elderly household has total
income of $4,000 per year and rents an apart-
ment for $150 per month including utilities.
The household is oldigated under the plan to
pay uP to 5';"( of its $4,000 income or $200 ill
property taxes. It is assumed that 20';; of the
rent goes toward the payment of property taxes.
This means that the household is effectively
paying $30 per month (20% of $150) or $360
per year in property taxes. Since the $360 pay-
ment is in excess of the established norm of
5% of income or $200, the renter is entitled to
$160 direct cash payment from the State.
(h) Suppose an elderly household owns its
home and has an income of $4,500 per year.
On ,e again, the circuit breaker plan envisions
that 5c/c of the $4,500 per year (or $225) is the
proper amount to be devoted to the payment
of property taxes. Suppose further that the
actual property tax payment of the household
is $350. The circuit breaker would then relieve
the elderly homeowner from payments above
$225 and the State would reimburse the munici-
pality for $125 of that taxpayei;'s bill.
(c) Suppose an elderly household has total-
income of $7,000 per year and rents an apart-
ment for $200 per month including utilities.
The household is obligated to pay 5% of its
$7,000 income or $350 in property taxes. Under
the plan, it is assumed that 20% of the 'rent
goes toward the payment of property taxes.
This means that the household is effectively
paying $90 per month (20% of $200) or $480
per year in property taxes. Since the $980
payment is in excess of the established norm
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of 5'; of income or $350, the renter would be
entitled to $130 direct cash payment front the
State. However, in view of the household in-
come level of $7,000, the actual cash payment
would be I imited to $100.

Administration of the Circuit Breaker
The operation of the circuit hreaker requires

data on the incomes of elderly households and
data on the rents paid by tenant households. The
plait would make it the responsibility of the elder-
ly households to present all appropriate docu-
mentation to the town assessor. Income may be
furnished by collies 0. Federal tax returns, Rental
data may be corroborated by checks,. with land-
lords. Safeguards would have to be established
to prevent landlords and tenants from certifying
fraudulent rent payments. The Commission is of
the opinion that the hulk of the administration
of this relief provision could lie administered by
the existing staffs in offices of the assessors and
tax collectors.

It is not possible to provide a detailed estimate
of the cost of the recommended circuit breaker.
However, from the data available, the following
estimates have been made:

Relief for Elderly Renters
1.9 - 5.4 million dollars

Relief for Elderly Homeowners
12.3 - 15.0 million dollars

Administration - .5 million dollars

Total 14.3 - 20.9 million dollars

Naturally, these costs are sensitive to the vari-
ous eligibility limitations and other parameters
of the circuit breakei'. Lowering the $7,500 in-
come requirement, raising the percentage of in-
come considered applicable to property tax pay-
ments to above 5r,4, and reducing the schedule
of.. maximum credits will lower the costs of the
program. Doing the reverse will increase the
total cost.

Relief Under Existing Section 12-1.291)
Many elderly homeowners are.receiving relief

under the provisions of Section .12-1.29b of the
Connecticut General Statutes. The proposed cir-
cuit breaker is designed to extend relief to elderly
renters and to eliminate the cumbersome and dif-
ficult administration of Section 12-129b, The
Commission feels that benefits currently received



by any homeowner under Section 12-129h should
not be diminished. The Commission therefore
recommends that the benefit levels and recipient
lists of Section 12-129b he frozen in lire year in
which the circuit breaker is enacted, and that the

taxpayer he untitled to .receive the greater nf the
benefits he receives under the existing Section
12-1211h or under the eircuit breaker. Newly elig-
ible households would receive relief only under the
circuit breaker,

Service Charges on Tax-Exempt Real Property
Currently in Connecti.nt about $3.5 billion in

as,sessecl valuation goes untaxed because of statu-
tory exemptions, This amounts to about 16!:;, of
the total assessed valuation in the State. Tax-

broken down as follows:" -8exempt property can be
Millions of
Dollars of

Assessed Value
:179.9

421.1
1,317.2

260.8
194.0
349.0

Federal Property
State Property
Municipal Property
Private Colleges and Universities
Parochial and Private Schools
Churches
Hospitals, Veterans, and Charitable

Organizations
Housing Authorities
Other
Total

282.1
127.0
891.0

3,526.4

If Federal properties are deleted because of the
impossibility of levying a tax or service charge
against them, and if municipal properties are de-
leted. because the municipalities would not register
any net gain by assessing levies_ against them-
selves, the total of tax-exempt property in the
State is reduced to $2.03 billibn in assessed valua-
tion, lf, further, State property were withdrawn
for reasons which will be explained below, the
total of non-governmental tax-exempt property
would be -reduced to about $1.61. billion, Non-gov-
ernmental tax-exempt property thus ccnnprises
less than half of all tax-exempt property.

If the towns and cities of Connecticut could
secure additional revenue from the tax-exempt
properties within their borders, reduced taxes
could result. For the most part, tax-exempt prop-
erties are located in the cities of the State where
the tax rates are high and where such tax relief
is sorely needed.

In devising policy toward tax-exempt property,
at least three approaches can be taken :
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Approach. A holds that tax-exempt institutions
are just like any other property owners and
should pay their full share. This is the basis for
the strongest attack on property tax exemptions.
This view, however, requires the reevaluation of
the overall desirability of tax exemptions in view
of the likely consequences of imposing taxes on
previously tax-exempt properties. For example,
if churches are taxed it is altogether reasonable
to expect church expansion plans may he cur-
tailed, that sonic churches will he forced to share
buildings, and that new construction will not offer
tall steeples and fine organs. In short, taxes will
be included in cost calculations, and they are
likely to have an important impact. The benefits
dispersed by tax-exempt institutions would un-
questionably decline.

Approach. B holds that tax-exempt properties
are special, that society would lose some of what
it now prizes if tax exemptions were discontinued.
Society values education, religion, fraternal organ-
izations and hospitals. Accordingly, these values
must be encouraged and not hindered by public
policy in any way. Tax exemptions are directed
toward these ends, and it is argued that they are
important in achieving such social goals.

Approach. C holds that tax-exempt properties
are unique and desirable, and that they should
not have to pay the full burden of taxes; but a
measure of sophistication is added by recogniz-
ing that tal:-exempt properties do use services
from local government and that exemptions from
the property tax means that no compensation is
rendered for such services. This approach recog-
nizes and emphasizes that tax-exempt properties
should be encouraged for their overall benefits,
as our society has often recognized, and that
government should continue to play a role in en-
couraging such institutions because they often
perform services that either the State or local
governments might have to perform in their
absence.



Without violating these conclions or damag-
,ig the well-being of tax-exempt institutions, how-
ever, the last approach would take into account
other aspects of tax exemptions. Most important,
city revenues from taxalde property are required
to provide services to tax-exempt property own-
ers, and these institutions frequently benefit a
wider population than the residents of the host
town or city alone. While some lax-exempt insti-
tutions benefit peOple in a wide area (and studies
of health institutions and others have documented
this fact), only the residents of the host towns and
cities pay the cost of municipal services provided
tax-exempt institutions. Given the desirability
of matching up costs and benefits, it is not un-
reasonable to suggest that cities should be com-
pensated for the revenue foregone by exemptions
for properties which render services to citizens
living outside their boundaries. To this extent, a
strong case is made for some mechanism to com-
pensate towns and cities with a heavy concentra-
tion of tax- exempt properties through the use of
revenue sources which would spread the cost
among the wider population which such institu-
tions benefit.

At the same time, recognition that taxexempt
institutions should not be required to take a full
share of the cost of local government does not
mean that modest and appropriate charges should
not he made for city services rendered directly to
those institutions. The city can easily monitor
such services.and determine their true cost. The
city could levy service charges on these institu-
tions which would not be too onerous to the insti-
tution and which could help defray the high costs
of local government.

This approach is not new in Connecticut. Many
tax-exempt institutions are currently paying for
some of the services which they receive from the
municipality in which they are located. The Co-
mission recommends applying this approach to
more towns and cities, and to more tax-exempt
institutions.

Service charges are much like prices and are
relatively easy to develop when the service pro-
vided can be metered. Water, electricity, and mass
transit are the classic examples of services for
which charges are applicable and widely used.
The concept can also be extended to sewerage and
sanitation.
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Connecticut ranks low in its use of service
charges, Only about 13'; of its total local revenue
from own sources is derivc..; from service charges.
The U.S. average is closer to 3W'; . Current
charges come to only $28 per capita in Connecti-
cut as opposed to $51.50 nationwide. Looking
solely at sewerage and sanitation, charges for
these services account for only (3.7(;;. and 5.2(;?,
of expenditures, respectively. The national aver-
ages are significantly above that.

towns and cities were able to charge tax-
exempt institutions for sewerage and sanitation
services, they would he able to recover more of
their costs. The costs recovered would naturally
vary from town to town and from property to
property. As a rough estimate, if towns and cities
charged tax-exempt properties the full cost of
providing sewerage and sanitation services to
them, they would he able to recover a total of
approximately $3.o million.

Where not provided by private industry, the
Commission recommends that non-governmental
tax-exempt institutions be charged for the costs
of providing water, sewerage, and sanitation serv-
ices to them.

The Commission further recommends that serv-
ice charges for the use of municipal services by
tax-exempt. properties should be developed by the
chief financiO officer of each town and city in ac-
cordance with procedures mandated by the State
and that such service charges should be levied by
the towns hi which tax-exempt institutions are
located.

Although it is not recommended that State
property be charged for municipal services, the
Commission has considered the provisions of
Section 12-19a of the Connecticut General Stat-
utes which provides for State reimbursement to
towns for tax-exempt property owned by the
State. The necessary funds required to carry out
the provisions of Section 12-19a have not been
fully appropriated. The Commission recommends
that the legislature appropriate sufficient funds to
carry out the terms of Section 12-19a. It is under-
stood that this would require a yearly increase of
$1.8 million, making the total amount necessary
to fund the provisions of this section $3.6 million.
This additional aid will go primarily to the cities
and will again help to reduce or maintain the
current level of those cities' property tax.



The Efieets of the Real Property Tax
On Urban Capital Formation

The market value of real property and the tax
collected from that property are interdependent.
As property taxes depend on assessed valuation,
so market values of that property reflect the prop-
erty taxes levied to a greater or lesser degree de-
pending on the functioning- of the market itself.
This is the concept of tax capitalization.

The interaction between the property tax and
market values of real properties complicates and
often distorts the flow of investment into urban
real estate. Location choices depend on taxes as
do choices tfo invest at all in urban areas.

Business and Industrial Location Decisions
Although business and industrial location de-

cisions are influenced by many factors, economic
activities requiring heavy investment in real
estate are especially sensitive to real property tax
rates. Investors seeking a location for anew eco-
nomic activity can ordinarily find several possible
sites with similar characteristic's and non-tax
operating costs. in such a case, the property tax
potential of one location versus others can be-
come the deciding factor in investment decision-
making. Such a consideration has led many states
and localities, especially in the South, to offer tax
concessions in an effort to attract business and
industry.

Business and industrial location decisions may
be most responsive to tax differentials at the time
of an original location decision,- but relatively
high property taxes can thwart additional invest-
ment in an area, and expedite a company's deci-
sion to move at a time in its development when the
corporate strategy calls for expansion, consolida-
tion, operating realignments, or absolute reduc-
tions.

Towns actively engaged in seeking new indus-
try through tax concessions, or which attract new
industry merely because of low tax conditions,
may concurrently enact zoning regulations which
hinder the movement into the town of large nuni-
hers of people whose presence might call for vast-
ly increased public expenditures. Although this
can be characterized as fiscally rational behavior,
it is adVerse to general social interest. The "game"
is won by the town xvhich gets the high value, low-
service-requiring business or industrial invest-
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ment, and manages to deflect population growth
into other areas.

Residential lip: eminent
The isolation of the effect of taxes on residen-

tial location deci ions is extremely difficult. So

many factors enter into housing decisions that
real property taxation may not he a primary con-
sideration, particularly with respect to home
ownership. As with industrial location decisions,
however, property taxation may lie an important
determinant in choosing to invest in otherwise
equivalent residential properties.

In an effort to analyze the influence of the prop-
erty tax on residential investment, a simple model
designed to explain housing starts was developed
and estimated, The results are not put forward
as conclusive since there was insufficient time to
explore other and more complex model specifica-
tions. However, the results are suggestive and
the Commission believes that they merit inclusion
here.

A simple correlation of the estimated effective
mill rate and new housing units per capita for the
29 towns in the Hartford Region in 1970 indicates
that housing .construction was systematically
lower in the towns with the higher tax rates. This
is not conclusive evidence, but it suggests that
the property tax dues influence housing invest-
ment.

As Charts A-2 through A-6 (pages 16 to 18)
show, the highest tax rates are found in the ma-
jor cities of the State. Even after assessment re-
form, tax rate differentials will work against
attracting residential investment in major cities.

The sensitivity of rental housing investment to
property tax rates is clearly evident. As the flight
of households to the suburbs continues, the laws
of supply and demand act to keep rents from in-
creasing as rapidly as taxes. As a result, the
property tax as a percentage of gross rental re-
ceipts has steadily increased. The prevailing in-
dustry view is that once property taxes reach
25'2%, or more of gross rental receipts, new con
struction of rental housing is severely inhibited.
This view is consistent with the Commission's
analysis of rental housing in the Hartford area.
The Commission studied a sample of Hartford



area apartments. Although the data do not con-
stitute a rand(on s;..impling of Hartford apartment
properties, the Commission believes the data are
representative. This analysis generally indicates
that prior to 1968, taxes as a percentage of gross
rental collections were concentrated below 222.
From 1968 on, the ratios were heavily concen-
trated above 22',;. with shifts upward in 1969,
1970, and 1971 to above 25(;; . Concurrent with
these upward shifts in property taxes as a per-
cent of rent was a precipitous drop in housing
sta

The coincidental rise in property taxes, as a
share of apartment rent collections, and the: drop
in the number of apartments started in Hartford
is not conclusive evidence of a simple direct re-
lationship. The availability of sites and mort-
gage money and changes in zoning laws and blind-
ing codes among other things influence decisions
to invest. The data do permit, however, the hy-
pothesis that in Hartford, given present rent
levels and the deirr,..id and supply forces of real
estate, real property taxes higher than 222 -25%
of gross revenue collections are an inhibitor to
new investment in rental housing.

The hypothesis is consistent with one expert's
findings of investor attitudes in Hartford. Smith
asked 176 investors what they would do with
money received if they were to liquidate their
real estate investments in Hartford in the near
future: 34(7( indicated they would like to in-
vest in real estate outside Hartford; only 9% in-
dicated a willingness to reinvest in Hartford real
estate; 10(.; did not respond; all others preferred
an alternative to real estate investment."

A typical response of an investor unable to pass
on tax increase> to tenants is t ) try to reduce
maintenance am repair costs. Deferred mainte-
nance over time.:. variably results in a property's
physical deterioration and market post,101). Stern-
lieb found that landlords of tenement properties
are not knowledgeal);e about what kinds of re-
pairs and maintenance expenditures could lie
made without experiencing increases in assess-
ments." Smith discovered the same reaction
among investors in Ilartford.:"

Once the property tax rises above a certain
level of gross revenue collections, it becomes a
major factor in contributing to urban blight and
real estate deterioration, Investors find them-
selves at the mercy of interacting destructive
forces, such as the rising property tax, falling in-
come, accumulated Maintenance and repair re-
quirements, possible tenant abuses, and building
code violations. The forces interact to produce a
destructive cycle which frequently results in prop-
erty abandonment. Data are not available to in-
dicate the magnitude of abandonments in Con-
necticut, but it is known to be a rising problem.
A 1972 survey by the New Haven Redevelopment
Agency discovered at least 300 abandoned prop-
erties in New Haven.

It would not be fair to say that the real prop-
erty tax is the cause of blight, slums, and decay.
It is, however, reasonable to state that the insensi-
tivity of the property tax to property revenues
generated is a major factor in starting a destruc-
tive cycle which produces blight, slums, and aban-
donments.

Relief from Property Tax Burdens and Attention to the Special
Circumstances of Cities

The distress of the cities and their inability to
cope with problems not of their own making have
persuaded the Commission to advocate a special
program of relief. Core cities cannot generate
revenues from property taxes sufficient to cope
with their burdens without raising property taxes
to an exorbitant level. The concern of the Com-
mission is to ease the property tax burden on par-
ticular taxpayers and to identify alternative
sources of revenue for cities. The relief program
for cities has as its specific pu?..pose a reduction of
mill rates in cities, and not an increase in services.
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The program consists of two parts: (1) an in-
crease in block grants which are related to demo-
graphic and economic conditions found primarily
in core cities; and (2) payments to cities with
high concentrations of non-governmental tax-
exempt property.

Block Grants
In recognition of the special problems of cities,

the General Assembly enacted in 1969 a multi-
faceted system of block grants, called "property
tax relief grants" in the 1972 appropriation act.



Every city and town in the State receives financial
aid under this prugrain according to distribution
formulas which favor localities with special proh-
lenis and hurdens. The localities may use this
money as they choose; it is, in effect, a State
revenue sharing program.

Section 8-150a of the Connecticut General Stat-
utes provides that each municipality he paid an
unrestricted grant-in-aid in an amount which
depends on its population, density, and number of
public housing rooms, Under Section 10-264;k of
the General Statutes, a second block grant fund
is distributed according to the number of families
in the locality earning less than S-1,000 per year,
and the number of children receiving Aid to De-
iendent Children.

These grant pr()ganis have been funded at the
following levels:

8-159a 1(1 -266k

FY 1969-71 $7,000,000 $3,000,000
FY 1971-72 7,150,000 4,500,0(10
FY 1972 -7 :3 -1,500,000 2,000,000

The block grant distribution formula has sev-
eral advantages. It is related to municipal costs
and needs. It is based upon identifiable and ob-
jective economic and demographic data. These
data are also easily accessible, thus entailing mini-
mal administrative cost. The Commission rec-
ommends that additional funds be appropriated
for the block grant programs as part of a system
of aid to municipalities.

It is important to note that th distribution
formulas are established by the statutes and ap-
ly on a percentage basis no matter how much

money is appropriated. Because of their demo-
graphic and economic conditions, the 5 major
cities of the State may be expected to receive half
of whatever amount is appropriated for these pro-
grams. (See Table A-10 for the percentages re-
ceived by these cities, and by other localities
which are due more than If7( of the funds under
either statute.) The Commission recommends the
continuation of existing block grant programs at
a funding level of an additional $5 million for each
program in FY 1974 and FY 1975, and an addi-
tional $15 million each in FY 1976 and thereafter.

Tax Relief on the Basis of Non-Governmental
Tax-Exempt Property

The Commission proposes State payment to
municipalities to provide revenue which would
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otherwise he lost as a result of concentrations of
non -g4ve m ent al to VeXerilpt l'operty. The Com-
mission recommends the creation of a state fund
of Sill million to be apportioned to municipalities
as reimbursement for revenue foregone due to
large concentrations of non-governmental tax-
exempt property.

Generally streaking, the larger cities are i-

MILE A-10: Distributions to Localities
Reeeiving More than l' of Either 8.159a or

10.266k Block Grant Funds (1972)
1.1.159a

of Slate Total),
10.266k)

of Stale 'rotal).

Ansonia 1.1 .7

Bridgeport 14.9 10.3

Bristol 1.7 1.2

Danbury 1.5 1.6

East I Iartford 0.5 1.3

Greenwich 1.2 .8

Groton .4 1.6

Ifamden 1.2 .9

Hartford 11.5 16.3

Manchester 1.3 1.1

Meriden 2.0 2.0

Milford 1.5 1.0

Middletown 1.0 1.2

New Britain 5.9 3.6

New Haven 10.7 12.8

New London 1.8 1.6

Norwalk 2.8 2.7

Norwich 1.3 1.8

Stamford 5.2 3.5

Stratford 1.8 .8

Waterbury 5.1 5.6
West Hartford 1.7 .8

West Haven 2.8 1.7

iourrr : Calculated from data provided by Office of the
State Controller, and State Department of Edu-
cation.

pacted with heavier shares of tax-exempt proper-
ty than the smaller cities and towns. Partial reim-
bursement for tax-exempt property, while affect-
ing a wide spectrum of Connecticut's cities and
towns, will benefit the larger cities most.

The reimbursement plan would operate as fol-
lows:



1. The State is to set aside a sum of money to
be divided among- the State's qualifying cities and
towns. The Commission recommends that $1
million be allocated for this purpose.

2. A city or town qualifies if its share of non-
governmental tax-exempt property as a percentage
of its total property assessments (gross grand
list) exceeds the average for all towns in the
State, and if its weighted inni-governmental tax-
exempt property assessments (see 3 below; total
$30 million or more.

3. Each qualifying town's total of private tax-
exempt property assessments (at full value) is
weighted by a factor %vivid, is that town's net
grand list per square mile. This density factor
indicates a general value of property in the towns
and thus approximates the relative revenues fore-
gone due to the presence of tax-exempt institu-
tions.

1. The fund is distributed according to each
town's weighted exempt assessments as a perci2nt
of the total of every qualiflying town's exempt
assessments.

An example may help to illustrate the workings
of the plan. Suppose that statewide, private tax-
cxempt property came to in'; of all property
assessments figured at 100'; of market value.
Suppose further that Town X had an exempt
percentage of , 5 percentage points higher
than the State average, and that Town Y had an
exempt percentage of 1.1',;. suppose further that
(1) Town X has $200 million in exempt property
and Town Y. has $100 million; (2) only Towns X
and Y. halve exempt percentages greater than the
statewide average; and (3) -Town X has a net
grand list per square mile of $1.5 million, while
Town Y's comparable figure is $1.2 million.

Town X's exempt assessments would he weight-
ed by 1.5 and Town Y's exempt assessments would
carry the weight of 1.2. The reimbursement fund
would be allocated between the two towns accord-
ing to the following:

Town X: 1.5 x $200 million $300 million
(weighted at..sssments)

Town Y: 1.9 x $100 million $120 million
( weighted assessments)

Total $120 million

Town X would receive $300 million

$420 minion 71.5% of the
fund, while Town T would receive 28.5%.
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At present the allocation of the fund would be
to the following- towns:

Percentage Shares for Cities Qualifying for
Tax Belief Based on Non-Governmental Tax-

Exempt Property

Ilartford
Nev Ilaven
Itridg.eport

30.56 '';
15.05';

New I :ondon 6.0:3

\Vaterbury :1.39 c;

Norwich 0.5'1 '';
New Britain
Fairfield 3.05 e;

Middletown 1.05'.;
reen wih 2.79',;

100';,

Summary
The Commission recommends that two pro-

grams contributing tax relief to the cities be
either expanded or established:

1. Continuance of Sections S -159a and 10-266k of
the Connecticut General Statutes at a funding
level of an additional $5 million for each Sec-
tion in f1"71 and FY '75,, and an additional
$15 million each in '76 and thereafter. The
reason for the proposed increase in FY "70 is
to help offset the effects of the Commission's
recommendation that State reimbursement for
taxes on inventories he repealed as of that
year.

2. Creation of a State fund of $10 million to he
apportioned to municipalities as reimburse-
ment for revenue foregone due to large con-
centrations of non-governmental tax-exempt
property.

For an analysis of the impact of these recom-
mendations on major Connecticut localitie'r4, see
Table A -9. This table shows the extent to which
the aid to cities program would assist those muni-
cipalities most affected by the proposed repeal of
personal property taxes and of the inventory tax
reimbursement program. Immediately, the Com-
mission expects that the aid to cities "Vogram will
permit a reduction in the mill rates. In the long
term the Commission believes its total program
will provide for a continued reduction in property
taxes in these and other cities in the State.



Conclusion
A summary of th impact of the Commission's proo-am related to the

property tax and local revenues may be fount. in Volume I, page 83.
and Volume II. page (t.
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PART B

School Finance Reform



Introduction
l'uldic elementary and secondary education is

the single largest government service supported
by the taxpayers of Connecticut. In 1970-71. our
169 towns spent $758 million on their public
schools ($11.10 per pupil average for 065,000
students) . Of the total amount spent, the largest
portion was raised locally by the towns $.185

m'ilion or 61'; while $253 million (33'.;
came from the State budget and $20 million

) was received from the Federal Govern-
ment. Overall, the towns spent two-thirds of all
local property tax revenues on education. The
State government spent approximately 31'; of
the General Fund budget for education.

Local funds for education come from one
source: the local property tax. The towns of
Connecticut levy a property tax equal to an aver-
age of just over $200 per year for every person
in the State; this tax on residential and business
property is the primary means of supporting the
public schools, and two-thirds of the $723 million
raised by the proprty tax in 1970 went to
education.

In examining taxes. tlo'refore. the Commission
found that, in large inirt. thin property tax is the
school tax. To consider the fundamental pob-
lems and inequities of the property tax, it be-
comes necessary to look at public school finance
and the property tax as a single system. The
ability of a town to raise funds for education, on
the one hand, determines its ability to spend on
education: on the other hand, ability to raise
funds from the local property tax reflects com-
munity wealth. Thus, community wealth is closely
related to educational expenditure through the
property tax. It is this relationship, and its
Implications, that the Commission had to face as
it addressed the issues of school finance reform.

Findings Lind Conclusions
The Commission finds that, while the property

tax is an appropriate source of Mentte for public
elementary and secondary education, the current
system or financing public schools by local prop-
erty taxos is harmful and inadequate in six
respects:

1. The Public School Finance System is
Inequitable:

Persons of equal financial status with equal
incomes and houses of equal value pay mark-
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edly different property tax bills, varying by as
uch :3$ 10(r and those who pay the most are

often those whose towns are aide to spend the
least on the public school system. Two families
owning $30,00 homes may pay as much as $1200,
or as little as $500. in local property tax: and the
family paying several hundred dollars per year
is likely to receive nothing more (and perhaps
less) for its money.
2. The Public School Finai:.-e System is

Inherently Unequal:
The current public school finance system severe-

ly impairs our public school system, preventing
equal opportunity being achieved for the many
towns unalde to spend anywhere near as much
as some other towns in the State. For example,
5 towns spend an average of over $1,200 per pupil
on net current expenses alone while 5 towns at
the other end of the scale are able to spend less
than $600 per pupil. Yet it is impossible for the
lower expenditure towns to catch up to the higher
expenditure towns inasmuch as those same 5 low
expenditure towns are already taxed at rates
5'; higher than the same 5 high expenditure
towns spending more than twice as much.

The Public School Finance S?/stem has an im-
pact on Communities which affects the Quality
of Education.

The public school finance system distorts com-
munity deYelopment patterns, sorting and segre-
gating suburbanities, as well as inner-city resi-
dents, by economic group. Such residential
patterns limit the effectiveness of many or all
public schools by taking away the opportunity
of students from different socio-economic groups
to learn from their peers of other socio-economic
backgrounds. We are coining to a point where
more affluent persons tend to live in towns popu-
lated by equably affluent persons and no others,
poor persons in towns with none but the poor,
and middle-income persons with none but other
middle-income persons. That means few students
mix with persons of different background, and
the poverty of aspiration and experience created
in our schools is daiviaging to everyone, regard-
less of race, income, or family background.
. The Public School Finance System May Be

Unconstitutional:
The public school finance system has been held

unconstitutional under pending decisions not as



yet reviewed by the U.S. Supreme Court: and it
may be found unconstitutional under decisions
to be made by the Supreme Court, and bind-
ing on Connecticut, in the near future. Under
decisions made by State and Federal courts in
Texas and California, school finance systems
closely resembling. (.7onnecticut's wen.? held un-
constitutional. Those courts found that children
in some towns were denied equal protection of
the law when local property tax financing made
it impossible for their schools to spend nearly as
much as other school systems it tax rates equal
to or even higher than the tax rates of those
towns. And, even under existing Connecticut
laws, the existing finance system %villa prevents
equal opportunity is contrary to State policy as
expressed in Section 101a, General Statutes,
passed under State Constitutional authority,
which states that "the educational interest of the
State shall include . . . that each child shall have
. . . equal opportunity to receive a suitable pro-
gram of educational experience."
5. Public School Finance Inequities Are Becom-

ig Greater:
Because wealthier residents tend to move to

towns where property tax rates are lower while
less fortunate families cannot afford to follow,
and business firms also tend to choose the towns
with low tax rates, the low tax rate towns spend
more and more with little or no tax increase
while other towns keep raising taxes just to keep
even. School expenditures in some towns keep
growing by $50 and $100 per year while other
towns, many as low as $500 to $600 per pupil,
struggle to increase by even $25 to $30. And
economic segregation is becoming markedly worse
among high, middle, and low income families.
6. Due Public School Finance System Includes

No Effective Meehonism for Providing Special
Educational Efforts to Aciere Equal Oppor-
tunity for Many Children:

In towns with large numbers of children need-
ing special programs because of mental or
emotional handicaps, home environment, cp sim-
ply individual difficulties as reflected in achieve-
ment measures there is far too little outside
aid. Existing State programs do not automati-
cally provide sufficient funds for many special
educational needs. Many existing programs are
small, variable, and limited to only sonic of those
children in need of special educational effort, For
the town with a large number of children needing
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special help, neither the current system nor a
simple equalization scheme would provide the
funds for programs sorely needed it' equal edu-
cational opportunity is to lie more than an empty
slogan.

Lest the above findings lead to the conclusion
that we have failed in our public school system.
the Commission must emphasize that there is
much that is right with our schools. The Com-
mission sought to examine taxes and did notdeal
with educational quality in depth: yet we know
that Connecticut boasts sonic of the finest public
school :systems in the nation. Even as we focus
on inc duality due to the inability of some. school
systems to raise and spend on a level anywhere
near the more fortunate districts, many extra-
ordinay individuals and imaginative approaches
bring high quality education even where expend.i-
t)ires are low. (Am local school systems hold prom-,
ise and opportunity. well as a solid record of
ochiereent, which convince the Cmumission that
local operation and decisi(-uskig are important
aspects of our edurat ()nal sust em.

But this report is not intended to praise what
is right or satisfactory. The Commission was
charged with the responsibility of finding and
documenting the problems of our .property tax
and school finance system, then proposing neces-
sary changes. In the following pages, the Com-
mission reports its findings, and the facts upon
which conclusions were based, turning then to
the question of what must be done. It is impor-
tant to keep in mind the great deal which deserves
praise without ignoring the call for help which
the Commission has heard. There is a job to be
done, significant changes to be made, and the
agenda for action is urgent if we are to preserve
the benefits of the good already accomplished.

Weighing the serious problems inherent in the
current school finance system, and keeping in
mind those qualities which we prize in our current
school system, the Commission reviewed many
alternatives in seeking the best possible response
to Connecticut's particular needs, Although many
states appear to be leaning toward full state
assumption of educational costs, the Commission
put heavy emphasis on local responsibility and
diversity, and careful study indicated that a
local option system in Connecticut could serve
that end even while solving the problems of the
existing school finance system.

For these reasons, therefore, the Commission



recommends a detailed program to install a new
local option system of school finance by the prop-
erty tax. The system proposed would permit all
towns to continue to choose their own property
tax rates and school expenditure level while at
the same time it would CO enable those towns
with tax rates far above the State average to sub-
stantially reduce property tax rates for school
finance and permit those towns now spending
much less than the State average to raise sub-
statially more funds for education; and (2)
achieve, in time, equal opportunity in all towns
for school financing: by making the relationship
between school tax rates and school funds substan-
tially the same in all towns. This new system

would he phased in over, time by using increases in
property tax revenues at current mill rates for
equalization; that device insures that no town in
the State need increase school tax rates to ain-
tam current spending levels with, in fact, a
modest increase each year. Further, a bonus is
granted each town for certain groups of children
who need special educational attention in order I.,:
assure that an automatic mechanism makes suffic-
ient funds available to school districts with larger
numbers of children who require costly extra
services. Finally, the Commission recommends.
the use of $20 million per year from the. General
Fund to assure that the goals of the new system
are substantially achieved within 10 years,

History of School Financing in Connecticut
The early settlers of Connecticut towns indi-

cated a strong desire to establish schools that
would enable the citizens to read and interpret.
the Bible. A serious interest in education is evi-
dent from the early records of these settlements
and codes of the colony, which mandated' the
establishment of schools for the citizens of the
towns.

The Connecticut Colony code adopted in 1650
required that each town with 50 families estab-
lish a school with one member of that town
designated to instruct the students. New Haven
Colony enacted its code in 1655. Both codes were
in effect for approximately 150 years. The mini-
mum number of families in each town requiring
a school was later reduced from 50 to 30.1

The Connecticut Colony code also authorized
each town with 100 families to set up a ''grammar
school" in order to provide students with enough
education to enter the university.2 Teachers for
these schools were paid through town taxes or
tuition charges. Then in 1690 the General Assem-
bly made grammar schools public institutions alA
provided that th,..), State pay one-half the teachers'
salaries.'

In 1700 the State declared a local tax of 40
shillings for each thousand pounds of property
that was declared taxable.'

From the sale of the lands which are now towns
in western Connecticut, the State in 1733 estab-
lished a school fund, !probably the first permanent
school fund in America,' with the proceeds from
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land sales going toward the schools. As new towns
came into being and wanted to share in the funds,
the money available from this source became
inadequate.

As a result of the Queen Anne's War and the
French and Indian War, the tax for schools was
decreased in 1.748 from 40 shillings to 10 shillings.
The tax was raised back to 40 shillings in 1767.6

Additional funds became available when in 1795
Connecticut sold the "Western Reserve," a portion
of the western land then still owned by Connecti-
cut under the charter given by Charles '11 in 1662.
This fund had grown to more than $2,000,000 by
1823, providing the main support for public
schools for over half a century and almost the
entire support from 1821 to 1854.7

This period of early Connecticut experiment
with full State funding of education produced
(according to Ames) "carelessness and indiffer-
ence in all matters pertaining to education."'

Connecticut's standards of education at the end
of the 1700's included the following:

1. All children should be given an opportunity
to learn to read.

Schools should be maintained for six months
in towns with 30 families.

3. Schools should be supported jointly by the
town and parents throngh local property
taxes and by rate bills or tuition charges to
the parents.°

9.



The Constitution of 1818 ended any remaining
control of the church over schools and included the
provisions of Article 8 \\*Iliell are today the only
sections of the State Constitution relating to
education.

I:: 1818 the schools were under the direction
of "school societies." which were an outgrowth of
the early ecclesiastical societies. The school so-
ciety was 0 geographical area comprised of either
a town, several towns, or a part of it town. in
the latter part of the 18th century the scho61
societies were given authority to divide into
school districts which were declared in 1839 to
lie "bodies corporate" with almost , complete
authority over the schools, including the right to
tax the property and polls within the district for
the support of the schools.

In 1851 the school tax was restored and each
town required to raise a sum equal to one cent
on the dollar of its grand list, the amount- to be
distributed to the several school societies of the
town. (The proceeds of the fund were first dis-
tributed on the basis of the number of children
between four and sixteen years of age.)

In 1856 school societies were abolished and the
towns took over the management of the public
schools. The required tax that was to be levied
by each town on the grand list was gradually
increased with changing educational requirements
until 1869 when the towns were required not to
levy a certain mill rate, but rather to levy a tax
that would provide the required revenue to main-
tain thirty weeks of school.

Acts passed in 1865 and 1866 by the General
Assembly provided for the consolidation of school
districts and control of schools by the town under
a board of educators or town school committee.

In 1871, for the first time, funds were taken
from the State's General Fund and made available
to the schools. The first State grant \vas 50 cents
per child, 4 to 6 years of age."

111 1897 income from the School Fund was paid
directly into the State's General Fund and there-
after the School Fund ceased to be a factor in
school finance.

Connecticut's first effort at equalization came
in 1903, when the grant to the town was made on
the basis of ability and effort as indicated by
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local property valuation and tax levies. Towns
having loss than $500.000 valuation and collecting
a four mill school tax received a supplementary
State grant to insure $25 per pupil expenditure
for teachers' salaries. This plan was modified in
1911, but in 1917 the mandatory local school tax
was abandoned and State nayinents wore made,
strictly on the basis of student attendance.

From 1917 to 1917 the State grants were based
upon classifications designed to give more assis-
tance to small towns. In 1917 a new system based
upop a per pupil sliding scale was established
requiring towns to,provide a minimum program
in order to qualify. The sliding scale formula was
constantly adjusted by the Legislature under a
system designed to pay higher amounts for the
first 100 pupils and decreasing amounts there-
after.

The minimum program was discontinued after
1963, and towns were no longer required to spend
a certain sum for each pupil in order to qualify
for their full portion of state aid."

Our current financing system, discussed in more
detail below, derives approximately one-third of
the cost of current education from the State,
mainly in the form of flat per student grants,
some in special educational grants, categorical
grants, and as program for disadvantaged children
(SA DC). The balance of the needed revenue is
raised by the local property tax.

While generally relying mainly on the property
tax levied at the local level to finance Public
education. Connecticut has at one time or another
tried some variant of many possible alternatives
currently being considered, including full. State
funding and a limited equalization program with
payment from general funds supplementing the
efforts of the towns, Whatever the problems and
inequities of our present system our history
demonstrates flexibility and adaptability in meet-.
ing the demands of changing ed..icational concepts
and needs. Our current systel.! is not the only
way to finance education as our own State
history shows and our experience demon-
strates the willingness of our State to change our
system when and if the structure needs reform.
Our tradition is concern for education, but we are
not bound by any single approach.



Constitutional Issues Recent Court Decisions
and the Connecticut Constitution

Connecticut has one of the oldest school sys-
tems in the country, and a long history of pro-
grams directed toward providing a free quality
education in the public schools. Although 'numer-
ous types of finance programs have been tried,
r'onnecticut now relies mainly on the property
tax levied by the towns to raise the bulk of the
revenue needed to finance its public school sys-
tem. All but one of the states use a similar,
method of local property taxes as the main source
of school support, with state ai.d programs of
various types added to local resources.

Cases have been filed in many State and Federal
courts raising the question of whether these exist-
ing systems of financing public schools are legal
and equitable. A discussion of the issues raised
in two of these cases provides a useful background
for an examination of our own system of school
finance here in Connecticut.

The Rodriguez Decision in Texas
The -U.S. Supreme Court will consider in the

coming term Demetrio P. Rodriguez et al. v.
San Antonio Independent School District et a/.'2
decided by a special three-judge panel of the
United District Court for the Western District
of Texas in December of 1971: It was held in this
District Court decision that the current system
of financing public education in Texas discrimi-
nates on the basis of wealth by permitting citizens
of affluent districts to provide a higher quality
education for their children, while- paying lower
taxes. The court found that this discrimination
was a denial of equal protection of the laws under
the Fourteenth Amendment of the U.S. Constitu-
tion by operation of the Texas constitution and
those sections of the Texas Education Code relat-
ing to the financing of education.

Approximately 10% of the overall public school
expenditure in Texas is contributed by the Fed-
eral government. The remaining revenue needed
to operate the schools comes from two State
funds, "The Available School Fund" ($296 million
allocated on a per student basis as determined by
average daily attendance) and a minimum foun-
dation program (in excess of one billion dollars,
financed 80% from State revenues and the balance
apportioned to the individual school. districts).
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The lOcal school districts rely upon local property
taxes to .provide their share of the minimum foun-
dation program, debt service for capital expendi-
tures, and to finance all other expenditures above
the State minimum.

The Texas Federal court found that under this
system, in which education is a "function of the
property tax," there were districts with property
value per pupil in excess of $100,000 and poorer
districts with less than $10,000 per pupil, repre-
senting an equalized tax rate (tax per $100 of
property value) for the "rich" districts of 31
cents and 70 cents for the "poor" districts. Futher-
more, the low rates for the rich districts yielded
$585 per pupil while the high rate for the poor
districts yielded only $60 per pupil. The rich
districts have the highest median family income
and the lowest percentage of minority children,
while the poor property districts are poor in in-
come and predominantly minority in composition.

The court found that the classification system
employed in Texas involved a "fundamental inter-
est" (education) and was based upon wealth, and
found no compelling state interest to justify such
classification.

Having found that the current system of financ-
ing discriminates on the basis of wealth by per-
mitting citizens of affluent districts to provide a
higher quality of education while paying lower
taxes, the court left it to the defendants and the
state legislature to devise a new form of financing
public education which does not make the quality
of public education a function of wealth other
than the wealth of the state as a whole. The
mandatory injunction was. stayed for two years.
in order to provide an opportunity to comply with
the court's order. The court retained jurisdiction
over the case.

The Serrano Decision In California
The Rodriguez decision was handed down only

a few months after Serrano v. Priest," a 6-1
decision of the California Supreme Court. In this
case, too, there was a finding that the state (Cali-
fornia). method of financing public school educa-
tion was in violation of the equal protection clause
of the U.S. Constitution.

In examining the public school financing sys



tem of the state, the court noted that by far the
major source of revenue is the local property tax,
The amount that can be raised is dependent upon
the tax base the assessed valuation of the prop-
erty within a district. An example of the range
within the State in a given year was the assessed
valuation per unit of average daily attendance of
elementary school children ranging from a low
of $103 to a peak of $952,156, a ratio of 1. to
10,000. This range of assessed valuation, together
with the willingness of particular school district
residents to tax themselves, determined the
amount available from locally raised funds, the
main source of'revenue in that state. The inequity,
however, again came in the fact that some dis-
tricts taxed at far higher rates yet fell far
below in funds available for education.

The State of California contributes aid to the
districts in the form of "basic state aid", a flat
grant per pupil, plus "equalization aid" and "sup-
plemental aid." The court found that although
the latter two programs "tempered the disparity
which results from the vast variations in real
property values, there remained wide differentials
in the revenue available to individual districts,
and consequently in the level of education expen-
diture!'"

The main thrust of the plaintiff's argument was
that the California public school financing scheme
violates the equal protection clause of the 14th
Amendment of the U.S. Constitution. In other
cases, the U.S. Supreme Court has upheld legis-
lative classification if a statute bears some ra-
tional relationship to a conceivable state purpose,
subject to two main exceptions to this general
rule:

"In cases involving 'suspect classifications' or
touching on 'fundamental interests' the court has
adopted an attitude of active and critical analysis,
subjecting the classification to strict scrutiny."'5
In these cases the State has the burden of show-
ing not only that it. has a compelling interest
which justifies the law, but that the distinctions
drawn by the law are necessary to further its pur-
pose.

The California court, after a lengthy analysis,
found that the California school financing system
classifies on the basis of wealth of a district and
its residents (wealth being one of the suspect
classifications under a funding scheme mandated
in every detail by the California constitution and
statutes." The court found also that the Cali-
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fornia fiscal system has a direct and significant
impact upon a fundamental interest, namely edu-

cation. Finally, in applying the strict scrutiny
standard, the court found that. the financing sys-
tem as presently constituted is not necessary to
the attainment of oily compelling state interest.

The court in reaching its decision stated, "By
our holding today we further the cherished idea
of American education that in a democratic
society free public schools shall make available to
all children equally the abundant gifts and learn-
ing.""

Judicial Basis for School Finance Reform
An important point in both Serrano and Rodri-

guez is the characterization of education as a
fundamental state interest, The two courts re-
gard the rule that wealth classifications are illegal
as applicable only to fundamental state interests,
and both opinions refer to the long history of
judicial expression which has distinguished edu-.
cation from other government services, This qual-
ityrepeated court treatment of education as dif-
ferent than other government servicesbegan
with Brown v. Board of Education (1954 ) 347
U.S. 483. The Serrano and Rodriguez courts each
quoted a unanimous U.S. Supreme Court in
Brown:

"Today, education is perhaps the most im-
portant function of state and local govern-
ments. ... In these clays, it is doubtful that any
child may reasonably be expected to succeed in
life if he is denied the opportunity of an edu-
cation. Such an opportunity, where the state
has undertaken to provide it, is a right which
must be made available to all on equal terms.""

This kind of treatment for public schools in the
courts led the Serrano panel to classify education
with voting rights and criminal rights as funda-
mental interests not to be subjected to wealth dis-
crimination (except in the case of a compelling
state interest); the Rodriguez court also applied
the description "fundamental state interest" in a
shorter discussion. In both cases, education was
singled out from other government services where
no such court history has been established. This
is the point which distinguishes cases involving
unequal schools from cases which Might complain
about unequal sewers, road paving, or local gov-
ernment services which the courts have never
considered essential or fundamental interests of
the state as in education,

Both Serrano and Rodriguez distinguish
Mctunis v. Shapiro, 293 F. Supp. 327, (aff'd, mem.



sub. nom. 39.1 U.S. 322), the only important pre-
vious case in which the U.S. Supreme Court has
addressed the issues of school finance. In Mchrni&
the Supreme Court refused to hear a complaint
concerned with alleged school finance inequity
which turned on issues of appropriate spending
levels, But Rodriguez- articulated the difference
in recent cases:

"[The] ..plaintiffs have not advocated that
educational expenditures be equal for each
child. Rather they have recommended the ap-
plication of the principle of 'fiscal neutrality.'
Briefly summarized, this standard requires that
the quality of public education may not be a
function of wealth, other than the wealth of
the state as a whole."

In light of the new issues posed to the U.S. Su-
preme Court by these decisions, it appears likely
that the nation's highest court will, at the very
least, rule on the merits of this newly-raised legal
problem. In the event the decision is affirmed, it
would outlaw the existing school finance systems
in two major states, and most syA:ems in use
throughout the nation, nearly all of which are
similar in concept and effect.

Other Developments in School Finance
Reform.

The Serrano and Rodriguez cases have had a
tremendous impact throughout the country, Simi-
lar suits are now pending in at least 37 states,
including Connecticut. Three recent studies of
State taxation as it affects public school education
have commented upon the courts' findings in
Serrano and related cases in presenting proposals
for reform.

The New Jersey Tak Policy Committee Report's
recommendations, while first developed prior to,
and independent of, all recent judicial decisions,
referred to Serrano in its report and concluded
that:

"Equality of educational opportt.',U:y under
state and federal constitutions as pA:'::antly in-
terpreted by the courts involves two, _leparate
issues. (1) The equality of property tax burden
to provide financial support for the state re-
sponsibility in education now required by the
weight of authority of those Courts which have
passed on the issue. (2) Such equality of edu-
cational opportunity as may be implied in equal
expenditures per pupil. This has not yet been
recognized by the courts as a statutory require-
ment, so long as the funds provided by the state
support a 'thorough and efficient' education, and
the constitutionality of permitting any expen-
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ditures above that level in the discretion of the
local school board has not yet been determined."
(Page 39 of Report 3) .
The New York State Commission on the Qual-

ity, Cost and Financing of Elementary and Sec-
ondary Education, at a note in its report (page
2.2), states that the Serrano decision "seems
likely to be of landmark significance" in the tenta-
tive conclusion that "the states' system of public
school finance denies children the equal protec-
tion guaranteed under the Fourteenth Amend-
ment, because it produces substantial disparities
among school districts in the amount of revenue
available for education." While pointing out that
the decision has no immediate legal impact out-
side California, "if its analysis is substantially
correct, the public school finance systems in the
great preponderance of states, including New
York, are unconstitutional as well."

A .staff report to the California Senate, entitled
"Final Report to the Senate Select Committee on
School District Finance," devotes a chapter to the
issues raised by the Serrano decision, the legal
principles involved, and the alternative methods
of finance available to a state in responding to
Serrano.

There has also been some critical comment on,
the Serrano decision and some of its underlying
assumptions." The most obvious such assumption
is that there is a proven relationship between
financial input and educational output, a subject
we have treated below. Whatever the legal merits,
however, the wrongs are evident and a tide of
reform has begun. Quite possibly the U. S. Su-
preme Court will require changes by its decision
on Rodriguez (expected- in the spring of 1973).
Whether or not that happens, however, the lower
Court decisions have highlighted the need for
action.

Recommendations from the above studies and
most others to date have suggested reliance on a
reformed property tax for school finance, at least
in large part. in formulating such programs, the
studiesemphasize what Serrano does not require.
First, the property tax is not abolished, nor is a
"local" tax necessarily prohibit, uniform
state -wide property tax for scho another
purpose would be perfectly acceptaoie, or a local
property tax could be approved if the tax system
were restructured to give all localities equal fund-
raising capability, rather than permitting current
variation in result due to local wealth. Second,
the court cases do not require equality of expen-



diture; the states must assure all communities
equal fund-raising opportunity, but local choice
in the context of equal ability to raise funds is not
prohibited. Thirdly, the courts have not deter-
mined that equal opportunity be achieved imme-
diately, nor that absolute equality of spending op-
portunity need ripply in every case: the Serrano
court recognized that the Constitutional standard
must be weighed against any ''compelling state
interest" in view of the specific facts in any par-
ticular state. Although the California court found
no state interest to justify the current inequalities
in the California system, the California court did
not, and other courts are not likely to, deny that
a state may tolerate inequality for a period if it
has installed a system bringing equality by stages
over some reasonable period of time, nor that a
state may permit some variation in opportunity
to spend on schools for the sake of a particular
state interest, such as desire to aid particular
categories' of children, (e.g.., handicapped, disad-
vantaged or others) or fairness where cost of
living or other factors differ across the state.

Legal Issues of Connecticut School Finance
Before examining the issue of whether the

Connecticut school finance system is as inequitable
as the systems held unconstitutional in California
and Texas, a short review of certain legal aspects
of the Connecticut educational structure is in
order. Connecticut has not only recognized ele-
mentary and secondary education al..; an "essential
state interest" by State Constitutional emphasis,
but the Connecticut_ legislature has further inter-
preted and applied this mandate by statute which
decrees that every child should have an "equal
opportunity to receive a suitable program of edu-
cational experience."

The Connecticut Constitution provides in Ar-
ticle 8, Section 1, treating matters that pertain to
education, that:

"There shall always be free public elementary
and secondary schools in the State. The Gen-
eral Assembly shall implement thisprinciple by
appropriate legislation."

This Constitutional provision parallels other
State Constitutional wording that virtually all
states have kept in some similar form ever since
their first constitution. It is on this basis that
the courts have recognized education as an "essen-
tial state interest" (which is a key point in the
analysis that the present system of school finance
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is unconstitutional). The provision provides the
official basis for treatnmit of public education as
a very special and unique concern.

A recent enactment in a long history of legis-
lation adopted by the General Assembly on the
subject of education ties the above constitutional
provisions to another constitutional principle in a
further enunciation of the educational interests
of the State. Article I, Section I, proclaims that,
"All men when they form a social compact. are
equal in right." Section 10-1a, General Statutes
of Connecticut. 1958 Revision 0969 Public Act
\o. (i90, Section I) provides in part that:

"The educational interests of the State shall
include, but not be limited to, the concern of
the State ( I) that each child shall have for the
period prescribed in the General Statutes equal
opportunity to receive a suitable program of
educational experience (2) that each school dis-
trict shall finance ata reasonable level an edu-
cational program designed to achieve this end."

The Legislature, then, has decreed that: (I) Each
child shall have an equal opportunity to receive a
suitable program of educational experience, and
(2) each school district shall finance and devise
an educational program designed to achieve this
end. Put another way, the State has mandated
that equal educational opportunity is to be pro-
vided for each child of the State and that this is
to be achieved through programs devised and
financed by the separate school districts.

Whether a "suitable program" of school financ-
ing can be provided is ill part determined by the
"wealth" available to support and finance such a
program. Under our present system of school
financing, in which revenue is mainly raised by a
tax levied on the property base of the town, it is
apparent that the greater the disparity between
the wealth of school districts the more difficult it
will be for some towns to meet the "equal oppo:.
tunity" requirement for its children. Indeed, if a
certain minimum level of expenditure is necessary
to provide a "suitable program of educational ex-
perience," it may he impossible for some towns
to carry out such a mandate under the present
system of financing schools, Detailed analysis of
wealth differentials among towns will follow later
in this part. The point to remember here is that
national court decisions (when related to our own
State Constitutional mandate) al!*/ the Connecti-
cut Constitution itself, as interpreted by legisla-
tive statement, require equal opportunity through-
out the State.



Public School Finance in Connecticut Today
Financing of public school education in Con-

necticut is shared, albeit in highly unequal pro-
portions, by the three levels of government: local,
state, and federal. This combined effort resulted
in a total expenditure of $757,987,172 during the
school year 1970-71 for our public elementary and
secondary school systems.

Total Net Current Expenses (Operating Ex-
penses), which accounted for the greatest portion
of the total, equalled $591,014,517. The remaining
amount of $163,972,655 was used for the purpose
of Debt Service (principal and interest on bonds
and notes for school building construction),
Equipment and Transportation. Net Current Ex-
penditures are usually cited as the fairest basis
for comparing diStricts and as the hest financial
measure of educational resources available.

Net Current Expenditures have grown rapidly,
from approximately $183 million in 1960-61 to
$591 million ten years later. In part, this 300(,;,
increase Tx s due to a growing school enrollment
(over 10',; ) but per pupil costs also rose from
$381 to $89.1 in 10 years. The taxpayers and
parents of Connecticut have sought better educa-
tion, which is a universal trend in our time and
in a society where increasing affluence permits us
to invest more in education, and the funds have
been raised for this purpose.

Table B-1 shows the contributions of Federal,
State and local governments to Net Current Ex-
pense.items over the past 30 years. An inspection
of the table indicates that local government has
contributed by far the greatest share of the dol-
lars for education, \-ith State funds a somewhat
distant second. Only in recent years (after 1953)
has the Federal sector begun to aid the public
school system with money for speOal programs.
Even in 1971, Federal funds accounted for only
3.2';; of Net Current Expenses, and much of that
money was, as will he seen, earmar!ied for special
programs and uses in response to particular na-
tional problems and goals.

Chart B-1 presents the breakdown of total
expenses (both operating expenditures and capi-
tal and transportation costs) for the school year
1970-71, by source.21

Loral Funds
Local governments in Connecticut rely almost

exclusively upon the property tax as the means
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Cl ..tirr 15-1 : School ENpoillillire. by Sourer.
1970-71

tiourre

Local

State

Federal

Total

Total
Ex peri.es c/r. of 'Total

.$.185,37.1,011 64.0 r;;

252,970,802 33.4(j)

19,642,359 9.6c'c

$757,987,172 100.0(;;

of taxing its citizenry. This is because local gov-
ernments are generally unable to impose other
taxes to generate meaningful sums of revenue. In
1970, all but $5.1 million of the $728.2 million re-
ceived from local taxes was derived from the
property tax.22

Table B-2 depicts by major category the dollar
expenditure and revenue totals of Connecticut
local governments for the years 1961, 1965, and
1970, with percentage increases for those periods.
In 1970 the property tax accounted for 65.4rc of
total General Revenue. The balance was received
by towns from miscellaneous charges and rev-
enues of other government agencies. For the mime
year total school expenditures accounted for
46.6f,q, of total General Revenues.
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TABLE 8-2: Summary of Connertieut Local Government Expenditures and 114...elutes.
1961 -71)

(In Mill' 0
I9(1 1905 1961-65 197a 1965.70 1961.70

TOTAL GENERAL EXPENDITURES 8123.7 $566.8 33.8'; $ 9M.0 73.4 (..-; 132.0',:

Education 192.1 279.1 -15.3 515.3 84.6 168.3
Public Works & Parks 51.7 6.1.6 18.1 106.5 64.9 94.7
Public Safety 56.5 62.7 11.0 98.2 56.6 73.8
Administration 33.3 43.7 31.2 83.9 92.0 152.0
All Other 87.1 116.7 34.0 179.1 53.5 105.6

TOTAL GENERAL REVENUE $452.9 $625.6 38.1'': $1,105.4 76.7':. 144.1 r,

Taxes 331.0 434.0 31.1 728.2 67.8 120.0
From Other Agencies:

State and Other 66.3 99.8 50.5 .224.2 12.1.7 238.2
Federal 9.8 27.0 175.5 41.0 51.9 318.4

Charges for Current Services
& Miscellaneous 45.8 6.1.8 41.5 112.0 72.8 14.1.5

Sourer: Gorernmental Finaners. annual publication of U.S. Bureau of the Census.

Note: Individual items may not add to totals due to rounding.

Table B-3 presents school operating totals (Net
Current Expenditures) for the 169 towns during
the school year 1970-71, ordered from highest to
lowest per pupil expenditure.

The average Net Current Expenditure per
pupil for the 169 towns in Connecticut during the
school year 1970-71 was $893.61. However, a wide
disparity exists between the towns at the top of
the list compared to those at the bottom. The
top five towns of Darien, Westport, New Canaan,
Hartford, and Greenwich spent an average of
$1,289.73 in Net Current Expense per pupil which
was almost 21/4 times that spent by the five towns
at the bottom end of the list. These five towns
of North Stoning-ton, Ashford, Canterbury, Sterl-
ing, and Griswold spent, on the average, $578.12
in Net Current Expense per pupil, approximately
65".; of the State average.

State Government
State aid in support of public school education

is governed by Title 10 of the Connecticut General
Statutes. Financial assistance to the 169 school
towns is provided by the State grant system, un-
der the supervision of the Department of Educa-
tion. Allocation of funds to towns for education
is directed in three particular areas: General Aid,
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Funds for New Schools and Transportation, and
Special Aid.

General Aid (State Aid to Towns) is in the
form of a flat grant distributed to the towns
according to student enrollment (average daily
membership, or ADM) of the towns. In school
year 1970-71, this figure was $260 per student;
it has been increased to $215 per student for
school year 1972-73. The flat grant represents
more than half of all State assistance, and it is
widely recognized today that a State fiat grant
does not grapple effectively with the problems of
unequal expenditure.

Funds for new school construction and trans-
portation is the second area in which the State
assists in public schooT, financing. These grants
are made available ut4er several programs to
assist school districts in new school building
projects and in meetig transportation expenses.
half of school constmction costs and half of
transportation expenditures are paid by the State
under this large program. The purpose of the
grants, however, IS not equalization, nor is that
the effect. These grants assist towns hit with
substantial need for new school facilities due to
population growth, as well as rural towns where
transportation costs are high. In terms of equali-



TABLE B-3: Tom n. o Led tecording to Per Pupil 1....peo.e.
(School Year 1970-71 )

NET CURRENT EX PENS ES NET CURRENT EX PE NSES 4.1 .1{1ZE N I EN 111.AS ES
( Operating Expenses l ( Operating: Expensesi I operating 1.: x [lenses

Rank Town amount Rank Town :\ mount Rank ''own .1ni.,unt
1 Darien $1.468.68 58 1101 hang S67.93 15 Covent ry
2 West port 1.315.15 :59 East Granby 16 Somers 76,7.12
3 New Canaan 1,301.97 611 l Iti Omni* 17 St afford 763,77
1 Hartford 1.18.09 Middlefield* W indsor Locks 762.2::
5 ( i ri.onw jell 1,176..17 62 (Well rook 8:6.41 19 1Voildstock
6 Wilton 1.160.51 1;:i New Hart ford 854.92 i I I arw rit on 77,7,86
7 West Hartford I.1:19.89 6.1 1 ieep River 851.61; 21 1V inehoster 1.71
8 ( 'a naan I .133 . S5 65 M iddlel at ry " 851 22 'I'orrirlgt 4)1
9 Weston 1.123.05 Southbury' 85.55

10 Sharon 1.097.03 67 Scotland 8 53.79 24 Hebron 7 111.71
11 Now Haven 1.094.56 0 8 Cheshire 850,90 4.") Ansonia 7-17.71
12 Bridgewater* 1.090.74 69 Bet hlohern 850.6 06 'Nate rt () 715.116

Roxbury* 1,090.74 Wooilbury 8.50M I 27 Meriden 7.14.12
1,Vash i ngton * 1,4190,74 71 Hampton 81.1.21 t' 11 ion 71 1.52

I5 Eamon 1.070.7:1 12 1 ;last onbu ry 8.1:1.23 29 Cromwell 737.12
16 Stamford 1067.18 7:t West I lave n 841.73 Burlington 36.(11
17 East Hartford 1.050,26 74 Windsor. 839.53 :11 Salem ;.1.72
18 Hamden 1013,28 75 Windham 8:19.52 32 Mont vi Ile 720.03
19 North Haven 1,034.24 76 Suffield 8:16.74 Bristol 7:10.0(1
20 Redding 1,098.7'2 7 7 Simsbury 834.01 II 1 ierby 7°8.76
21 Bloomfield 1,022.98 78 East Windsor 833.13 Preston 7°4.79
22 Cornwall 1,020.97 79 Berlin 839,70 717.72
23 New London 1,1)15.18 811 Andover 831.90 t o n 717.15
21 Fai Timid 1,0(11.98 81 Waterford 831.11 :IS East !Liven 71:.12
2 :,' .Goshen* 999.91 82 Norfolk 831.30 :.;!+ Brooklyn 709.82

Nloris* 999,91 83 South Windsor 829.35 10 Tii(1 71)9,35
Warren* 999.91 81 Milford 827.73 11 Putnam 706,1:0

28 Rocky 11 ill 996.42 8:1 Groton 897,67 42 Pomfret 705,88
29 Farmington 982,76 86 Chester 826.55 43 Itozrah 7,;1.62
30 It idgelield 981.97 87 Plainville 826.29 14 Thompson 6911.21
31 AVM] 975.92 88 East ford 824.13 45 Nougat tick 697.77
:12 Stratford 970.28 89 Port land 822.82 .16 Eedyard 696.80
33 Litchii eld 960.18 9O Ston in gton . 822.42 17 Clinton 4;95.:19
34 Ken:. 951.76 91 Canton 890.54 8 1: illingworth 68.1.W
35 Newington 949.12 92 (Guilford 820.51 ostn 68:1.69
:16 Bethel 945.22 93 East Haddam 817.81 50 North Branford 68:1.51
37 Essex 943.93 94 Brookfield 816,36 51 Franklin 670.97
38
39

Columbia
Wethersfield

940.1111
933.82

951
96

Bridgeport
Wallingford

814.23
812.89

52 Sprag-ue
Seymour

658.87
657.77

40 North Canaan 932.61 97 New Mil ford 8(18.87 5.1 Shelton 654.29
41
42

Woodbridge
Norwalk

930,05
929.16

98
99

Branford
Chaplin

8107.26
81)6.85

55
56

Enfield
Plymouth

652,27
651.39

43
44

Mansfleld
Lyme 19)22181.6865 11111

Monroe
New BritainN

ft05.52
804.66

57
58

Lebanon
Oxford

648.50
647.75

45 Sherman 918.92 102 Vernon 803.34 59 Beacon n Palls* 640.23
46 11anbury 911.59 103 Madison 800.66 Prospect* 640.23
47 Orange 908.29 104 East Lyme 797.29 61 Voluntown
48 Salisbury 907.46 105 East Hampton 795.69 62 Wolcott 6:.;2.07
49 Ellington 899.63 106 Bakhamsted 793.39 63 Plainfield 628.18
50 Bolton 895.79 107 Granby 793.22 64 Lisbon 624.17
51 Newtown 895.20 108 Hartland 792.85 65 North Stonington 623.16
52 Old Saybrook 891.86 109 Will i ngton 789.45 66 Ashford 616.23
53 Waterbury 887.14 110 Marlborough 778.56 67 Canterbury 557.70
54 Manchester 873.23 111 Westbrook 777.85 68 Sterling 555.50
55 Old Lyme 873.08 112 Norwich 776.17 69 Griswold 538.02
56 Trumbull 872.27 11 :3 Colchester 775.91
57 Middletown 868.75 114 Haddam 772.31 State-wide Average 893.61

Source: Local Public School Expennes and State Aid in Connecticut, Connecticut Public Expenditure Council, January,
1972, pp. 30-31. *Regional school districts.

zation, there is no distinction made as to whether
a school (,strict receiving this aid is a high-
expenditure or low-expenditure town, and the
State often pays the most to the highest-expendi-
ture towns for expensive new schools.

Special Aid to Towns includes numerous cate-
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gorical programs that are dependent upon par-
ticular need; the variety of these range from
programs for the disadvantaged and occupational
training programs to special training for the
handicapped and the gifted child as well. Re-
quirements for eligibility vary among these pro-



grams, as does .financial assistance. About 10(;
of the State aid total is accounted for by these
Programs. Although many of these programs
serve some disadvantaged individuals, this is not
a large source of funds for the considerable extra
costs of educating many disadvantaged individ-
uals, and these programs do not permit much
equalization among the towns.

The breakdown of State aid figures"-' for public
school financing for the 1970-71 school year were:

Operating Expenses:
General aid $131,608,581 50.0';
Special aid 95,717;)75

New Schools and
Transportation: 96,144,9.16 38.0(;-

Total State Aid
to Public Schools $252,;970,802 100.0' ;.

Overall, existing State aid to local school sys-
tems is both substantial and well-designed for
particular purposes: general support, help for
growing towns, and incentives for many desirable
special programs. But these programs do not
meet the problems raised here. .Existing pro-
grams should he continued or, at least, evaluated
on their own merits in light of their own purposes,
apart and separate from the issues raised in these
pages.

Federal Aid
Participation by the Federal government in the

financing of public schools is relatively minor.

In the 197 -71 school year, Federal funds, repre-
snted only of total public school expenses
for t31e 169 towns. ( All of this aid is for operat-
lin.; expense, and the totd represents 3.t; of
Net Current Expenses.) Although, on the aver-
age, this figure is not very significant, it is worth-
while to mention that, taken as a percent of total
expenses, the range for the individual towns was
considerable. In ten towns no Federal participa-
tion was evident, \011ie in the town of Groton
Federal assistance represented 21,.; of total
expenses.

Federal aid to the towns in the form of grants
fur particular programs is similar to special aid
programs by the State. That is, these programs
are designed for particular policy purposes other
than equalization and they serve largely those
purposes alone, with little or no equalization effect.
These categorical grants, which number forty-five,
also include aid for higher education:2'

At the present time there are additional funds
accruing to the State and local governments from
revenue-sharing proposals being studied by Con-
gress. Sonic portion of whatever Connecticut re-
ceives could be used to meet public school financ-
ing. However, when compared to the total
expenditure of $758 million in school year 1970-71,
these receipts will not drastically affect the
present financing picture. Even the very large
..mounts being suggested for new proposals dur-
ing the next Administration are not only unlikely
to materialize for at least sevall years, but it is
very unlikely that such amou-ots would bring
equality or substantially alter current finance
patterns unless carefully &signed to do so.

What's Wrong With Our System Now?
This section highlights what is basically wrong

with Connecticut's system today: that the current
system is grossly unfair to our taxpayers and
inherently unequal for our students. The funda-
mental inequity of financing a State public school
system by local property tax is that inequality of
property values by town forces many towns to
settle for low school expenditures, even while the
taxpayers of those same towns face some of the
highest tax rates in the State.

This problem can be seen by comparing two
typical towns in Connecticut. Town A spends
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$1,000 per student from local property tax
revenues and Town 13 spends $500 per student.
Both towns also receive $300 per student of State
mid Federal aid, and both towns spend two-thirds
of their local property tax revenues on education.
But Town A enjoying high expenditure for
schools imposes an adjusted tax rate of only
15 mills (on full current market value of all prop-
erty) while Town B faces a tax rate of 30 mills,
or twice as great, even to raise half as much for
education. In short, many towns can tax far less,
and spend much more; and those lens fortunate



towns can never catch up in school expenditure
because taxes are already as high as homeowners
can tolerate.

The inequity of the system can be seen vividly
when two taxpayers of equal income, living in
similar homes of equall value, are compared.
family in Town A pays a property tax bill of $60o
per year, or 15 mills on a $40,000 home, and th,_
children attend excellent schools reflecting 0.-
penditures of $1,300 per student. A family
equal means in Town B pays $1,200 per year :32
property taxes, or twice as much, and yet their
children attend schools where only half as much
local money is available and, even with State aid,
school expenditures are only $900 per student.

This dual inequity - a family can pay more
and get less for its children - is the fundamental
issue of shocl finan«,. It has been explained
above that sut:h a system may be ruled illegal
by the U.S. Supreme Court, and that such in-
herent inequity violate-, the spirit of the Connecti-
cut Constitution and the law's which the legisla-
ture has passed under the State Constitution.
Those are good reasons to act. It will be explained

below that - even while school expenditures are
not the only factor in quality education - such
large differentials as are found in Connecticut
cannot help but deny many children an oppor-
tunity equal to children in higher expenditure
schools. That Is good reason to act. Also ad-
dressed below is the effect of our current system
on community develiqunent, giving a financial
incentive for the nest affluent to live in towns
populated only by other affluent persons and
giving all towns an incentive to keep out the poor.
Those are also good reasons to act.

Before turning to other aspects of this prob-
lem, it is important to survey the scope of Con-
necticut's problem. The dramatic examples above,
where one family paid twice as much in taxes yet
saw only half as much . becoming available for
their children's education, is not rare. In some
cases, the inequities are worse. Overall, significant
inequities are apparent in comparing the large
majority of towns.

Table B-4 shows the 20 towns in Connecticut
where school expenditures are highest and the

TABLE 11-1: School Expenditures

20 Highest
Expenditure Net Current School Effective School

TOWNS Expendit ure (1970-1) Tax Rate (Mills)

and Effective School Tax Rate

20 Lowest
Expenditure Net Current School Effective School

TOWNS Expenditure (1970-1) Tax Rate (Mills)
Darien $1,469 14.3 North Branford $684 16.1
Westport 1,315 12.2 Franklin 671 11.1
New Canaan 1,304 12.7 Sprague 659 13.6
Hartford 1,184 12.4 Seymour 658 13.6
Greenwich 1,176 5.8 Shelton 65.1 9.4
Wilton 1,161 16.3 Enfield 652 18.2
West IIart for d 1,140 12.6 Plymouth 651 14.0
Canaan 1,134 10.1 Lebanon 649 15.2
Weston 1,123 15.7 Oxford 648 11.8
Sharon 1,097 12.9 Beacon Falls 8.5
New Haven 1,095 11.5 Prospect 640 13.7
Bridgewater 1,091 12.9 Vnhintown 634 16.0
Roxbury 1,091 9.2 Wolcott 632 18.7
Washington 1,091 13.1 Plainfield 628 15.7
Eaaton 1,071 12.6 Lisbon 624 17.0
Stamford 1,067 10.4 North Stonington 623 31.8
East Hartford 1,050 14.9 Ashford 616 12.6
Hamden 1,043 12.0 Canterbury 558 15.8
North Haven 1,034 14.2 Sterling 556 20.5
Redding 1,029 14.5 Griswold 538 12.0

HIGH EXPENDITURE Low EXPENDITURE
AVERAGE $1,138 12.1 AVERAGE $ 621 15.0 Mills
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TABLE 13-5: School Expenditure and Tax Raw. 100 Tmsn... Ranked by Tax Base

1971 Mill Hate 1971 Mill Rate
1970.71 Per Pupil (School Fun& 1970.71 Per Pupil (Shool roods

Net Current Only, On Full 1971 Net Current Ott Full 1971
TowN l'Apentliture* Market Value) TOWN Expntlilure Market Value)

G reenwich $1,176 5.8 Somers $

7 6

16.8

Salisbury 907 7.9 South Windsor 8297 18.8

Canaan 1,134 10.1 iddlefield 857 19.2

Cornwall 1,021 9.3 Sprague 639 13.6

AIiddlebury 855 6.9 Ashford 616 12.6

Lyme 921 8.7 Seymour i8 13.6

Roxbury 1,091 9.2 Norwich 776 14.9

liaddam 772 6.8 Mon roe 806 17.9

Westport 1,315 12.2 East Ilampton 796 17.8

Darien 1,469 14.3 Mansfield 929 20.9

New Canaan 1,304 12.7 Watertown 743 15.6

Stamford 1,067 10. I la rwiilton 758 18.8

Sherman 919 8.9 Granby 793 18.3

Essex 944 10.1 Burlington 736 19.4

Old Saybrook 892 9.8 North Branford 684 16.1

Middletown 869 8.5 Lebanon 649 15.2

\Vest Ilartford 1,1.10 12.6 Bolton 896 21.2

Southbury 855 8.3 Willington 789 19.5

Westbrook 778 8.9 Marlborough 779 28.0

Easton 1,071 12.6 Plymouth 651 14.0

Berlin 833 9.2 Vernon 803 19.0

Sharon 1,097 12.9 Stafford 764 17.4

I la rtfo rd 1,184 12.4 Preston 725 18.5

Fairfield 1,002 10.8 Brooklyn 710 16.3

Old Lyme 873 10.6 Thompson 699 15.5

Stratford 764 10.4 Prospect 640 13.7

IIamden 1,043 12.0 Ledyard 697 16.1

Rent 955 11.8 Ellington 900 23.6
Bloomfield 1,623 12.7 Colchester 776 21.3
New llaven 1,095 11.5 Du rham 857 23.0
Rocky Hill 996 13.0 Hebron 750 22.9
Wilton 1,161 16.3 Hampton 844 20.7
Redding 1,029 14.5 Pomfret 706 17.1

Waterford 831 9.1 Andover 832 25.1
Branford 807 9.6 Voluntown 634 16.0
Groton 828 6.7 Griswold , 538 12.0
Bridgewater 1,091 12.9 Bristol 730 20.2
Washington 1,091 13.1 Plainfield 628 15.7
Woodbridge 930 14.6 Enfield 652 18.3
Weston 1,123 15.7 East Haven 713 19.7
Farmington 983 12.6 Scotland 854 25,3
Norwalk 929 11.5 Bozrah 702 18.9
Wethersfield 934 12.5 Coventry 769 22.5
Orange 908 13.5 Lisbon 624 17.0
North Haven 1,034 14.2 Wolcott 632 18.7
Avon 976 13.7 Tolland 709 24.8
New Britain 805 8.9 Canterbury 558 15.8
North Canaan 933 13.2 Chaplin 807 32.5
New Milford 809 113 Sterling 556 20.5
Trumbull 872 11.8 North Stonington 623 31.8

Top 50 Towns Avg. 989 11.1 Last 50 Towns Avg. $732 19.0
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20 towns where expenditures are lowest. Next
to each town is the "true" tax rate, adjusted
official figures Nellie]] reflect mill rates on full
current market value of property and including
Duly that portion of the tax rate Nv hich can be
at:ributed to school expenditures. As can be
seen, the very top town spends almost three times
as much as the very bottom town ($1,169 vs. $538)
and yet the tax rate is only slightly greater. The
top 10 as a group spent $1210 with a tax rate of
12.5 mills while the last 10 spent an average of
5605, or exactly half as much, with a tax rate
approximately 501;- greater (17. mills). The
top 20 and bottom 20 are equally far apart, as,
Table B-5 shows all 20 at the top spend over
$1000 and none of the last 20 spend over $700,
yet the average school tax rate is 30':;. higher in
the last 20 towns.

Another perspective on these tax rate and
expenditure differences is the impossibility of
equal spending by the currently low-expenditure
towns. For example, the last 20 towns, now spend-
ing- an average of 5621 per student, would require
an increase of $.100 to draw near any of the top
20 towns. TO raise another $00 per student
from local property taxes, these towns would
have to double their current school tax rates
an unrealistic alternative for most, since this
would put any town with such a high rate at a
real disadvantage in attracting business and in-

dustrial taxpayers. The choice of school expen-
ditures. then, is now not. it choice at all -- some
towns simply cannot raise as much as others by
the property tax.

Table B-5 shows 100 selected towns ordered
according to tax base per student. In this group.
remarkable differences can be seen for well over
half the towns in the State. The top 10 average
51066 in expenditure with a tax rate of 9.1 mills
compared to $683 per student with a tax rate of
22.8 mills in the bottom 10 towns. The differential
of school expenditure is 5:383: or over 50'; more.
with a tax rate les:i than half as great.

Taking the entire 100 towns shown in Table
13-5, the differentials are still readily apparent.
The top 50 towns spend $989 per student average
while the last 50 towns average 5732. Yet the
top SO enjoy a tax rate of 11.1 mills compared
to 19.0 mills in the last 50 towns. Again. the
inequity is clear the top 50 towns spend $267
per student more while enjoying a tax rate just
over half as great as the last 50. Furthermore,
the last 50 towns would have to increase their
taxes almost 10 mills on the average to raise
enough local funds to match spending in the other
towns an unrealistic alternative, since that
would mean a tax rate two-and-one-10f times that
of the top towns.

Measuring Inequality
As explained above, the basic problem in the

existing school finance system is that a given tax
rate produces very unequal amounts of money on
a per pupil basis in various towns. As shown by
examples some towns are able to spend two and
almost three times as much per student as other
towns even though the high expenditure towns
enjoy tax rates one-half or even one-third as great
as in the lower expenditure towns.

One way to summarize this problem, and a good
standard to use in measuring alternatives, is the
use of a "yield per mill per student" measure. The
essence of the disparity among towns in terms of
tax rates and per pupil expenditures is simply that
some towns have much more property value per
student and thus greater tax revenues per student
at any given mill rate. This mathematical rela-
tionship, while not the entire probleM, summar-
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izes the basic flaw in the current system which
leads to the other, broader problems previously
explained in more detail.

The use of a "yield per mill per student" meas-
ure simply involves the following. By taking the
total amount of property value (current market
value of all property subject to the local property
tax) in a given town and dividing that total by
the number of students in the local school system,
a measure called "property value per student" is
derived. Property value per student, in turn, re-
lates very simply to tax yield that is, every
$1,000 of taxable property value per student pro-
duces approximately $1 of school revenues per
student for each mill of tax rate, meaning that
$50,000 property value per student would provide
approximately $50 per student for each mill in the
tax rate. It then becomes a simple matter to mul-



tii)ly yield per mill per student times mill rate to
determine how much money would be available on
a per student basis. To tdie an example, a town
with $50,000 property value per student would
enjoy approximately $50 yield for every mill of
the tax rate and a tax rate of 10 mills would yield
$500 per student, 15 mills would yield $750 and
20 mills would yield- $1,000. When the yield per
student per mill is, for example, twice as great
from one town to the other, the town with twice
the yield can spend twice as much per student at
the same tax rate, or spend the same amount per
student at half the tax rate or settle on some com-
bination between the two extremes.

Yield per mill per student, then, becomes a good
measure of the degree of inequality among towns.
If the "richest" towns have a yield per mill per
student of twice the "poorest'. towns, then the
choice is twice as much expenditure or half the
tax rate. If the yield per mill per student rate is
four times as great in the top as opposed to the
bottom towns, then the choice is between four
times the expenditure at the same tax rate, one-
fourth as great a tax rate with equal expenditures
or, perhaps, a combination of the two such as
twice as much expenditure and one-half the tax
rate both at the same time. Yield per mill per
student represents the actual opportunity for
school expenditure which a town faces.

In Connecticut the yield per mill per student
variation is from $112 for the average of the top
ten towns to $25 for the last ten average. (This is
not as great as it is in some states where variation
may be as much as 15 or 20 times, but the differ-
ences found in Connecticut are enough tr. :meate
significant inequities.)

To translate these average figures for Con-
necticut into tax rates and expenditure totals, the
$1.12 per mill yield in the State's "richest" 10
towns means that a 10 mill tax rate would yield
$1,120 per pupil the $25 per mill per stu-
dent yield would mean that a 10 mill tax rate
yields only $250 in the State's "poorest" 10 towns.
In other words, the "poorest" towns might choose
to spend $500 per student from local funds and
require a tax rate of 20 mills to do so while the
State's "richest" towns might choose to spend
$1,100 per student and enjoy a tax rate of about
10 mills while spending that amount; the differ-
ential is 20 mills against 10 mills in tax rate and
$500 against $1,100 in school expenditure, or
twice as great a tax rate to spend less than one-
half as much per student.
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When looking at 169 towns, this per mill per
student yield figure becomes the best way to un-
derstand how great the differentials are now and
to evaluate differentials in the future, whether
under the trend or under a new proposal. Table
B-6 summarizes property value per student and
yield per student as of 1971 for the entire State
and for 100 towns divided into groups (first and
last 10, 20, and 50) to reveal the magnitude of
differentials.

'FABLE B-6: Variations of Town Tax Base
(1971)

Towns Identified
_By Rank_

Property Value
_Per Student

Yield l'er Mill
Per Student

Top 10 $112,000 $112
Top 25 96,000 96
Top 50 84,000 84

STATE AVERAGE $ 62,000 $ 62

Last 50 $ 34,000 $ 34
Last 25 30,000 30
Last 10 25,000 9r0

What the above table reveals is simply the mag-
nitude of discrepancy among the towns. The basic
problem is that the top 50 towns enjoy a per mill
per student yield averaging $84 while the last 50
towns average $34, or less than half as much.
This means the top one-third of all towns in the
State could tax at the same rate as the bottom
one-third and yet receive more than twice as much
per student from local property taxes to spend on
education.

Table B-7 compares current inequalities with
what will probably prevail in 1975, 1980, and 1985
if current trends continue. (There is strong rea-
son to believe that current trends will continue or
perhaps worsen rather than moderate the in-
equalities; all trend projections, however, are
made on the assumption that recent trends will

TABLE B-7: Yield Per Mill Per Student
Trends

Towns Identified
by Rant: 1971 1971 1975 1980 1985

Top 10 $112 $135 $174 $216
Top 25 $ 96 $113 $141 $173
Top 50 . $ 84 $ 99 $122 $150

Last 50 $ 34 $ 39 $ 48 $ 59
Last 25 $ 30 $ 34 $ 41 $ 50
Last 10 $ 25 $ 29 $ 35 $ 43



continue in about the same way as during the
past 10-15 years.) Whereas the range of yields
is 110W 4-to-1. for the top 10 towns compared to
the last 10, the range in 1985 wou:d be 5-to-1:
and the dollar gap will be worse, with each mill
raising over $200 in the top 10 towns and only
$13 in the last 10. Similarly the gap for the top
25 and last 25 \ vill increase from $96 as against
$30 to $173 against $50. Even the top one-third
of all towns against the bottom one-third (first

and last 50) will increase from $8.1 and $3,1 to.
$150 an,:: $59. ('learly, the gap is increasing by
any measure.

Chart 13-2 summarizes this same table in
graphic form the diverging lines demonstrate
growing inequality, as the lines for the top 10
are compared to the last 10, and the top 50 com-
pared to the last 50. Again, the visual presenta-
tion simply hip.hlights how the inequality is grow-
ing worse (WU time.

CRAM' B-2: Yield Per Mill Per Student Comparison

1971 1975 1980 1985

TREND UNDER CURRENT SYSTEM

Note: The above figures, as well as those shown later
in the text, are explained in more detail at the end of this
volume. Briefly, the difficult task in comparing tax rates
is the variation among towns in assessment ratio (mill
rate applied to only some fraction of full value) and the
differing periods of time since general revaluation in
towns (which, since property values generally rise, means
some values are much understated when no recent re-
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valuation has updated values, thus distorting compari-
sons). All data in this report is the product of computer-
ized analysis of past trends and other studies which gives
a consistent and fair comparison overall. But it must be
emphasized that only the patterns should be recognized
as worthy of confidence and that individual town data may
well be affected by errors due' to special factors not re-
flected in overall trends.



School Resources and Equal Educational Opportunity

An implicit assumption of this report is that
school expenditures have some effect on school
quality. Overall, the Commission has little doubt
that expenditures make a difference. We know
spending twice as much does not bring twice as
good an education, but logic and experience lead
us to believe the large differential spending
twice as much in some cases does have some
significant benefit. This section analyzes some of
the studies and experience collected on the ques-
tion. As an introductory comment, however, the
Commission emphasizes that the issue in Con-
necticut is one of very large expenditure differ-
entials from $200 to $500 per student, or more

and that cannot fail to make a difference in
most cases. Educational quality is not simply a
function of expenditure, but most educators would
agree, for example, that an extra $200 can signi-
ficantly enhance educational quality. An extra
$200 per student, available in many cases, would

depending On what the individual school dis-
trict felt most useful permit:

1. a reduction in class size by one-third or
more, from a relatively high average of 25, for
example, to a relatively low 17;

2. teacher aides in every classroom; or

3. the purchase of significantly more needed
teaching materials, and substantial increases in
special programs, activities, and services such as
art and music instruction, library and media re-
sources. guidance counseling, individual tutoring.
and the like.

Court Attitudes on Expenditures and
Opport unity

Defendants in court cases regarding school
finance have argued that redistributing resources
for schools is useless because there is no relation-
ship between the amount of money spent in a
school and the amount children learn. Judges
have dodged this argument so far. In Hobson v.
Hansen, Judge J. Skelly Wright ruled that Wash-
ington, D.C. school officials were inconsistent
when, on the one hand, they claimed that putting
more resources in poor schools would not help
and, on the other hand, they justified their annual
budget requests in terms of the efficacy of their
expenditure.25 The California Supreme Court in
Serrano v. Priest refused to consider the argu-
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ment that money makes no difference, because the
issue had been conceded by the defendant's de-
murrer.'" In can Dusartz v. Hatfield, the judge
decreed that the amount spent for schools ap-
parently must have some importance, since other-
wise wealthy districts would be irrational to spend
more money than poor districts, as they generally
do."

The Court rulings have been inconclusive be-
cause the actual evidence on the effectiveness of
school spending has been subject to continuing
controversy. In fact, controversy has raged over
this issue since the publication of the Coleman
Report in 1966.2s Several treatises have attempt-
ed to analyze, synthesize, and summarize the con-
troversy:"" new findings will no doubt continue to
pour in for some time. The following pages will
briefly describe the main issues in the contro-
versy, and will then discuss what the empirical
studies imply about school finance reforM.

Empirical Studies: Schools and
Achievement

The Civil Rights Act of 1964 charged the Com-
missioner of Education to conduct a survey "con-
ceraing the lack of availability of equal educa-
tional opportunities for individuals by reason of
race, color, religion, or national origin . . . in the
United States ..." The resulting report, of which
James Coleman was the principal author, was
based on a gigantic survey covering elementary
and secondary schools throughout the nation. The
large Equal Educational Opportunity Survey
(EEOS) tried to find out whether the differences
in scholastic achievement were caused by differ-
ences in the schools. It is worth presenting their
conclusion verbatim:

". . . one implication stands out above all: that
schools bring little influence to bear on a child's
achievement that is independent of his back-
ground and general social context; and that this
very lack of an independent effect means that
the inequalities imposed on children by their
house, neighborhood, and peer environment are
carried along to become the inequalities with
which they confront adult life at the end of
school. For equality of educational opportunity
through the schools must imply a strong effect
of schools that is independent of the child's
immediate social environment, and that strong
independent effect is not present in American
schools." ;0



The authors base this conclusion on their finding
that variation in school inputs (facilities, curric-
ulum, and teachers) accounts for much less of the
between-school variation in student achievement
than does variation in socio-economic background.
The socio-economic composition and attitudes of
the student body are also more important than
school facilities, curriculum, or teacher quality.
Given the relative unimportance of school inputs
as a hole, the characteristics or teachers are
found to'be the most important.

If these findings and conclusions are valid, then
redistributing resources among schools would not
bring about equal educational opportunity; that
would lie much more important to bring students
of diverse backgrounds together, Even then,
schools could not fully compensate for differences
in the non-school environment.

However, the EEOS findings and conclusions
have been challenged. First, some other studies
have challenged the basic finding that school re-
sources can have only a small effect on student
achievement, relative to the effect of socio-eco-
nomic background. Second, some writers have
questioned whether scholastic achievement tests
really measure the most important output from
schools. Hanushek and Rain"' have pointed to
specific instances of likely bias in the EEOS data
clue to non response, unreliability of the cstion-
naires, inaccuracy in coding, small samples for
sonic regions, the use of data for whole school
to measure the experience of individual students
in it, the failure to account for any scale econ-
omies in a linear regression model, and the ab-
sence of any data on students' ability or achieve-
ment before they entered school.

Even if defects in the data and differences
among individual students can be disregarded,
there is also evidence that the statistical proce-
dure used by the EEOS tended to underestimate
the degree to which the amount of resources avail-
able to children in school is correlated with their
socio-economic background. Thus the EEOS data

themselves may support conclusions different
from those the authors drew.

In addition to its conclusion about the small
effect of school resources relative to students' own
socio-eccmomic background, the original EEOS
report also concluded that the average socio-eco-
nomic level of other students was consistently as-
sociated with any particular child's level of
achievement.

A recent study by 1'+'irder32 has carefully tried
to separate out the effects of socio- economic back-
ground, school resources, socio-economic composi-
tion of the school, and the racial composition of
the school. Winkler used data on individual chil-
dren from a single school district in California,
including data on'test scores from previous years
to 'control for what the children knew when they
came to school. Winkler concludes that, to pro-
vide equality of educational opportunity, "high
!ndity teachers as measured by the determinants
of salary or prestige of undergraduate institution
should he allocated equally among all tracks and
races." Furthermore, "schools should he inte-
grated in terms of student socio-economic status
at all grade levels."

Furthermore, it is far from certain whether
scholastic achievement is the most important con-
tribution of schools to a student's economic suc-
cess when he leaves school. Weiss" found that
blacks obtain a smaller economic return from a
given amount of schooling, even when years of
'schooling are adjusted for differential rates of
achievement in school. Berg" has questioned
whether academic credentials have any real reia-
tionF.hip to productivity on the job. Dreeben35 has
described some of the non-cognitive behavioral
traits that schools teach, and Gintis"n has demon-
strated that the positive relationship between a
person's income and years of schooling may be
quite independent of actual cognitive learning.
Thus the studies of what determines scholastic
achievement may not help to find how schooling
can promote equal opportunity.

Impact of the Current School
Finance System on Community Development

Broader results of the current school finance
system can be seen in the area of community de-
velopment, which leads back again to further ad-
verse effects on the school system. The current
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school 'finance system shapes community develop-
ment decisions in such a way as to (1) segregate
families by income range, (2) limit the effective-
ness of our schools through the segregation by



income, and (3) create incentives for tax inequi-
ties, economic segregation, and educational in-
equality to become worse rather than better.

The current property tax system which cre-
ates very substantial differentials among towns
as to tax rate and school expenditure provides
a substantial incentive for industrial and com-
mercial developers or erprises to concentrate
in towns with low tax rates, enabling those towns
to reduce their tax rates even further without re-
ducing local government services or school bud-
gets.. In addition, the combination of low tax
rates and high school expenditures prevailing in
those same .towns provides a very significant in-
centive in many cases the dominant factor in
the decision -- for affluent families to build or
buy housing in such towns. The incentives attract
business and private property owners, increasing
land prices; businesses constructing large facili-
ties can afford to pay and individuals building ex-
pensive houses can afford to pay because the
tax savings are so great but a person con-
structing an average house ($20,000 to $25,000
construction cost) cannot afford the higher land
cost.

The net result of this process is that there is a
very significant tendency for new business devel-
opment in the State to be concentrated in towns
which already have low tax rates (and generally
high school expenditures). Likewise, the more
affluent homeowners choose the same towns.
These towns thus are able to continue reducing
their tax rate. Less affluent families are excluded
from these towns, settling instead in towns with
high tax rates which become ever higher, as a
result.37

Overall, there is a very significant sorting of
suburban residents by income level, related in
large part to this effect of the existing local prop-
erty tax system. Data on new housing value and
family income make it very clear that there is a
very significant and marked sorting or segrega-
tion of families by income level a sorting and
separation of the more affluent from the less afflu-
ent which affects suburbanities without regard to
race every bit as much as it affects inner-city
minority groups. Towns which are primarily
composed of the more affluent families are able to
spend great amounts on education at low tax
rates,_becoming ever more attractive for affluent
families and ever more able to spend more and
more, at the same time finding that few middle
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or lower income persons can move in because of
the high land cost. Towns with high tax rates
and low school expenditures find tlusA no higher
income persons choose to move into the tovn and
very little business chooses to locate in the town,
meaning that tax rates remain relatively high and
school expenditures relatively low, and the cycle
continues.

The net result of this system is not only marked
segregation by income level, and a worsening sit-
uation, but the final results can be -seen in the
school system. The studies which have suggested
that school expenditures are not the most impor-
tant factor in education, such as the Coleman
Report, found that exposure of children to other
children from other sor!io-economic or cultural
backgrounds was the key factor in their learning
process."' The result of a sorting of families by
income level is that such peer group stimulation
and learning is inhibited. Since most high income
families are oriented toward education and pl'ace
a high premium on the value of education, their
children are especially stimulating for children
whose families have not had the experiences
which cause them to put such a high emphasis
on educational attainment. But the children from
these families where emphasis on education is
Strong very often do not now, and will even less
in the future, attend school systems where they
are in contact with, and are a positive influence
upon, children from low income or even middle
income families where the attitudes toward educa-
tion are different. Likewise, children from fami-
lies of low or middle income, other ethnic groups,
employment classifications, or whatever, also have
positive insights, values, attitudes, or other char-
acteristics which would be stimulating and valu-
able to children from higher income families. Yet
the children of the more affluent are equally de-
nied the benefit of stimulation by these peers.
Thus, the current system not only denies children
equal educational expenditures, and equal educa-
tional quality insofar as quality is correlated With
expenditure, but the current school finance system
creates a situation where children are denied stim-
ulation and learning from children of different
backgrounds. Thus, in two ways, we have created
a school finance system which is not 'equal; we
have created a school system which is to some
degree, with respect to peer group stimulus, im-
poverished for all students; and we have created
a system with built-in incentives to make the sit-
uation grow worse rather than better.



Mechanics of the Sorting of Suburbanites
"he clearest way to understand exactly how the

above effects come about is to look at. two families
about to build housing in the suburbs. One family
intends to build a $50,060 house. In looking at
suburban towns, the family sees that Town A
imposes a tax rate of 15 mills and boasts per pupil
school expenditures over $1,000. Town B imposes
a tax rate of 30 mills and spends only about $(i0(1
for schools. In Town A the family would pay
$750 per year in property tax and in Town B
$1,500 per year; and \vhile the family pays less
for taxes, the children can go to schools able to
spend a great deal more per student. The family,
of course, chooses Town A; they can save. $750
a year in property taxes and, in virtually every
case, know that their children are likely to receive
a better education.

Facing the above decision, most families would
choose Town A, The net result of the competition
for housing or land in Town A is that land prices
increase, from the average of perhaps $5,000 per
lot to $10,000 or even $15,000 per lot. To get
better schools and a lower tax bill, the family
must now spend an extra $5,000 or $10,000 for its
land (a premium resulting from the tax system).
The affluent family pays the premium of $5,000
or $10,000 (and additional annual tax payments
on higher. land value) because (1) the family can
afford it and (2) the family will get back that
money over time by saving the $750 difference
per year in property taxes between Town A and
Town B,

A second family considering a move to the sub-
urbs would face a very different decision if it
could only afford a $30,000 house. That family,
too, would save if it could move into Town A; it
would save the difference between $450 in taxes
and $900 per year in property taxes (15 mills
times $30,000 in Town A vs. 30 mills- times
$30,000 in Town B). Again, that family, too,
would be happy to send the children to a better
school system. However, for this family the prob-
lem of spending an extra $5,000 or $10,000 on the
land is very likely an insurmountable problem.
This family, building a $30,000 house, would be
required to spend a great deal more than what
they had budgeted to buy an appropriate amount
of land in Town A. Most likely, the family is just
moving from a central city and has barely enough
for the down payment on a house as it is, and
coming up with a larger down payment or spend-
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ing $.10,000 (land and house total) rather than
S30,000 is simply something which they cannot
afford. At the same time. the tax saving is less
than for a more affluent family ($75(1 vs. $50).
So the less affluent family settles for higher tax
rates and lower scbool expenditure rather than
pay the $5,000 or $10,000 land cost premium.

These results can be seen for individual fami-
lies where paying a premium of $5,000 or $10,000
per lot is easily undertaken by the more affluent
family and not so easily undertaken, and most
likely not able to be undertaken at all, by the less
affluent family. '1'lle system works even more
dramatically, and has fewer exceptions, when a
developer is inserted into the middle of the p,!,c-
ess. A developer uses a relatively firm rule of
thumb that land cost should not be more than
15','4, or 20c; of market value of the residential
unit he intends to sell. That means that if land
is costing $5,000 per lot, the developer will intend
to build a residential unit to be sold for $25,000
to $30,000. if land, however, is costing $10,000
per lot, the developer would not build on such land
unless he is building houses in the $50,000 to
$00,000 range. And where land costs $15,000 per
unit, the developer would be building $75,000 to
$100,000 homes. This means that for the majority
of people who buy housing which has been built
by developers, there is almost no way around the
situation that low tax towns which are high land
value towns have only very expensive housinf:,
available. Low tax towns, enjoying high school
expenditures, are only available to those buying.
$50,000, $75,000; or $100,000 houses. For the per-
son moving to the suburbs who is only able to
afford a $30,000 house, or something in that
range, the choice is dictated to him a high tax
town with low school expenditures where lie does
not have to pay as much for land and where a
developer has decided that the land cost ;s propor-
tionately sound for the housing he intends to
build.

As a result of this sys..em, therefore, high in-
come families tend to choose towns with low tax
rates and high school expenditure, and such towns
are open only to those families. For rapidly grow-
ing towns with high tax rates an? low school ex-
penditures, only middle income families (rela-
tivelylow income suburbanites) move in, causing
the tax rates to stay high or even rise in many
cases. And in the central cities, the very poorest
remain and the already high tax rates continue
to go up.



livArieted Zoning
A great deal Inu., been written about restricted

zoning and virtually all analysts agree that the
linkages, between property value created by a fam-
ily and demands on the town (most importantly,
the school system) are a significant cause of ex-
clusionary zoning. That is, a town which is con-
i.erned about. its own financial situation (its tax
rate) has a strong incentive to 'keep out families
who require educational expenditures but whose
home value is relatively low, Suburban towns
with low tax rates or, in fact, most suburban

have 4 financial incentive not to permit
land which might be used for high value single
family houses to he zoned for public housing
(where virtually no tax revenues are collected),
or even for low cost private enterprise housing
where the tax revenues expected from the low
value housing fall far short of what is necessary
to educate the children who will live in these
houses. Towns may be unwilling to accept lower
priced townhouses. public housing of any sort, or
even standard small housing oi»platively small
plots of land. The link here is between housing
value and educational cost. That is, a town faces
the dilemma that children added to the educa-
tional system will require school expenditures
equal to other children in the system. But if the
persons moving in are going to pay much less in
property taxes than persons already there, the
town is really forced to take on a share of their
cost to be spread among all the existing property
owners.

Bin:his?, Location
Much. the same kind of thinking which goes on

for individual .f.amilies or developers can be seen
in a business decision. When a new business
moves into Connecticut or moves its site within
the state, property taxes can become an important
consideration in which to locate a large factory.
(There are, of course, many other significant con-
siderations but, when all are equal or nearly equal,
the ones outlined here become exceedingly im-
portant.)

To use an example of a bu,siness about to build
a $1,000,000 plant, it can easily be calculated
what property tax payments are going to be re-
quired in the various towns, In Town A, with a
property tax rate of 15 mills, the tax on that
$1,000,000 building wo.,:ld be $15,000 per year;
in Town B, a tax rate of 35 mills, the prop-
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erty tax la would he $35,000 per year. Thus. the
business can choose one town and pay $20.000
less in property taxes than in another town. If
this figure is capitalized into current value (at
ten times annual amount, the conventional ap-
proach) , the savings are equivalent to $200,000
in current dollars. Obviously, the savings of
$200,000 (the current value of property tax sav-
ings) would be enough to cause the business to
locate in the lower tax town than in the higher
tax town unless there were a very significant fac-
tor at work in the higher tax town labor sup-
ply, market, utilities, or the like. Within a par-
ticular state or metropolitan area, there are sel-
dom such differences. As a result. businesses very
clearly concentrate in the towns with the lower
tax rate. The net result of this, analogous to the
situation for individuals, is that lane; prices have
gone up for industrial or commercial land in the
lower tax towns; but the savings are great enough
that the wise decision is still to locate in the lower
tax towns even while payi2ig somewhat more by
way of a land premium at the outset.

The location of business'in this manner, a con-
centration which parallels the concentration of
more affluent individuals, reinforces the process
which has been outlined above. That is, concen-
tration of business and affluent persons means
that a town has a very high tax base: a relatively
low tax rate will yield a great deal of income for
the town. Business, of course, is especially desir-
able because that does not necessarily mean chil-
dren or demands upon the school system. Thus,
the incentives which cause businesses to choose
some towns over others, paralleling the incentives
which caused wealthier residents to seek out those
same towns, reinforce, perpetuate, and srljficant-
ly worsen. the differentials among the towns.

it might be noted here also that concentration
of high income persons and businesses in the same
towns creates a line of other effects which further
reinforce this situation. For example, shopping
centers are very much desired by towns because
this adds a great deal to the tax base without, of
course, adding any more children. Shopping cen-
ter developers, however, are most interested in
locating where high income persons and employ-
ment.centers are located. Thus, a town which has
a large number of high income persons and a large
number of office buildings, manufacturing plants,
and the like is the town Which will be most attrac-
tive to shopping center developers. A similar
process can be seen for location of other shopping



facilities as well as many kinds of office buildings.
A small difference in tax rates at the outset
creates a flow of persons and their residences, a

flow of businesses and a dynamic interaction
among them which creates a situation becoming
worse each year.

Alternate Approaches to Equity
In School Finance

The following pages will analyze, in a general
way, the problem of financing public schools ade-
quately, equitably, and with minimum demand
for new State revenues. The main alternatives
under consideration in other states will be de-
scribed and cimpaed to the present system of
school finance in Connecticut.

In simplest terms, the main problem attacked
by the courts in Se Pm° v. Prics1 and subsequent
decisions is that school districts with relatively
large amounts of property value per pupil can
obtain relatively high levels of school expend-
iture per pupil without having to impose high
property tax rates. Conversely, dillricts with
meager amounts of taxable property pLr pupil
must impose high tax rates to obtain merely ade-
quate amounts of educational revenues per pupil.
This inequitable result is inherent in any syStem
of school finance that relies on revenues raised by
local districts unless the State it= .erveneS to
supplement the revenues from districts with rela-
tively little tax base per pupil.

In considering how best to subsidize low-Wealth
districts, the State must also hear other objec-
tives in mind. First, no school district should be
permitted to provide less than an adequate level
of support for its public schools. Second, the local
tax rates required to support high-quality public
schools must not become prohibitive. Third, the
State Legislature will want to accomplish all of
this at the least possible cost in terms of new
State tax revenues required. In short, the prob-
lem is to neutralize the differences in per-pupil
wealth among districts, to avoid excessively high
local tax rates or excessively low levels of expendi-
ture, and to minimize the need for new State
taxes.

The present system of State aid to public
schools in Connecticut is no longer satisfactory
because it does nothing to offset inequalities in
district wealth per pupil. A report by the Federal
Reserve Bank of Boston on school finance in the
6 New England states found that there was a
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complete lack of any correlation between local
property value per pupil in Connecticut school
districts and the amount of State aid per pupil
received by the districts.." As explained above.
the largest portion of State aid in Connecticut
is distributed in flat grants per pupil to all dis-
tricts, with small districts getting a little extra,
but with no adjustment at all for the size of a dis-
trict's tax base per pupil ; nor does other State
aid for school construction and transportation. or
for special educational needs.. have any equaliza-
tion effect. Connecticut. as a result. ranks last
among all 50 states in terms of net equalization
effect c-if state aid.

,,lIowever, Connecticut is relatively fortunate,
because the variation in wealth among its local
districts is relatively small smaller than in any
other New England state.'" Consequently the
variation in expenditure per pupil between dis-
tricts is not as extreme as might be expected,
even though State aid now does nothing to reduce
disparities in local, revenue-raising capacities. To
remedy the inequity arising from these dispari-
ties will he considerably less expensive in on-
necticut than in most other states.

Numerous alternative plans have been proposed
in other states to neutralize the differences in
wealth per pupil between school districts. One
ieea which the Commission did not consider in
detail is an educational voucher system. This pro-
posal has been publicized a great deal recently,
and it may have merit, but the Commission did
not deal with voucher alternatives because (1)
voucher systems imply very fundamental changes
in the school system, going beyond finance, and
the Commission did not feel it appropriate to pur-
sue such broad issues deserving of lengthy, ex-
pert study; and (2) a voucher alternative can be
designed and implemented in any system without
any necessary results for financial equity, mean-
ing that a voucher system would not cure our
problems in itself and yet could as easily be un-
dertaken after changes as now.



Confining the study to alternative methods of
dealing with the fingne issues, the Commission
found it convenient to classify proposals into two
main, types: (1) "Full State Funding-- or State
assumption of full responsibility for financing
public schools and (2) local option plans, includ-
ing "power - equalization" and many variants.

Full State Funding
Full State Funding is the simplest plan, It al-

ready exists in Hawaii. has been advwated by
the prestigious Advisory Commission on Inter-
governmental Relations." and has been seriously
proposed by the Fleishmann Commission for
New York State:' 2 The President's Commission
on School Finance (Schools, People owl Money,
1972) has also favored this approach, as have
major .eports in various states, including New
Jersey, and many prominent individuals. In
essence, full State assumption would eliminate
all local taxes for schools. They would be re-
placed by State revenues, possibly including a
state-wide property tax. The money collected
by the State would be returned to local school
authorities in proportion to the number of stu-
dents. More money may be allocated to some
categories of students than to others, but the
anu allocated for any student never depends
on the revenue-raising capacity of the school dis-
tict in which a student lives.

The main drawback to full State assumption is
that districts which now spend large amounts per
pupil would, at some point, not he able to continue
spending more than other districts. It has been
said that this might induce more affluent resi-
dents of these districts to seek private education
on a much larger scale than now. To permit very
high expenditures, the State would have to pro-
vide high levels of expenditure for all students
throughout the State, which would cost more
money than the Legislature or the taxpayers may
want to provide. Of course,. it is always possible
for the State to set a certain uniform level of ex-
penditure per pupil, but also to guarantee that
any district presently spending more may con-
tinue to do so, with the excess either raised from
local taxes or paid by the State. If this were
done on a permanent basis, however, it would vio-
late the goal of equal spending opportunity and
equal tax burden. Temporary relief (in the form
of implementation by phases) would only post-
pone the problem so that a high-expenditure town
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need not cut, expenditures. but inequality could
not remain indefinitely.

Oilier discussions of Full Stale Funding- have
explored many aspects of that approach. and the
Commission fee.'s it, unnece.4sary to repeat those
views. If Full State Funding- were desired, it
could meet the problems raised here and there is
no doubt a proposal could be formulated. And, if
we do not act. that may %yell be the only alterna-
tive left to us. But the Commission believes that
local school initiative, imagination and responsi
bility are characteristic of our town heritage in
Connecticut and that diversity of schools in
spending.. to some degree, as well as in program

is valued by our citizens, For these reasons.
Full State Funding is not recommended on the
grounds that the Commission believes there is a
more creative solution that will solve our prob.
leers and preserve these other virtues of the cur-
rent system as well.

Local Option Plans
The main alternative plan to Full State Fund-

ing would make it unnecessary to choose between
forcing high-spending districts to keep expendi-
tures down or supporting a uniformly high level
of expenditure in all districts. Local option plans
would allow every district to choose its own de-
sired level of expenditure per pupil, but would
have the State redistribute money in such a way
that the local tax rate required to obtain any
Chosen level of expenditure per pupil would be the
same in all districts, regardless of a district's
actual tax base.

For example, a tax rate of 10 mills on true
value could permit any district to spend $600 per
pupil, and every additional mill could result in an
additional $60 per pupil. The State would sub-
sidize any district whose own tax base yielded
less than $60 per pupil from each mill of tax, and
districts where the tax base would yield more
than $60 per mill would pay the excess back to a
common fund. If the ratio of total property value
to total pupils in the State were $60,000 per pu-
pil, then guaranteeing every district $60 per mill
of tax would roughly equate the total cost of sub-
sidizing low-wealth districts to the total excess
revenues raised in high-wealth districts. The
plan would be approximately self-supporting
would require no new State revenues. More pre-
cisely, whether the cost to the State is positive
or negative rather than zero would depend on
whether poor districts tend to choose higher or



lower levels of taxing and spending- than wealthy
districts.

In summary. cmnpliance will) the principles of
Se/Title() V. Pif si Means that the State must lind
a way to neutralize differences in taxpaying-
ability between local school districts. Now the
State faces a conflict between the need to keep
its own taxes down and the need to Protect
: ,pending districts against drastic spending cuts
or tax increases. Immediate Full State Funding
would make it prohibitively expensive to protect
the high-spending districts, although It phased
Plan could be devised to lower the co.,,t but still
leaving certain problems. as noted. A local option

Plan could he less expensive if implemented over
a reasonable period of time. Thus. like many
poblems with several I lb Ve.";. UM dilemma re
quires a more complex solution. Although sim-
plicity is preferable to complexity, a more com-
plicated formula may justify itself by reducing
the amount of new State (or Federal) money that
will inevitably he required to bring about equity
in school nlianCe. The task. having tentativAy
chosen local option. is to introduce it as fairly and
equitably. with as little disruption and disturb-
ance as possible. at moderate cost, and yet still
not lose sight of the critical need for action to
solve our problems.

The New School Finance Program: An Equal
Educational Opportunity S'ystem

The following- pages describe and detail the ob-
jectives. operation and results of a new school
finance system for Connecticut. Having conclud-
ed that a new school finance system is necessary
to insure equal educational opportunity. the Com-
mission recommends a public school finance sys-
tem Ihich will:

1. Enable every town. every voter and every
parent to choose a school expenditure total
equal to school expenditures in other towns at
the same tax rate: "ev.al revenue result for
equal tax effort";

2. Provide fairly and adequately for special
education needs. so that equal opportunity be-
comes a meaningful phrase for those who need
extra help because of physical, mental or socio-
economic handicaps; and

:3. Operate automatically to insure that, in
the long run, the new system will reverse in-
centives for economic segregation of the popu-
lation and enable all parents to choose quality
education for their children, yet neither bring
"lowest common denominator" equalization nor
rob local parents of their voice in local school
systems..

supervisors whose role is outlined in Part C of this
volume. The task of SEEOF would he to instil utt.
a program, based on equivalent current market
values of all property in the State. which would
eventually permit all school systems to raise ap-
Iwoximately the same amount of mone per stu-
dent for each mill of the tax rate i.e.. educa-
Gonal spending would be uniformly proportional
to tax rate throughout the state. In 1)ractice,
this system would work :is follows:

A. Each town would separate school expendi-
tures from other local government funds
and calculate school tax rates separately
from the general government tax rate;
only the school portion would be affiected
by the new system.

P. SEEOF would determine, based on prop-
erty value per student across the State,
what the average yield per student per mill
would lie if a uniform property tax for
school finance were to be imposed across
the State of Connecticut.

C. This average yield would lie translated into
a schedule correlating mill rates with yield
per student, like the following:

The Equal Educational Opportunity System
Mill Rate Yield per Student'- -_

$300
The proposed Equal Educational Opportunity 6 360

System requires th(1 establishment of a State 8 480
Equal Educational Opportunity Fund ("SEEOF") 10 600
which would have the authority and the mandate 15 900
to administer the program described below. 18 1080
SEEOF would cooperate with the new assessment 20 1200
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I). Based on this schedule. S.:01? would
work to a situation where every town in
the State. in the long rim. would be guiu--
anteed no less than the above yield per
student correlated with each nulll rate and
where each town in the State would be
aide to spend no more than the above
amount as determined by its tax rate.

E. Each town would continue to set its OW11
school tax rate and administer all funds
raised by the property tax (whether local-
ly or through SEEDF) just as is done now.

F. Equal availability of funds would result
throughout the State. at equal tax rates.
with the exception of students in need of
costly special educational services: each
studeri', in this category would entitle a
town to 251; more than the State average
yield per mill.

The key element in this proposal is the estab-
lishment of automatic mechanisms by which
school expenditure opportunities can be equalized
over time. The system explained below is a meth-
od which could begin the move toward equaliza-
tion without new expenditures from the State
General Fund or heavy burdens (higher taxes or
reduction in school expenditures) in any town.
Furthermore. the system is flexible without
extra State government expenditures, substantial
equalization would be achieved in approximately
15 years, while alternative levels of outside fund-
ing would Permit the State to reach substantially
equal spending opportunity in 5-10 years.

Before turning to the basic proposal and the
alternative, the Commission emphasizes here that
this proposal will not equalize educational spend-
ing. It provides equal opportunity for educational
expenditures, but each town determines its own
tax rate and spending level. What this proposal
does is to eliminate the current anomaly of towns
forced to tax at very high rates and yet spend at
relatively low levels (or able to spend more and
tax less) in favor of a system where every town
has an equal opportunity to choose to spend more
or less on education because each town will have
available the same amount per student at a chosen
tax rate as any other town at that same tax rate.

The mechanism outlined hero would apply only
to local property taxes for school finance. Local
revenues for non-educational purposes would be
unaffected., and there would be no changes in any
existing programs of State aid to local school dis-
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trits. Towns would continue to tax and spend
for general government services as under the cur-
rent system. and all State and Federal aid pro-
grams for schools and other purposes would be
continued on the same Lasis as now. To separate
school and general government funds. municipali-
ties would calculate their property tax rates sep-
arately for school expenditures and for general
government purposes for exan)phe. a rate of
35 mills (adjusted to reflect true rate on full ma-
ket value) might equal 25 mills for schools and
lo mills for other government services. The tax-
payer would still receive a tax bill reflecting both
rates, but the town would actually deal with the
=two separately.

Implementing the System
In order to move toward the above system with-

out raising tax rates or reducing expenditures in
towns with above average yieldsor suddenly
increasing expenditures by large amounts in
towns now able to spend very little on education

the following procedure would lie used to in-
troduce the new system over a period of years
sufficient to permit all towns to adjust. to the new
situation:

1. During the year in which this program is
instituted, all Ideal government tax rates and
receipts used for education would be defined for
purposes of calculation as "Base Year Tax
Rate" and "Base Year Yield." Each town would
be assigned, according to the actual circum-
stances in its town during the Base Year, a
vase Year Tax Rate (i.e. the school tax rate
prevailing in the year in which the program
goes into effect) and a Base Year Yield which
is equal to the school expenditures per student
received from that tax rate.

For example, Town A might currently be
taxing at 25 mills and 80(j, of the revenues
might go to schools; the Base Year (school)
Tax Rate is 20 mills. If Town A spent a total
of $800 per student from the property tax rev-
enues only, Base Year Yield would be $800.
That is, its Base Year Tax Rate is 20 mills and
its Base Year Yield is $800. Its Base Year
Yield per mill per student would be $10 per
mill per student (simply dividing total yield of
$800 by mill rate). Town 13, going through the
same procedure, might determine that its Base
Year Tax Rate was 15 mills, its Base Year
Yield per student $900 and its Base Year YieTal



per mill per student $60. Each town in the
State would calculate its Base Year Yield in
this manner.

2. Every town in the State would be gua-
anteed no less than Base Year Yield. That is, if
a town now receives $800 with a 10 mill rate,
it would be permitted to keep that amount: or,
alternatively, it might bC thought of as a guar-
antee that the town is permitted to keep $80
per mill, meaning that it is permitted to keep
$800 at the current 10 mill rate or it might
keep $880 at an 11 mill rate, $960 at a 12 mill
rate, and so on.

3. All increases in the yield per mill, or the
yield at any given tax rate, would he paid over
to SEEOF in the years subsequent to the Base
Year. For example, a town now receiving $50
per mill per student would, as outlined above,
be permitted to keep $50 per mill per student
no matter what its tax rate was: however, if in
the second year or the third year, or any other
year after the Base Year, tax yield increased
above that prevailing in the Base Year to, say,
$60 per mill per stfldent, the increase (from $50
to $60, an increase of $10) would be paid into
SEEOF. In fact, the yield per mill per student
is increasing in most towns almost every year,
and these increasing amounts would be paid
to SEEOF as the increase occurred. SEEOF
would be collecting, for redistribution, the bene-
fits of all increases in property values in the
State as reflected in the yield at whatever tax
rates the individual towns chose. This would
amount in Connecticut, at the current time, to
approximately $10 million per year.

4. Using the funds received from the in-
crease over Base Year Yield in each town,
SEEOF would return those funds to the indi-
vidual towns. There would be two payments:
A. All towns in the State would be paid a

portion of the total increase in yield, in-
creasing at a rate of $1 per mill per student
each year after the first year ("Shared
Yield Increase"), and any town experienc-
ing a decline in yield would be brought up
to Base Yield per mill plus $1 growth each
year.

B. Those towns below the State average yield
after adding together Base Year Yield and
Shared Yield Increase would be paid a frac-
tion of the shortfall, that fraction increasing
each year as SEEOF reventms permit.
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Eventually, all towns initially below the State
average would be reimbursed the full amount by
which Base Year Yield idus Shared Yield Increase
fall short of the State average schedule, and Base
Year Yield of all towns whose Base Year Yield is
above the State average would have grown more
slowly than the State average long enough for the
State average to catch up to their total yield. Once
the State average yield had caught up to the more
slowly growing yield in the highest town, the
effective final result can be summarized in three
steps:

A. SEEOF would establish a State average
schedule which reflects the actual yield per
mill per student averaged across the State
(much higher than the current amounts,
due to growth over the 10-20 years re-
quired), perhaps as follows:

Tax Rate.

5 mills
10 mills
12 mills
14 mills
16 mills
18 millS
20 mills

$ 500 student
1000, student
1200, student
1.100 student
1600 student
1800 student
2000 student

This schedule would continue to 1e, revised
each year, reflecting the yield increase as
total property value continues to rise. The
table might also be adjusted as outside
revenues are paid into SEEOF and permit
it to pay out more than property taxes actu-
ally collect at each mill rate; that is, the
table might actua!ly be 21:;-, 3(;;', 10q Or
more above actual yield, with the excess
met by General Fund (State) payments to
SEEOF, if made available.

B. All towns whcise yield is above the schedule
would be paying into SEEOF a net sum
equal to the amount by which actual local
yield exceeds this State average schedule.

C, All towns whose yield is below the schedule
would be receiving from SEEOF a net sum
equal to the amount by which actual local
yield falls short of the state average.

In the long run, what this system means is that
every town enjoys an equal opportunity for school
expenditures. Equal tax rates mean equal expen-
ditures, but those who are willing to tax more
will enjoy more funds to spend on education,



5. Because this system does not automati-
cally provide any special funds for towns with
large numbers of disadvantaged students even
though it is known by everyone that such stu-
dents require extra educational expenditures,
the calculations outlined above would have one
further procedure. Each student in a disad-
vantaged category would permit the town a
bonus of 25'. more school funds than the town
would he entitled to were that student not in
a disadvantaged category. In operation, this
bonus would be granted by simply adding 25r,
of the number of disadvantaged students to the
total number of students used in calculating
payments to and from SEEOF.

For example, if a town with 1000 students
had 200 disadvantaged students, it would he
permitted to spend an amount equal to what
it would have spent if it had a total of 1,050
students, reflecting the 25q extra (50 stu-
dents) for disadvantaged students. The value
of the bonus would vary, of course, as State
average grew and it would vary according to
the tax rate chosen by the town. The basic idea
is simply that an extra 25r.; is permitted this
town to reflect the extra costs of the disadvan-
taged students.

The definition of disadvantaged students
is left for future determination but, in general,
the Commission recommends that disadvan-
taged students be defined as (1) some or all of
those who are now included in the special edu-
cational programs (blind, handicapped, emo-
tionally disturbed, etc.), (2) those who receive
special State Aid for Disadvantaged Children
(SADO) based upon family income levels and
(3) those children who demonstrate that special
efforts are required by virtue of their perform-
ance on standardized tests. These groups of
children number pe:haps 10c;' to 1V.:,= of all
the children in the State and each town Avould
receive a bonus for some children falling into
these categories. Those towns which have the
largest number of such disadvantaged students
would, of course, receive the largest payments.
The key point is to recognize that, for many
children, equal educational opportunity does
not mean equal expenditure but extra expendi-
ture; this establishes an automatic mechanism
to permit each town to achieve that rf:,:sult
equal educational opportunity for all.

6. In order tu assure that equalization is
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achieved within a reasonable period of time,
the Commission recommends that a goal of sub-
stantial equality of school finance capability
within 10 years be established at the time the
new system is adopted. and that a commitment
he made to provide sufficient funds as needed
to achieve this goal. Substantial equality should
be deinied as the point at which 90'; of the
towns in the State are assured an effective yield
per mill per pupil within 10'.; of the State
average yield. According to the hest available
data, the Commission estimates that this goal
can be achieved by making available to SEEOF
each year $20 million from the General Fund.
Therefore, the Commission further recommends
that an automatic annual appropriation in the
amount of $20 million be made to SEEOF,
beginning at the time the new system is adopted.

Funding Level Alternatives
One of the most important and attractive char-

acteristics of the proposal i-ilvanced here is the
fact that it can begin movement toward equal
spending opportunity for schools without requir-
ing any new funds from State or Federal govern-
ment. This section introduces three alternatives
which the Commission presents to illustrate the
range of options from which a specific program
for Connecticut could be chosen. Although the
Commission recommends the use of outside funds

grants to SEEOF from the Suite General Fund
or any available Federal funds the following
three alternatives are shown to demonstrate that
the program could be begun with any amount of,
or no, outside funds:

1. Alternative 1 assumes no outside funds
available to SEEOF. Payments to towns from
SEEOF come only from the growth in property
tax yield paid into SEEOF, as explained above.
Although this would begin the needed move
toward equalization, it would not meet the
Commission recommendation of substantial
equality (as previously defined) within 10 years
without additional funds at some point.

2. Alternative 2 assumes $20 million of out-
side funding available to SEEOF from the first
year of implementation onward. This alterna-
tive is recommended by the Commission because
it should enable the goal of substantial equality
to be met in 10 years, and has the further ad-
vantage of bringing substantial progress about
as quickly as desirable in the early years.



3. Alternative 3 assumes $50 million of out-
side funds available to SEEOF for the first and
each succeeding year. This would bring rapid
progress and achieve substantial equalization
faster than the lower-cost alternatives.

The objective of any form of this proposal for
a new school finance program is simply to bring
about substantial equality of yield within a reason-
able period of time. The following explanations
of each of the three alternatives show the vary-
ing lengths of time that would be required to
achieve substantial equality, or complete equality,
under different funding levels. As emphasized
above, the first alternative (no outside funding)
has the virtue of enabling the equalization process'
to begin without any additional State expendi-
tures, although this alternative must be con-
sidered a "second-best" position if it is at all
possible to put in outside funds.

1. Alternative 1: No Outside Funding. If
no outside funds were available to SEEOF,
equalization could be begun immediately, and
significant progress would he seen in approxi-
mately 8 years. Substantial equality of yield,
might he achieved in approximately 12 to 15
years, while complete equality could not he
achieved for at least 20 years, or more. Table
13-8 summarizes the effects of this alternative
by showing how yield would increase in the top
and bottom 10, 20, and 50 towns in the State as
groups over 14 years. This shows the degree
(if equality which would have been reached in
any given year and the overall speed of equali-
zation.

TABLE B-8: Alternative 1 Effective Yield
Per Mill Per Pupil by Year of Program

Towns 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14

Top 10 112 114 116 118 120 122 124 126
Top 25 96 98 100 102 104 107 109 112
Top 50 84 86 88 90 93 96 100 105

Last 10 25 33 44 54 64 71 81 93
Last 25 30 37 47 56 66 72 82 93
Last 50 34 40 50 58 67 74 83 94

:Vote: "Effective Yield Per Mill Per Pupil" refers to
the amount that the town would receive for each student
for every mill of the local school tax rate. As noted
earlier, it is the variation in this figure today that results
in high tax rates bringing some towns less school funds,
and the narrowing of the differences in this figure which
would signal equal opportunity to finance education.
"El;octive Yield" here includes all payments to and from
SEEOF, resulting in the actual yield number which a
town would multiply by its school tax rate to determine
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Cle amount available for each student. For this and later
tables, the calculation of effective yield and other meas-
ures were based on an illustrative assumption that the new
system was adopted for 1972 - Year 0 of the program
is equal to the current system as it operated in 1971, and
other years are for the new system.

Table B-9 shows annual income and ex-
penditures of SEEOF for Alternative 1: as
shown, the fund may he in a slightly negative
or slightly positive position in any one year but
the overall objective is to keep the cumulative
position of the fund at balance.

TABLE B-9: Alternative 1 SEEOF Balances

Year

Payments
From Towns'
Growth Less

Payments
To Towns

(Millions of Dollars)

Other Innual
Income Balance Bat:lure

1 3.5 0 3.5 3.5
2 1.9 0 1.9 5.5
3 0.2 0 0.2 5.7
4 - 1.8 0 - 1.8 3.9
5 2.6 0 2.6 6.
6 - 0.9 0 - 0,9 5.5
7 3.0 0 3.0 8.6
8 - 3.9 0 - 3.9 4.6
9 - 3.1 0 3.1. 1.5

10 10.2 0 10.2 11.7
11 - 6.1 0 - 6.1 5.7
12 6.9 0 6.9 12.6
13 0.7 0 0.7 13.2
14 -10.2 0 -10.2 3.1
15 1.1 0 1.1 4.2

2. Alternative 2: 20 million. Outside Fund-
ing. The Commission recommends that $20
million per year be made available to SEEOF
in order to achieve the goal of substantial equal-
ization more rapidly. Assuming $20 million
per year, beginning in the first year of the
program, available to SEEOF, Table B-10 com-
pares the top and bottom 10, 20, and 50 towns.
Alternative 2 would bring significant progress
within the first 5 years or so, and substantial
equalization should be achieved in 10 years.
Complete equality of yield could require as
much as 20 years or more.

TABLE B-10: Alternative 2 Effective Yield
Per Mill Per Pupil by Year of Program

Towns 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14

Top 1.0 112 114 116 118 120 122 124 126
Top 25 96 98 1iDO 102 104 107 109 113
Top 50 84 86 88 91 93 97 100 105

Last 10 25 41 50 58 67 76 86 94
Last 25 30 44 53 60 68 77 86 94
Last 50 34 47 55 62 69 78 87 95



Table B-11 shows the balance sheet for this
alternative assuming the revenues from in-
crease in property tax yield and, in addition,
the $20 million paid to SEEOF each year from
other sources: again, the goal is to keop the
cumulative position of the fund at or near
balance.

TABLE B-1.1.: Alternative 2 SEEOF
Balances

Year

11tyments
From Towns'
Growth I Ass

Payments
To Towns

(Thl

Other
Inc

s of Dollars)

A ai
Balance

C I itivt
Balance

1. -16.3 20.0 3.7 3.7
2 -19.0 20.0 1.0 4.7
3 -16.9 20.0 3.1 7.8
4 -20.3 20.0 -0.3 7.5

-24.8 20.0 -4.8 2.7
6 -16.5 20.0 3.5 6.2
7 -23.2 20.0 -3.2 3.0
8 -14.0 20.0 6.0 9.0
9 -25.0 20.0 -5.0 4.0

10 -17.0 20.0 3.0 7.0
-21.4 20.0 -1.4 5.6

12 -22.0 20.0 -2.0 3.6
13 -20.3 20.0 -0.3 3.3
1.4 -19.9 20.0 0.1 3.4
15 -21.7 20.0 -1.7 1.7

3. Alternative 8: 50 Million Annual Outside
Funds. One last possibility is a ,payment of $50
million per. year into SEEOF from outside
revenues beginning in the first year. The pur-
pose of this alternative is simply to show the
magnitude of difference that. outside funds can
make in speeding up equalization. If, for ex-
ample, there were to be court decisions requir-
ing equality and a major Federal program of
aid to the States for schools, this alternative
shows how the mechanism outlined here could
use the large amounts of money that might be
available from the Federal government to bring
about equalization relatively quickly. Table
B-12 shows that progress toward equality would
be achieved in 5 years. Substantial equality
should be achieved in approximately 8 year3
under this alternative.

TABLE B-12: Alternative 3 Effective Yield
Per Mill Per Pupil by Year of Program

Towns 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14

Top 10 112 114 116 118 120 122 124 126
Top 25 96 98 100 101 104 107 110 113
Top 50 84 86 88 91 94 97 101 106

Last 10 25-0 rr00 63 69 76 83 90 97
Last 25 30 56 64 70 77 83 90 97
Last 50 34 58 65 71 77 84 90 98
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Table 13-13 shows an annual lx,lance sheet for
the fund for Alternative 3.

TABLE B-13: Alternative 3 SEEOF
Balances

Year

Payments
Front Town.'
Growth Less

Payments
To

(Millions of Dollars)

Other Annual
Inc Balance

C lllll
Bala nee

1 -18.5 50.0 1.5 1.5
2 -47.2 50.0 2.8 4.3
3 -49.0 50.0 1.0 5.3

1 -50.9 50.0 -0.9 4.4
5 -48.2 50.0 1.8 (i.2
6 50.0 -0.6 5.6
7 -53.9 50.0 -3.7 2.7
8 50.0 -0.6 2.1
9 -51:0 50.0 -1.0 1.1

10 -49.5 50.0 0.5 1.6
11 -50.5 50.0 -0.5 1.1
12 -19.4 50.0 0.6 1.7
13 -48.4 50.0 1.6 3.3
14 -48.2 50.0 1.8 5.1
15 -49.4 50.0 0.6 5.7

The task of weighing the above alternatives is
no simple matter. The Commission strongly
recommends that some level of outside funding,
preferably an increasing amount (and ideally
enough to take the burden off property tax in-
creases), be devoted to the equal opportunity
fund. However, the critical matter is that progress
begin immediately toward equalization - before
the inequities worsen, and before the cost of cor-
recting them becomes any greater.

Chart 13-3 compares the new system Alterna-
tive 2 as recommended) against trend yield for
the top and bottom 10 and 50 towns. The point
of Chart B-3 is, of course, that the lines which
show the pattern of growth in yield continue to
diverge under the current system while the new
system, would begin to bring these trend lines
together.

Effects on Individual Towns
The following tables show the impact of the

new system on specific towns. The Commission
has reazonable confidence in the summary data
(inequities of towns by groups, overall SEEOF
revenues, etc,) but it must be emphasized that the
2oilowing data is largely illustrative. Individual
towns are show.-).. because we are ultimately con-
cerned about them individually and not as groups.
But it must be clear to anyone that town growth



CHART 13-3: Yield Per Mill Per Student ComparisonUnder Current and Recommended Systems
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patterns and local education decisions can change
any trend overnight so the following data is
illustrative of how towns could fare under current
trends, and how they will generally fare under
the new program. For any single town, or many
towns, there are undoubtedly errors, but the over-
all significance seems clear.

In each of the next three tables, past trends
have been projected for each town separately to
estimate what future property value and school
tax yield might be, while school expenditures were
projected according to past trends with some
anticipated changes. In all cases, it has been
assumed, for simplicity, that the new system' is
implemented during 1972.

Table B-1,1 shows effective yield per mill' per
student for each town by year from 1971. to 1986,
assuming the new system (Alternative 2, the
Commission recommendation) to have gone into
effect in 1972. As explained earlier, the use of a
yield per mill per pupil figure provides a fair
basis to compare towns if one town has a
higher yield, it can tax less or spend more per
student, while converging yield totals mean towns
have an equal opportunity. As shown by Table
B-1.1, the substantial differentials of 1.971 would
begin to close soon after implementation of the
new system began, and most towns would he close
to the State average within 10 years, and all but
a few in 15 years.

TABLE B-14: Effective Yield Per Mill Per Student By Year By Town
(New Systeni, Conimission Recommendation of Alternative 2)

1971 1972 1973 1971 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986

Greenwich 178 179 180 181 In 183 184 .185 186 187 188 189 190 191 192 193
Salisbury 119 120 121 122 103 124 125 126 127 128 129 130 131 132 133 134
Canaan 111 112 118 114 115 116 117 118 119 121) .121 122 123 121 125 126
Cornwall 107 108 109 110 III 112 113 114 115 116 117 118 119 120 121 122
Middlebury 103 101 105 106 107 108 109 110 111 112 113 114 115 116 117 118
Lyme 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 110 III 112 113 114 115 116 117 118
Roxbury 101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 110 111 112 113 114 115 116
Haddam 100 101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 119 111 112 113 111 ;15
Westport 98 99 100 101. 102 103 104 105 .106 107 108 109 1 1 0 1 1 1 112 113
Darien 97 98 99 101) 191 102 103 101 105 106 107 108 109 110 111 112
New Canaan 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100 101 1(12 103 104 105 106 107 108
Stamford 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 09 100 101 102 103 104 105 106 107
Sherman 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100 101 102 103 101 105 106 1(17
Essex 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 07 98 99 100 101 1.02 103 104
Old Saybrool; 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 90 97 98 99 100 101 102 103
Middletown 87 88 89 9(1 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100 101 105
West Hartford 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 91 95 96 97 98 99 100 102
Southbury 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 -94 95 96 97 98 91) 102
Westbrook 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 913 100 103
Easton 85 -86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97- 98 99 101
Berlin 88 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 98 101
Sharon 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 96 99 102
Hartford 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 91 93 96 99 102 106 110 114
Fairfield 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 95 98 101
Old Lyme 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 95 98 101
Stratford 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 92 95 98 101
Hamden 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 92 95 98 101
Kent ', 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 89 91 94 98 101
Bloomfield 77 78 79 89 81 82 83 84 85 86. 87 89 92 95 98 101
New Haven 76 '77 78 79 80 82 84 86 89 92 94 98 101 105 11)9 113
Rocky Hill 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 86 89 91 94 98 101
Wilton 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 85 88 91- 94 97 100
Redding 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 85 88 91 94 97 100
Waterford 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 86 89 91 94 98 101
Branford 73 74 75 76 77 75 79 80 81 83 85 88 91 94 98 101
Groton 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 83 86 88 91 94 98 101
Bridgewater 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 '79 80 82 85 88 90 93 97 100
Washington 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 SO 83 85 88 91 94 97 100
Woodbridge 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 5 80 82 84 87 90 03 97 100
Weston 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 8 80 82 84 87 90 93 97 100
Farmington 71 72 73 74 '75 76 77 78 80 82 85 88 90 93 97 100
Norwalk 70 71 72 73 74 75 77 79 81 83 86 89 92 95 99 10:3
Wethersfield 6) 70 71 72 73 74 75 77 79 82 84 87 90 93 97 100
Orange 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 77 79 82 84 87 90 93 97 100
North Haven 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 77 79 82 84 87 90 93 97 100
Avon 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 77 79 82 84 87 90 93 97 100
New Britain 68 69 70 -71 73 74 76 79 81 84 86 90 93 97 101 104
North Canaan 67 68 69 70 71 72 74- 76 79 81 84 87 90- 93 97 100
New Milford 66 67 68 69 71 72 74 76 79 81 84 87 90 93 97 101
Trumbull 64 65 66 68 69 71 73 75 78 80 82 86 89 92 96 99
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TABLE 13.14. Effective Yield Per ,1i11 Per Student By Year By Town (Continued)
(New System, Commission Reeommendation of Alternative 2)

1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 198.1 1985 1986

New Fairfield 64 65 66 67 69 70 73 75 78' SO 82 86 89 93 97 10(1

Torrington 63 64 66 67 69 71 73 75 78 81 83 87 90 93 97 100

East Hartford 63 66 66 67 69 71 73 75 78 SI 83 87 90 93 97 101

Madison 63 64 65 67 69 71) 72 75 77 80 82 86 89 93 97 100

Milford (13 64 65 67 69 70 73 75 78 SO 83 87 89 93 97 100

New London 63 64 (16 68 70 72 75 77 SO 83 86 90 93 97 102 105

East Haddam 63 64 65 67 68 70 73 75 78 81 83 57 90 93 97 101

Goshen 62 63 65 66 68 70 72 74 77 SO S2 86 S9 92 96 100

Woodbury. 62 63 65 66 68 70 72 74 77 80 82 86 88 99 13; 99
Norfolk 62 63 64 66. 67 69 72 . 74 77 80 82 86 88 92 96 99
Waterbury 61 63 65 67 (19 71 74 76 SO 83 85 9(1 93 97 102 105

Danbury 61 62 63 65 67 69 72 74 77 89 83 87 90 93 98 1(11

Colebrook 6(1 61 63 65 67 69 71 73 77 79 82 86 89 92 97 100

Putnam 59 61 62 64 67 61) 71 74 77 80 82 87 S9 93 9S 101

Ridgefield 59 61 62 64 65 68 70 73 76 79 81 85 88 92 96 99
Windsor 59 61 62 64 66 68 71 73 76 71) 81 86 88 92 96 99
Suffield 59 60 62 64 66 68 70 73 76 79 SI S5 88 92 96 99
Sion in gt on 59 60 62 64 66 68 70 73 76 79 81 86 88 92 96 100
Deep River 58 59 61 63 65 67 70 73 76 79 81 86 89 93 97 10(1

Litchfield 58, 59 61 63 65 67 70 72 75 78 81 85 83 92 06 99
Bridgeport 58 59 61 64 67 69 73 76 80 83 86 91 94 98 1(1:1 1(17

Rarkh a mst ed 57 59 60 62 65 67 69 72 75 78 80 85 87 91 95 99
Beacon Valls 57 51) 60 62 65 67 61) 72 75 78 80 85 87 91 96 99
Chester 57 59 60 63 65 67 70 72 76 79 SI 85 S8 02 96 1.00

Bethlehem 57 58 60 62 64 66 69 79 75 78 80 85 87 91 95 99
Windsor Locks 57 58 60 62 64 66 69 79 75 78 81 85 88 92 13; 99
Naugatuck 57 58 60 02 64 67 69 7'..; 76 79 81 85 88 92 96 10(1

Shelton 57 58 60 62 64 66 69 72 75 78 80 85 87 91 96 91)

Killingworth 56 57 59 62 64 66 69 71 75 78 SO 85 87 91 96 99
Manchester 56 57 59 62 64 66 69 72 75 79 S1 85 88 92 97 100
West Haven 56 57 59 62 64 66 69 72 76 79. 81 86 89 93 97 100
Warren 56 57 59 61 63 66 68 71 74 77 SO 84 87 91 95 98
Meriden 54 56 58 60 63 65 69 72 76 79 .81 86 89 93 98 101
Brookfield 53 54 57 59 62 64 67 70 74 '77 79 54 87 91 95 98
Union 53 54 56 59 62 04 67 70 74 77 79 84 86 91 95 98
Guilford 52 54 56 59 61 64 67 70 74 77 79 S4 86 91 95 98
Cheshire 52 54 56 '59 61 64 67 69 72 77 79 84 86 90 95 9S
Newtown 52 53 56 58 61 6:3 67 69 73 77 79 84 86 91 95 98
Cromwell 52 53 56 58 61 63 67 69 73 -77 79 84 87 91 95 99
Glastonbury 51 53 55 58 61 63 66 69 73 76 79 84 SG 91 95 98
Franklin 51 52 55 58 60 63 66 69 73 76 79 84 86 9.1 95 98
Ansonia 51 52 55 58 61 63 67 70 .74 77 80 85 88 92 97 100
Bethany 50 52 55 57 60 63 66 69 73 76 78 83 86 90 95 98
Newington 50 52 54 57 60 02 66 69 73 76 78 83 86 9(1 95 98
Bethel 50 52 54 57 60 62 66 69 73 7g. .19 84 86 91 90 99
Thomaston 50 51 54 57 60 62 66 a 73 76 79 S4 86 91 96 99
Salem 49 51 54 56 60 62 66 68 73 76 78 83 86 90 95 98
Clinton 49 51 54 56 60 62 66 68 73 76 78 84 86 91 95 99
Southington 49 51 53 56 59 62 66 68 73 76 78 84 86 91 95 98
Oxford 49 50 53 56 59 62 65 68 72 76 78 83 86 90 95 98
Windham 48 50 53 56 60 62 66 69 74 77 79 85 88 92 97 100
Killingly 48 50 53 56 59 62 66 69 72 77 79 K 87 91. 96 100
Derby 48 50 53 56 59 62 65 68 73 76 79 84 87 91 96 99
Wallingford 48 50 52 55 59 61 65 68 72 76 7Y V. 86 91 95 99
Montville 47 49 52 55 58 61 65 68 '72 75 78 83 86 90 95 1E1

Columbia 47 49 52 55 58 60 64 67 72 75 77 83 86 90 95 98
Morris 46 48 51 54 57 60 64 67 71 75 77 83 8:7. 90 95 98
Hartland 46 47 50 54 57 60 64 67 71 75 77 U. 85 90 94 98
New Hartford 45 47 50 53 57 59. 63 66 71 .75 77 8:1 85 90 95 98
Portland 45 47 50 53 57 59 63 67 71 75 77 . 83 8r 90 95 99
East Lyme 44 46 49 53 56 59 63 66 71 74 77 82 8;0 90 94 98
Winchester 44 46 49 53 56 59 63 66 71 75 77 83 86 P.0 95 98
East Granby 44 46 49 52 56 59 6;3 66 70 74 76 . .. 85 89 94 97
Simsbury 44 46 49 52 56 59 63 66 70 74 76 S2 85 89 94 97
Eastford 46 45 49 52 56 58 63 66 71 74 76 8? 85 90 95 98
Woodstock 43 45 49 52 56 58 63 66 71 74 77 8.1 85 90 95 98
Canton Y 43 45 49 52 56 58 63 66 70 74 76 82 85 90 95 98
East Windsor 43 45 48 52 56 58 63 66 71 74 77 82 85 90 '95 98
Plainville 42 44 48 51 55 58 G2 65 70 74 76 82 85 90 95 98
Somers 41 43 47 50 54 57 62 65 70 74 76 82 Rel 89 94 f,3
South Windsor 41 43 47 50 54 5' 61 65 70. 73 76 82. .,4 89 94 97
Middlefield 41 43 46 5(1 54 57 61 65 70 73 76 82 84 89 94 97
Sprague 41 43 46 50 54 57 61 65 70 74 76 82 85 89 95 98
Ashford 41 43 46 50 54 57. 61 64 70 73 76 82 84 89 94 97
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TABLE B-1-1: ..Effective Yield Per Mill Per Student Il Year Ily Town, .(Continued)
(New systm. commi,ion necommendaii of A it ernat iv' 2)

1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1981 1985 1986

Seymour .10 2 16 50 5.1 56 (II 61 I;9 7:: 76 So SA 89 9-1 97
Norwich 40 42 46 50 54 57 62 65 71 75 --

, , 54 56 91 97 100

Monroe 40 42 6 .19 53 56 61 fil 69 73 75 81 Si 89 91 97

East Hampton ---- 0 42 46 5)) 54 57 61 64 70 7.1 76 82 85 90 95 95

Mansfield 0 42 46 49 53 56 GI (1.1 69 73 75 81 81 '59 9.1 97
NI at ert own 39 42 .15 9 53 56 61 64 69 7:1 75 81 54 89 91 97

I I a rw lotto' 39 42 45 9 5:3 56 60 64 69 73 75 51 8.1 59 94 97

Granby 38 -.11 4 8 52 55 60 63 69 79 75 51 54 59 91 97

Burlington 38 0 44 8 52 55 60 63 65 79 75 51 84 SS 91 97
North Branford :38 40 44 8 59 55 69 63 68 72 75 81 83 88 94 97
Lebanon 37 9 4 5 52 55 (10 63 69 7:: 7S 81 5.1 89 3(1 97

Bolton .'" 0 .1:: 48 52 55 60 63 68 7" 75 81 8.1 59 91 97
IVillingt011 37 40 .1:: -17 5° 59 63 65 7° 7.1 51 8:: 58 9:: 97
Marlborough :17 39 43 17 52 55 59 6:: 65 7" 7.1 81 53 55 9.1 97
Plymouth :17 39 4:: 47 7-) 55 59 63 tis 79 75 51 5.1 59 94 97
Vernon :37 39 43 .17 52 55 60 63 69 7:: 75 52 8.1 59 95 95
St afford :17 :19 43 47 51 55 59 63 0%) 7:: 75 81 84 89 91 98
Preston :36 38 2 6 51 54 59 62 fig 79 74 81 83 Sti 91 97
Brooklyn :o; 38 2 46 51 54 59 62 68 72 C4 8I 83 85 94 97
Thompson 36 38 42 46 51 5.1 59 63 68 72 75 81 81 89 9.1 98
Pro:4,:ttet :16 38 42 16 51 54 59 62 68 79 7.1 81 53 88 94 97

Ledyord 35 38 .12 46 so 53 58 62 (i7 72 7 tit) 53 SS 93 97
Ellington 35 37 41 46 50 53 58 62 67 72 74 SO 53 88 94 97
Colchester 34 37 41 45 50 53 58 62 68 79 7.1 81 83 89 94 97
Durham :3.1 :16 1 45 50 53 58 61 67 71 7.1 50 83 88 93 97

Ifehron :34 36 40 45 49 112 58 61 67 71 73 80 83 88 93 96
Hampton 33 36 40 45 .19 59 58 61 67 71 7.1 So 53 85 9.1 97

Pomfret 33 36 40 4 49 52 57 61 67 71 73 SO 8:3 88 93 97
Andover 32 35 39 .1.1 .18 :).... 57 61 67 71 73 80 53 88 93 96
Virtu3down 31 34 38 43 48 51 56 60 66 70 7% 80 52 87 93 96

.Griswold 31 34 39 43 48 52 ST 61 67 71 7.1 -81 84 89 95 98
Bristol 31 13 38 3 48 51 SG 60 66 71 73 80 8 :3 tis 94 97
Plainfield 30 is :is 43 8 51 57 61. 67 71 7.1 81 84 8:1 95 98
Enfield :10 '13 38 12 7 51 56 60 66 70 73 80 82 88 93 :17

East Haven :30 32 37 42 47 50 56 60 66 70 73 89 83 88 9.1 97
Scot land 29 i2 36 41 46 50 555 59 65 70 72 79 82 87 92 96
Bozrah 29 :31 36 41 46 50 55 59 66 70 72 8)) 82 88 94 97
Covent ry 28 31 36 41 46 50 55 59 65 70 72 79 82 88 93 91
Lisbon 28 30 95 40 46 .19 55 59 (; 5 70 72 79 82 88 93 97
Woleot t 27 30 35 40 45 8 5.1 58 65 69 71 79 81 87 93 96
'Tolland 27 30 34 40 45 48 51 58 65 69 71 79 81 87 93 96
Canterbury 26 29 :34 39 44 48 54 58 64 69 71 79 81 87 93 96
Chaplin 22 25 31 36 42 46 52 56 63 65 7!) 78 81 86 93 96
Sterling 21 25 30 :36 2 45 52 56 63 68 79 78 81 87 91;

North Stoning,ton 16 19 25 31 38 42 49 53 61 66 68 7 79 85 91 9.1

State Average 62.5 C4,4 66. 68.5 70.7 72.9 75.3 77.7 80.3 82.9 85,7 88.1; 91.6 94.7 98.9 101.

Table B-15 shows equalization progress for
each town by presenting (1) its 1971 yield per
mill per pupil and (2) what yield might be under
current trends in 1975, 1980 and 1985 against (3)
its total effective yield per mill per pupil in 1975,

1980 and 1985 under the Commission recom-
mendation of $20 million per year_in aid for
SEEOF. This is, in effect, a summary of just
how much equalization can change inequality,
illustrated on a town-by-town basis.

TABLE B-15: Effective Yield Per Mill Per Student Comparison
(Recent Trend Projections vs. New System)

Town Recent Trend Projected______
New System

1971 1975 1980 1985 1975 1980 1985

Greenwich 178 221 291 381 182 187 192
Salisbury 119 145 186 238 123 128 133
Canaan 111 134 168 212 115 120 125
Cornwall 107 13.3 175 232 111 116 121
Middlebury 103 121 148 180 107 112 117
Lyme 103 124 157 198 107 112 117
Roxbury 101 125 163 212 105 110 115
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TABLE B-1 5 : Effeetive Yield Per Mill Per Student Comparison (Continued))
(Recent Trend Projections vs. New System)

Town Recent Trend Projected New System-
1971 1973 1980 1983 1973 1980 19S5

Haddam 1.00 118 144 176 104 109 11,1
Westport 98 113 135 161 109 107 112 .

Darien 97 113 1:37 167 101 106 111
New Canaan 93 98 1.06 114 97 102 107
Stamford 92 109 133 162 96 101 106
Sherman 92 98 105 113 96 101 106
Essex 89 110 1.42 184 9 :3 98 103
Old Saybrook 88 108 111 183 92 - 97 102
Middletown 87 105 1.32 166 91 96 101
West Hartford 86 93 104 116 90 95 100
Southbury 85 114 1.61 937 89 91 99
Westbrook 85 100 122 149 89 94 MO
Easton 85 73 65 55 89 91 99
RFrlin 83 97 11.8 1,13 87 92 98
Sharon 82 97 119 147 86 91 99
Hartford 82 88 96 111.1 86 94 110
Fairfield 81 92 106 123 85 90 98
Old Lyme 81 109 1.35 178 85 90 98
Stratford 79 91 109 130 83 88 98
Hamden 78 90 107 127 82 87 98
Kent 77 91 111 136 81 8.6 98
Bloomfield 77 91. 113 139 81 86 98
New Haven 76 76 76 76 80 93 1.10
Rocky Hill 75 89 11.0 135 79 84 98
Wilton 74 88 109 136 78 83 97
Redding 74 89 111 140 78 83 98
Watcrford 74 84 98 115 78 81 98
Branford 73 87 109 135 77 83 98
Groton 73 96 134 188 77 84 98
Bridgewater 72 83 98 116 76 83 97
Washington 72 86 108 135 76 83 98
Woodbridge 71 84 102 195 75 83 97
West( 71 91 125 172 75 82 97
Farmington 71 88 115 150 75 83 97
Norwalk 70 87 11.1 149 74 84 100
Wethersfield (39 76 85 95 73 82 97
Grange 69 80 96 116 73 82 97
North Haven .

Avon
69
69

c,'
ti

81
80

99
97

121
117

73
73

82
82

97
97

New Britain 68 60 52 44 73 85 101
North Cana. 67 87 121 168 71. 82 97
New Milford 66 78 95 116 71 82 98
Trumbull 64 75 90 109 70 81 97
New Fairfield 64 75 91 111 69 81 97
Torrington 63 70 80 91 70 82 98
East Hartford 63 74 91 111 70 82 98
Madison 63 83 116 163 69 81 97
Milford 63 74 91 111 ''9 82 97
New Londco 63 78 101. 131 71 85 102
East Haddam 63 83 119 170 69 82 98
Goshen 62 93 152 249 69 81 97
Woodbury 69 80 91 69 81 97
Norfolk 62 76 100 130 68 81 97
Waterbury 61 72 88 108 70 85 102
Danbury 61 68 80 93 68 82 98
Colebrook 60 69 82 97 68 81 97
Putnam 59 70 86 106 68 82 98
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TABLE B-15:

Town

Effective Yield Per Mill Per Student Comparison
(Recent Trend Projections vs. New System)

Recent Trend Projected

(Continued)

New System
1__971 1975 1980 1985 1975 1980 1985

Ridgefield 59 60 61 61 67 80 96
Windsor 59 67 78 91 67 81 97
Suffield 59 69 85 105 67 80 96
Stonington 59 69 El, 103 67 81 97
Deep River 58 59 (10 61 67 81. 97
Litchfield 58 70 90 116 66 80 96
Bridgeport 58 60 GI 68 69 86 104
Barkhamsted 57 73 99 135 66 SO) 94;
Beacon Falls 57 67 82 101 66 80 96
Chester 57 70 90 116 66 80 97
Bethlehem 57 69 88 113 66 80 96
Windsor Locks 57 65 77 90 66 80 97
Naugatuck 57 (16 80 97 66 80 97
Shelton 57 65 78 93 66 80 96
Killingworth 56 75 108 156 66 80 96
Manchester 56 66 82 101 _

66 80 97
West. Haven 56 65 79 95 66 81 98
Warren 56 56 56 56 65 79 96
Meriden 54 61 71 83 65 81 98
Brookfield 53 59 67 'ES 6.1 79 96
Union 53 62 77 90 64 79 96
Guilford 52 64 81 104 64 79 96
Cheshire 52 60 71 84 63 79 96
Newtown 52 0- 56 61 67 63 79 96
Cromwell 52 59 69 81 63 79 96
Glastonbury 51 67 94 132 63 79 96
Franklin 51 58 69 81 63 79 96
Ansonia 51 59 73 89 63 80 98
Bethany 50 57 66 76 63 78 96
Newington 50 59 72 88 63 78 96
Bethel 50 61 78 100 62 79 96
Thomaston 50 55 63 72 62 79 96
Salem 49 58 71 88 62 78 96
Clinton 49 58 71 86 62 79 96
Southington 49 58 70 86 62 79 96
Oxford 49 59 75 96 63 78 96
Windham 48 54 63 73 62 80 98
Killing ly 48 51 54 58 62 79 97
Derby 48 57 69 85 62 79 97,,
Wallingford 48 55 66 78 61 78 96
Montville 47 56 70 87 61 78 96
Columbia 47 51 58 64 60 78 96
Morris 46 52 61 71 60 78 96
Hartland 46 47 48 50 60 77 95
New Hartford 45 52 64 78 60 78 95
Portland 45 47 50 53 60 78 96
East Lyme 44 52 63 77 60 77 95
Winchester 44 50 59 70 59 78 96
East Granby 44 49 55 63 59 77 95
Simsbury 44 48 55 62 59 77 95
Eastford 43 51 62 76 59 77 95
Woodstock 43 51 62 76 59 77 96
Canton 43 50 61 73 59 77 95
East Windsor 43 51 61 75 59 77 . 96
Plainville 42 49 60 74 58 77 96
Somers 41 49 60 73 58 77 95
South Windsor 41 47 54 64 58 77 95
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TABLE B -15:

Town

Effective Yield Per Mill Per Student Comparison
(Recent Trend Projections vs. New System)

Recent Trend Projected

(Continued)

New System
1971 1975 19S0 1985 1975 19z.. 1985

Middlefield .11 .18 58 71 ';8 77 95
Sprague 11 0 40 39 58 77 95
Ashford 41 46 53 61 58 77 95
Seymour 40 30 38 37 59 77 95
Norwich 40 43 48 53 57 78 98
Monroe .10 17 57 70 58 76 95
East Hampton 40 60 101 170 57 77 96
Mansfield .10 15 53 62 57 76 95
Watertown 39 13 50 57 57 76 95
Harwinton 39 .15 59 61 57 76 95
Granby 38 45 56 70 5(i 76 95
Burlington 38 .15 55 68 5G 76 95
North Branford 38 11 53 64 56 76 95
Lebanon 37 47 62 81 56 76 95
Bolton 37 14 55 67 56 76 95
Willington 37 .12 57 56 76 94
'Marlborough 37 .19 68 96 56 76 95
Plymouth 37 40 43 47 56 76 95
Vernon 37 43 roo- 62 56 77 96
Stafford 37 13 53 64 55 76 95
Preston 36 45 60 79 55 76 95
Brooklyn 36 41 48 57 56 76 95
Thompson 3(3 39 44 50 55 76 95
Prospect 36 .11 48 58 55 76 95
Ledyard 35 .12 51 64 55 75 94
Ellington 35 13 56 73 55 75 95
Colchester 34 39 46 55 55 76 95
Durham 34 12 55 73 54 75 94
Hebron 34 37 42 48 54 75 94
Hampton 33 42 56 76 54 75 95
Pomfret 33 39 47 58 54 75 94
Andover 32 35 40 44 53 75 94

"Voluntown 31 37 45 55 54 75 94
GrisWold 31 35 41 48 53 76 96
Briktol 36 44 54 53 75 95
Plainfield 30 32 35. 38 53 76 96
Enfield 30 32 35 37 53 75 94
East Haven 30 35 43 52 52 75 95
Scot Ign-J 29 31 35 38 52 74 94
Bozrah 29 34 41 50 52 75 95
Coventry 28 33 41 50 52 75 94
Lisbon 28 32 40 48 51 74 95
Wolcott 27 31 36 42 51 74 94
Tolland 27 31 38 47 50 74 94
Canterbury 26 33 46 63 49 74 94
Chaplin 99 23 23 24 48 73 94
Sterling 21 26 35 45 45 73 94
North Stonington 16 17 18 19 38 71 93

Table B-16 is an illustrative example on a town-
by-town basis, of what equalization could bring
about for tax rates and school expenditures. (This
table deals only with local and SEEOF property
tax revenue and does not include the $300-$400
additional State and Federal aid expected to con-
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tinue or increase in the future.) Table B-16 shows
current (1:70-71) local school funds and effective
mill rates for school support on current full mar-
ket value, followed by comparable figures of what
each might be in 1985 under the alternative rec-
ommended by the Commission. This table shows



that all towns will .)e able to tax at lower rates or
spend more by 1985 - a not surmising conclusion,
but still informative when the significant amount
of change is examined. More important. mrhaPs.

TABLE B-16: Illustrative School

the table shows that, whereas ly,th available
school funds no..v vary by as much as 11)0'; and
school tax rates by a mul.iple of 5. the new system
could bring both much more closely together by
1985.

1A:1)(A:dill:re and School Tax Rates.
Property

Tax Yield
for Schools

Per Student,

Property
Tax School

Rate
In Mills

ProotOy
Tax Y:eld

for Schools
Per Student,

Property
Tax School

Rate
In Mills,

l'ropert
Tax Yield
for Schools

Per Student,

Property
Tax School

Rote
In. Mills

Property
Tax Yield

for Schools
Per Student.

Property
Tax School

Rate
In

Town 1971 1971 1955 1955 Town 1971 1971 1955 1955

Greenwich 1027 5.8 2062 11.8 Torrington 614 9.7 1676 17.2
Salisbury 9:11 7.9 2050 15.5 East Hartford 9.15 14.9 21150 21.1
Canaan 1128 10.1 2.183 19.8 Ridgefield t 15,7 2050 21.
Cornwall 992 9.3 2185 18.1 W indsor 745 12.5 1747 18.2
Middlebury 708 6.9 1727 14.8 Suffield. G59 1 1.?, 1701 17.7
Lyme 889 8.7 1957 16.8 Stonington 717 12.2 1732 18.0
Roxbury 935 9.2 2059 17.8 Deep River 782 13.5 1767 18.2
Iladdam 685 6.8 1714 15.0 Litchfield 926 16.1 20:18 21.8
West port 1199 12.2 2639 2'3.5 Bridgeport 1101 10.Fi 1669 16.2
Darien 1384 14.3 :30.17 27.6 13.trkhamsttsl 806 14.1 1780 18.6
New Canaan 1176 12.7 2591 2.1.:3 Beacon Falls 1.36 8.5 1 6(1(3 143.8

Stamford 962 10.4 2118 19.9 Chester 785 13.7 1769 18.
Sherman 815 8.9 1794 16.9 Bet hlehem 669 11.8 1706 17.9
Essex 905 10.1 1992 19.:3 IVindsor Locks 698 12.3 1722 17.9
Old Sayhrook 861 9.8 1896 18.6 Naugatuck 567 10.0 1651 17.1
Middletown 742 8.5 1745 17.2 Shelton 531 9.4 1631 17.0
West Hart ford 1081 12.6 2:381 23.9 Killingwort h 562 10.0 1648 17.2
Southbury 708 8.3 1727 17.4 Manchester 726 13.0 1737 18.0
West brook 75:3 8.9 1752 17.5 West Ita v en 761 13.7 1756 18.1
Easton 1074 12.6 2365 23.9 NVarren 905 16.3 1992 20.9
Berlin 762 9.2 1756 17.9 Meriden 583 10.8 1659 17.0
Sharon 1060 12.9 2:334 23.6 Brookfield 815 15.4 1794 18.9
Hart ford 1015 12.4 2234 20.3 1.7 Ili011 686 13.1 1715 18.0
Fairfield 880 10.8 1938 19.8 Guilford 831 15.9 1820 19.2
Old Lyme 858 10.6 1:89 19.2 Cheshire 788 15.1 1771 18.6
Stratford 820 10.4 1805 18.4 Newtown 891 17.2 1962 20.6
Hamden 942 12.0 207:3 21.1 Cromwell 602 11.7 1670 18.0
Kent 91:3 11.8 2010 20.6 Glastonbury 740 14.4 1744 18.3
Bloomfield 974 12.7 2146 21.9 Franklin 565 11.1 1649 17.3
New Haven 875 11.5 1927 17.6 Ansonia 544 10.8 1638 16.9
Rocky Hill 972 13.0 2141 21.9 Bet hany 867 17.2 1908 20.1
Wilton 1209 16.3 266:3 27.4 Newington, 862 17.1 1899 20.0
Redding 1070 14.5 2355 24.2 Bethel (.9.. 810 16.3 1784 18.7
Waterford 670 9.1 1706 17.4 Thom asticn 551 11.1 1642 17.2
Branford 701 9.6 1724 17.7 Salem 658 13.4 1760 17.9
Groton 490 6.7 1609 36.4 Clinton 657 13.4 1699 17.8
Bridgewater 936 12.9 2062 21.3 Southington 586 12.0 1661 17.4
Washington 938 13.1 2066 21.2 Oxford 573 11.8 1654 17.4
Woodhridge 3037 14.6 2283 23.6 Windham 738 15.3 1744 17.9
Weston 1115 15.7 2455 25.4 Killingiv 605 12.5 1671 17.3
Farmington 896 12.6 1973 20.3 Derhy 615 12.8 1676 17,5
Norwalk 802 11.5 1778 17.9 Wallingford 632 13.2 1686 17.7
Wethersfield 865 12.5 1906 39.7 Montville 576 12.2 1655 17.4
Orange 927 13.5 2041 21.1 Columbia 857 18.3 1887 19.9
North Haven 975 14.2 2148 22.2 Morris 906 19.8 1994 21.0
Avon 944 13.7 2078 21.5 Hartland 707 15.5 1726 18.3
New Britain 603 8.9 1670 16.6 New Hart ford 964 21.5 2122 22.4
North Canaan 883 13.2 1945 20.1 Portland 706 15.8 1726 18.1
New Milford 774 11.7 1763 18.1 East Lyme 713 16.2 1730 18.3
Trumhull 756 11.8 1753 18.2 Winchester 585 13.3 1660 17.4
New Fairfield 878 13.8 1934 20.0 East Granby 836 19.0 1840 19.6
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'TABLE 13 -16: 11111A rative Sehool Expenditilre and School Tax Rate?. (Cott.)
ProperlY
Tax Yield

(or tichoole
Per Student.

ProprlY
Tax School

IILte
In Mille

Property
Tax Yield

(or Schoole
Pe: Student.

Property
Tax School

Rate
)n Mills.

Proper**
Tax Yield

(or Schools
Per Student.

Property
1.4v r .1 not

Rate
In Mille

Property
Tax Yield

(or Schools
Per Student.

ProperlY
Tax School

Rate
In Milk,

Town 1971 1971 19es 19S5 Town 1971 1971 19e5 195

NIndison 706 11.2 1726 17.0 Wiliin gt 00 727 19.5 17:17 18.6

NI i Vont 615 10.2 1693 17.5 Marlborough 98m 24.1

Nen- London 922 14.7 2029 191) Plymouth 518 11.,0 1624 17.3

East I adda m 700 11.2 1723 17.7 Vernon 699 19m 1722 18.2

Goshen 901 14.5 1989 20.7 Stafford 638 17.4 1659 17.9

NVoodbury 670 10.8 1706 17.7 Prest oil 662 18.5 1702 18.2

Norfolk 787 12.8 1770 18:1 Brooklyn 584 10.3 1660 17.7

Wat erbury 708 11.5 1727 17.0 Thompson 552 15.5 16.13 17.1

Danbury 772 1 1762 Prospect 157 13.7 1607 17.1

Colebrook 910 2003 20.7 Ledyard 56e; 16.1 16:,0 17.7

Put nam 511 8.6 1620 16.6 Ellington 821 23.6 ISIS 191

Simsbury 725 16.5 1736 18.1 Colchest er. 730 21.3 1739 18.5

East f ord 71b 16.6 1733 18.3 1) u rha m 780 23.0 1766 18.1)

Wood st ock 618 14.3 1678 17.7 Hebron 766 22.9 1759 18.9

Cant on 760 17.6 1755 18,6 Hampton 690 20.7 1717 18.3

East Windsor 789 18.3 1771 18.7 Porn fret 562 17.1 1618 17.6

PiainvIup 664 15.8 1703 18.0 Andover 4,11 25.1 1782 19.1

Somers 691 16.8 1718 18.2 Volunt own 93 16.0 1616 17.4

South Windsor 770 18.8 1761 18.7 Griswold 377 1!7.0 1547 16.1

Middlefield 780 19.2 1766 18.7 Bristol 619 20.2 1679 17.9

Sprague 553 13.6 1643 17.4 Plain field 178 15.7 1602 16.9

Ashford 509 12.6 1619 17.2 Enfield 555 18.3 1611 17.6

Seymour 544 13.6 1638 1714 East Haven 585 19.7 166(1 17.7

Norwich 597 14.9 1607 17.2 Scotland 736 25.3 1743 18.8

Monroe 714 17.9. 1730 18.4 Bozrah 539 18,9 1635 17.4

East Hampton 711 17.8 1729 18.2 Covent ry 638 22.5 1689 18.1

Mansfield 836 20.9 1840 19.6 Lisbon 469 17.0 1579 17.1

Watertown 617 15.6 1678 17.9 Wolcot t 503 18.7 1616 17.4

If a rw in ton 743 18.8 1746 .18.6 Tolland 662 24.8 1702 18.4

Granby 699 18.3 1722 18.4 Canterbury 408 15.8 1561 16.9

Burlington 734 19.4 1741 18.6 Chaplin 724 32.5 1736 18.8

North Branford 606 16.1 1672 17.8 Sterling 437 20.5 1581) 17.0

Lebanon 570 15.2 1652 17,5 North St oningt on 508 31.8 1618 17.7

Bolton 790 21.2 1772 18.9

As one example of how the new system might
work, the next-to-last town of Sterling in Table
B-16 now has $437 per student available from local
funds, and the 1971 school tax rate is 20.5 mills.
The 1985 totals could show an increase in school
funds to $1,580 (near the likely State average for
1985) while the tax Date could fall to 17.0 mills -
both at the same time. Or, of course, the town
might choose a lesser rate of increase in school
expenditures, which would permit an even greater
decreaxe in school tax rate.

Using this example to interpret the compari-
sons, a careful examination will show just how
much increase in school funds a town could
choose (depending entirely upon its own deci-
sions) and, in many eases, tax reductions even
with substantive increases in school funds.
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The next result of the new system will be, then,
both (1). more available funds and lower school
tax rates for some towns, or more funds at similar
tax rates for others (or less increase and more
tax reductions for any that chose that alterna-
tive), and (2) a likely narrowing of current
differences in spending and tax rates (because
gaps are now created by the system of local
wealth variation and the effects of this will be
neutralized). Overall, the new system means more
equity and more opportunity for most towns and
their students - the basic objective of the new
system.

Impact on Central Cities
One point which has not been developed at any

length thus far is the special problem of the cen-



tral city We have in the State of Connecticut
several cities where tax rates are very high and
educational expenditures are also relatively high

in contrast to the normal pattern in the State
where high expenditures usually accompany low
tax rates, or vice versa. This situation does not
wean, however, that central cities do not nave
significant tax and expenditure problems. Almost
everyone is aware of the financial plight of the
cities: budgets are tight and yet taxes increase
every year, leading to a cycle of higher taxes
driving out middle-income and business taxpayers
and leaving fewer and fewer to carry the burden
of city services.

The central city tax crisis is a problem which
the Commission has veognized and with which
few would disagree, taut this is not a problem of
the educational system. Central city tax rates are
high and they are very high, 2 to 3 times other
towns in the State not because of school ex-
penditures, but because central cities must spend
very large amounts on services other than educa-
tion. Further aid to cities is necessary to enable
them to reduce their taxes to a level competitive
with other towns in the State. But the need is for
aid based on extra general government needs; a
school finame program should not be the primary
method of solving this problem.

In spite of this, however, the ideas advanced
by the Commission are not without significance
for the cities. The proposal suggested in these
pages can be of substantial aid to some Of our
central cities and in the long run may he of con-
siderable significance to all of them. Specifically,
this program-could operate to aid our central cities
in three respects: serving as insurance against
falling property value per student, establishing
the principle of special aid for special educational
needs, and removin incentive for exclusionary
zoning.

Wh:.e it is not anticipated that great gains will
come to our central cities in the immediate future
from implementation of the Commission's pro-
gram, a careful examination of the trend, in some
of our central cities would suggest that the new
program of sharing increases in tax base through-
out the State may Le of benefit to central cities
in the long run. In some cases, it looks fairly clear
that significant benefits will accrue eventually.
In other cases, the new system may be thought of
as an insurance poli,cy: that if property values
per student stop rising, or rise more slowly than
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the average, a city is assured of a growth
rate equal to the State average. The central city,
in effect, need never fear felling below the State
average as it might if some recent or projected
trends were to prevail.

The principle of reimbursing school districts
fur special costs of special educational needs is
also important for our central cities. The bonus
of for students who need special educational
services some of these students being found in
all income groups and all towns, others being
concentrated in certain areas. in many cases cen-
tral cities is an important yinciple for the
central city school systems themselves and for
broader trends in the State. This ptinciple per-
mits, the. central city to expect its tax revenues to
produce an extra amount for these students with
special needs, and thtrI guarantee the extra funds
which it is believed are necessary for aPiel:tive
education among some of our inner-city students.
In addition, the principle of giving extra funds
foe any students in need of extra attention in any
town in the State helps provide a bit more incen-
tive for suburban schools to be (men to new resi-
dents with children needing special educational
help which would be paid for by the bonus.

The last benefit of this program to towns is the
effect on current practices like exclusionary zon-
ing. While the new finance system forces no one
to move, it removes current incentives for a town
to exclude those whoSe home value is such that
taxes paid do not equal the cost of education for
children living in those homes. Thus, ti) the ex-
tent existing financial incentives may now cause
suburban towns to keep out lower-income persons
from central cities,. the voluntary changes in
suburbs induced by the new program may be very
beneficial to the cities.

Overall, the impact of this new program on
cities might be termed mildly favorable not aid
of the magnitude needed, but useful help related
to the substance of the school problem. No city
taxpayer should oppose this program, for it is
bc1')elicial to him as well as all, others, but this
necessary reform. should not obscure the impor-
tant special property tax needs of the cities.

Timetable for Implementation
In designing this new mechanism, the Commis-

sion has assumed, and will encourage, movement
toward operation as quickly as possible. Each year
that goes by means more children suffering the



inequality, taxpayers carrying a heavy tax burden
longer. and a more costly bill and or a longer
period to correct the problem.

At the same time, however, this mechanism and
the means by which it can be implemented have
been designed to come into operation over several
years for good reason. In adt:ition to the prohibi-
tive cost of immediate equality or the unhappy
alternative of suddenly cutting expenditures in
sG..-e. towns an overly-rapid changeover could
be harmful to many. Most important, it is be-
lieved that low-expenditure school districts should
be given aid to f.!;itch Op at a moderate pace in
order to plan c;,....refully how to spend the extra
funds (or whether to take a tax cut, which will

un(lonhtedlY lie desirable in some towns). High
expenditure towns should he given time to slow
their rate of expenditure increase to make large
tax increases unnecessary if that alternative is
desired. And property owners in towns where
school spending and or tax 17Itt:S are changing
due to the program should not he subjected to the
windfall losses and gains in property value that
overly-rapid equalization might produce.

Moderate speed, then, is the suggestion, but an
immediate beginning is critical. For the costs of
delay aro conside...nble, and is action does not
come, it may be chat. the worsening, situation will
lead us to :,,tulden awl drastic action as the price
of delay now.

Implementation of the INCNv Svstem

This section is devoted to a series of questions
that the legislative and the executive branches of
our State government will need to address before
passing upon the Commission recommendations.
These considerations include the administration
of SEEOF, the mechanics of SEEOF operation,
and a variety of miscellaneous questions, com-
ments, and unresolved issues to be answered or
noted as deserving further analysis.

Administration of the Egtud Opportunity
Fund

The Commission makes no recommendation as
to the personnel to staff SEEOF, the selection of
its leadership, or the structure of the group.
Rather, the Commission will simply defity. the
mandate and review the tasks of SEEOF, then
draw some evident conclusions about how it might
be established.

1. The job of SEEOF is simply to establish
base data on tax rates and school finance rzeeipts
in cooperation with the towns and the State assess-
ment analysts, then collect and disburse funds in
accordance with the Act which incorporates mech-
anisms detailed in this Report. The job of SEEOF
is, therefore, primarily. a technical one the
mechanisms are automatic because each town is
entitled to certain funds and no applications are
to be made, weighed, or politically influenced.

2. The SEEOF mandate is to distribute as
much as it can each year by stepping up the
reimbursement schedule annually to use up all

income, but never to go into defa'it. SEEOF would
determine State average yield each year and then
distribute a uniform fraction of the shortfall to
towns failing to achieve that yield ; these figures
and the fraction would be increased as quickly as

_nossilile and eventually reach full reimbursement
to the State average .(or, if outside funds were
available, to a schedule in excess of the State
av rage) .

As the above description implies, SF,E0i.'
should not be a political body. It may he that
experts of education and educational finance
should be included in SEEOF to assure co-ordina-
tion the Commission favors top-quality leader-
ship, perhaps linked to existing state school offi-
cials, in order to provide SEEOF with the ca-
pacity to continuously monitor the progress and
needs of the equalization program. But the funda-
mental task of SEEOF is the administration of a
technical and automatic mechanism, and it is a
key. element of the Comn4ission recommendation
that SEEOF be set up and governed by such
automatic, rather than political ad hoe, equaliza-
tion mechanisms.
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How SEEOF Would Operate
The following steps describe the task and actual
operation of SEEOF. Irpart, this is a restate-
ment of points explained earlier, but it is also an
administrative description of tasks, procedures,
and concepts.

1. In the first year, SEEOF and assessment



officers analyze effective tax rates and the school
system portion, of total property tax collections to
determine Base Year Tax Rate and Base Year
Tax Yield.

2. Each year, SF:FOP informs each town what
the State average yield is expected to he and what
portion of any shortfall in local yield vs. State
average SEEOF will reimburse. SEEM'. will de.
termine those numbers by analysis of assessment
data and expenditures, tax rates, and student en-
rollmert in each town SEEOF setting figures
that will balance its own income ;ay; expenditure.

3. Each town will calculate (a) its Base Year
Yield per mill per student, increased by $1 each
year, and (b) if that total fails below that State
average figure published I y SEEOF, add to that
yield a fraction, as announced by SEEOF, of the
differential. From all of this, the town budget
planner can derive a figure that tells how much
property tax revenue local funds plus SEEOF
reimbursements it can expect on a per stuF,ent
per mill basis.

1. School officials will then translate this yield
per mill per student figure into a schedule of mill
rates and expenditures e.g., the net yield per
mill per student might he $65, which tells the
town selectmen or the town meeting that the town
can expect the following schc,,t1 property tax
funds according to the mill rate chosen:

C, mills equal to $390 per student
7 mills equal to $455 per student
8 mills eqUal to $520 per student
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9 mills equal
10 mr.a equal
12 milln equal
14 mills md
16 mills tslual
18 mills equal
20 mills equal

to $585 ppr student
to $650 per student
to $780 per student
to 5910 per student
to 51.040 per student
to $1.170 per student
to $1,300 per student

Fractional mill rates or rates not shown rap :le

calculated at the ratio of 1 mill equal to $65. F...,an
this, the town seeking, fo,i7 e:.:ampie. $900 per.
student can see it needs a null rate of just under
14 mills.

Wheo each town has set its mill rate and
tax collections begin, the town, will turi, over to
SEEM.' all amounts in excess of Base Year Yield
per mill, and SEEOF will return (a) the growth
factor payment equal to $1 per mill per student
in Year One, $2 in Year Two, etc. (increase $1

each year): and (b) stipulated fraction of
shortfall for those towns where Base Year Yield
plus the growth factor still fall below State aver-
age. Both payments are calculated on a per mill
per student basis, then multiplied by the mill rate
in effect and by the number of students.

6. Each year, SEEOF will make these pay-
ments and then revise its State average schedule ,
and fraction of reimbursement so as to keep its
cumulative income and expenditures in balAnce.
The essence of its job is gathering and analyzing
data on actual property tax collections by town
and then predicting the inflow and outflow of the
fund at various possible estimates of the average
and fractions for reimbursement.



APPENDIX A

Other Issues and the Agenda For Futni-t- Study
Realistically, the Commission could not hope to

tie down every detai a.i of an innovative system of
reform. It is hoped that enough information is
presented in this Report to stimulate discussion
of the proposal and to promote understanding of
the problem and the suggested solution.

Realizing that certain questions deserve further
analysis, the Commission recommends that
further study continue after implementation of
the new school finance system has begun. Such
study should be undertaken by a special body
charged with the task of revhnving the efficiency
and effectiveness of school programs, expendi-
tures, and State aid. There should be both sub-
stantive review, in effect, of specific elements and
quality of our educational efforts both at the State
and local levels.

Some of the matters with which further study
might be concerned are, among others:

1. Slate Categorical Aid Programs: Whether
new categorical grants to localities are
needed to give school districts more incen-
tive to undertake needed programs or to
encourage any particular innovations which
would enhance the efficiency and/or effec-
tiveness of individual school districts.

2. Cost Differentials: No allowance has been
made for the differentials in cost among

to rns or sections of the State. is general
it be argued that differences in the need
for capital expenditures, varied debt service
loads. transportation requirements. or sim-
ply cost of living differentials as reflected
in teachers' salaries and the like all point to
necessary modifications in the simple equali-
zation formula. Since all towns are rela-
tively better off than others in some of these,
and wore off in others, no adjustment
is probably a better answer thou complex
equalization efforts in light of the compara-
tively small net effects. Overall, it is be-
lieved that this will not become too severe
a problem, but further study is appropriate
once substantial equity has been achieved
and differentials of a smaller magnitude,
like cost, become more important.

3, School Rends: It is not anticipated that the
SEEOF mechanism would affect local school
bonds. In Connecticut, the bonds are backed
by the full faith and credit of the town, and
funds would he available as needed through
local taxes to pay debt service much as in
the current system. However, further study
may he appropriate on the questions of
changes in the State role relative to school
construction costs.

Note on Data Analysis and Projections
The basic problem with any current data on

property taxes, and even more so on future pro-
,jctions, is one of uncertainty. Although it is
critical for the purposes of an equalization study,
or a court case like the Serrano case, it is almost
impossible to produce completely accurate data
which would compare tax burdens in differing
towns. Projections, on the other hand, can only
have a moderate degree of accuracy because
future tax rates and future revenues associated
with any tax rate are significantly affected by
local political decisions and a variety of economic
currents and cross-currents which no short-term
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study can begin to take into account. Finally, all
data of whatever sort suffer from the problems
of dealing with a variety of numbers from 169
different jurisdictions collection of data often
lags behind by a year or two or more, varied
definitions make comparison of even relatively
straightforward numbers rather difficult, and just
gathering and analyzing massive amounts of data
can be an overwhelming job.

For these reasons, it should he emphasized most
strongly that the data produced here, although
based on real numbers, are only estimates of tax
burdens now and future trends or altered trends

O



in Jhe individual towns. On the other hand it can
be emphasizod that the agg7egate picture is rea-
sonably accurate. Although the tax rate for one
town rim:7, in fact, be somewhat more or k?ss
than what is snown in these pages, there is likely
to be a compensati change in some other town.
The importance of the current data is simply
showing relative differences among the towns,
differences which have been shown for a few
towns at a time by other .studies and which are
very apparent from the pattern which exists to-
day, 11 0 matter how analyzed. Data on the future,
again, can ;'e relied upon relatively well in thi
oggregate, althoug... many factors will.ci:ange any
prediction of the current time.

Outlined below are some major assumptions
and methods by which data were generated for
this report, This is not a complete or exhaustivele
study, but the methods by which conclusions were
reached will show there is enough data to formu-
late a plan for SEEOF, leaving the projections to
be revised within the framework of experience.

A. Current Duta,
1. School expenditures, both past and present,

are taken from the Connecticut Public Expendi-
ture Council reports which show total expendi-
tures and net current expenditures, each of
these broken down by source of funds (Federal,
State or local).

2. Current tax rates are calculated by adjust-
ing official mill rates for (a) assessment percent-
age variation, bringing all fractional assessments
up to 10044 ; and (b) increasing value since latest
revaluation. Most tax rates shown refer to that
portion attributed to schools of the total current
mill rate adjusted to equal mills on current full
market value of taxable property.

3. Current property values per student, as well
as projections for the future, were calculated by
analyzing the growth over past years according
to (a) that portion which was reflected on a
yearly basis by means of addition (of new con-
struction) to the grand list and (b) that incre-
ment of value in existing property which is only
reflected at the time of each valuation.

B. Projections.
1. In general, projections assume growth of

property values at past rates. The division of past
growth in property values explained above per-
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mitted the closest possible fit of actual valuation
to reported value in 1'6;71. and subsequent years
were. predicted on growth trends previous to
1971. This projection and analysis refer to
property value per student in all cases, thereby
recognizing that the largest increment of pro1i-
crty value is associated with population growth
and is correlated with number of students.

2. Property value predictions for the future,
by following the trends of the past 10 to 15 years,
implicitly aSSUme that increases in value (both
appreciation q existing property and new growth
and new wealth on a per capita basis.) would be
about the salw: as during the past 10 to 15 years.
The basic assumption was :111 inflation rate equal
U.; the 100's (approximately 3f,; ) and a rate of
building value infintion slightly in excess of that
comsumer price inflation figure.

C. Equol Opportunity Fund Data.
1. The objective of the data explained above

was to predict what yield per mill per student
would be in the towns during the next 15 years
in order to show what demands would be made
upon the equal opportunity fund Under the pro-
gram outlined in the text. The operating principle
of SEEOF, as explained, would be that all income
(as nearly as possible) would be paid out to the
towns each. year certainly that the cumulative
balance would not grow significantly above zero.
Data shown in the text to demonstrate effective
per mill per pupil yield, therefore, assume that
SEEOF is reimbursing towns as much as SEEOF
revenues would allow.

2. In order to predict exactly how much would
flow into ,,SEEOF, it is necessary to know (a)
what SEEOF would receive from, or what SEEOF
would pay to, each town on each mill of the school
rate for each student; (b) how many students
would be in each town; and (c) what the mill rate
would be. The calculation of the first item, differ-
ential between what the town pays to SEEOF
and receives from SEEOF, is derived from pre-
dictions and the plan as outlined in the text.
Recent trends of school enrollment growth appear
to be satisfactory on that item so a simple trend
has been used (although more sophisticated means
might be devised for even better predictions.)
Predicting mill rates (in effect, school expendi-
tures) is a much more hazardous undertaking in
that this reflects changing political decisions in
the towns which will interact with the level of
SEEOF activity. Thus, a fairly safe assumption



(in terms of SEEOF needs and revenues) was
made, that growth of school expenditures (and
thus mill rates) would inoceed at a relatively
high rate in the low expenditure towns and at a
reduced rate in the high expenditure towns. If,
as is .very likely, aggregate school .expenditures
increase more quickly, noire money will come
into SEEOF from the high tax-base towns and
mere money will he paid out to the low tax-base
towns: if the high tax-base towns increase their
expenditures faster, that would increase SEEOF's
ability to reimburse the lower tax-rate-base towns
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in that the revenue of SEEOF would be growing
faster than its projected payments.

3. Special need categories for the bonus as
outlined in the text have been left for definition
at a later date, so estimates were used by town.
These estimates assumed approximately 3O of
the students in the two largest cities would be
entitled to the bonus, and declining percentages
were used to a minimum of 5(:'.-; these estimates
were based upon current (lath used by the State
in calculating SADC grants (existing aid pro-
gram for disadvantaged students).



APPENDIX

Dissent of Philip 1 L. Drake

With respect to Part B of Volume II of the
Commission's Itepoil., I find myself tillable to
agree with the majority of my colleagues. I do
not share the concern that the present method
of financing school expenditures in Connecticut
Nvill be found to he unconstitutional and. there-
fore, I do not join in their recommendations to
adopt it method of school financing in Connect-
icut as set forth in Part B.

I believe the proposal for equalization as con-,
tained in Part B is far superior to full state
funding. If the present method of financing edu-
cation were to be declared unconstitutional, I

would support the method proposed in Part Bas
an alternative to full state funding.

While the proponents of full state funding and
equalization maintain the existing system does
not provide an equal opportunity. I am of the
belief that. the alternatives would he disastrous
for the citizens of the State ctf Ctnnecticut, as it
jA*0111(1 (a) increase the cost of'education treen-
dously, (b) legislate a practical ceiling on the
spending for education %vhich would in many
areas be equivalent to legislating mediocrity in
education. and (c) result in a gradual erosion of
local autrmomv which school boards of education
and our communities now. have. While the pro-
ponents talk of providing equal edit-ittional op-
portunity, they are in effect saying that equal
dollars are going to produce equal education, a
proposition which I cannot accept.



APPENDIX C'

Objection fLo Sections in Vol. II, Part B. Titled "School Resources
and Equal Educational Opportunity" and "Impact of the Current

School Finance System on Community Development"
We support the "equal educational opportunity

system" recommendation of the Commission for
persuasive reasons which were considered and dis-
cussed by the Conuni.,7sion, among these being.:

The differences in resources available to the
various towns in Connecticut to support public
education can lead to unequal educational op-
portunities.

Awareness of court attacks in the area of
school financing and concern that if progress is
not made to correct the problem of resources,
and if present court decisions are upheld, sud-
denly imposed judicial mandates might disrupt
our educational system.

Certain school systems have additional spe-
cial needs which they cannot completely finance
on a local basis.

A "local option plan" is far more desirable
than full state funding with its implications of
probable drastically increased costs to the tax-
payers and the Noss of the rights of the citizens
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of each town of a clearer voice in determining
their educational needs.
The sections of the Report titled "School Re-

sources and Equal Education Opportunity." and
"Impact of the Current School Finance System."
however. are devoted to a great extent to a 1111111-
ber of other issues and problems which were not
defined or ,discussed by the Commission. Consul-
tants were heavily relied on to draft these sec-
tions, which have been accepted by a majority of
the Commission. While these issues and problems
deserve the concern and attention of all citizens,
their inclusion in this part of the Report 5:an he
misinterpreted as indicating that the Commission
carefully considered them in its deliberations.
This was not done.

We feel that those reasons which were carefully
considered by the Commission in themselves sup-
port its conclusions and recommendations and
therefore object to the inclusion of the Sections
"School Resources and Equal Educational Oppor-
tunities" and "Impact of the Current School Fi-
nance System" in their present form.

GERALD J. MCCANN

CARL G. WARD
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PART C

Assessment Reform



Introduction: (;eneral Ilropert% Tax
The general property tax is blip( PSC(1 1)y law at

a uniform rate within each town in the state it
Connecticut upon all property except that which
is ;:pecitically exempt by stat ute. In Con llertic lit .

as in most states, the gneral property tax pr41-
vides a larger amount and a larger proportion lif
the total State and local revenues than any other
single tax. Approximately lf, of all taxes cId-
lected in Connecticut during the year 1971 was
derived from the property tax, wink over 70'
of local government revenue came from the prop-
erty tax.

Dependability of the general property tax lies
in the stability it provides local governments for
revenues. Balancing of municipal budgets would
he immensely more difficult were the property tax
not available to bridge the gap between revenues
from other sources and the total revenues re-
quired. The property tax has provided a solid,
consistent base for revenue °ter relatively long
periods of time; and adjustments in the tax rates
have accommodated changes in expenditures.

The Commission believes that the general prop-
erty tax should not assume a position of lesser
importance in local taxation. Since the property
tax is and will continue to be the single most im-
portant revenue source for Connecticut's State
and local governments, the Commission has de-
voted considerable attention to remedying the
evident deficiencies in the system of assessment
of property for tax purposes.

In the coming years, formulas for equalization
of school taxes among towns, State grants based
on town grand lists, and sound local fiscal policy
will require a uniform and equalized assessment
program. The ideal assessment system will in-
sure (1) that all taxable property is located and
subject to tax, (2) that different classes of prop-
erty have different assessments and hence bear
tax burdens that are uniform, or if provided by
law are different only to the extent the law pro-
vides, (3) that individual properties of a given
type are treated uniformly.

The grand list should be revised continuously
not only by new additions but with market value
studies (sales ratios) so that the current values
are recorded for all property owners. It is par-
ticulaiy important to know market values in to-
day's highly mobile world where new highways
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Ard .shopping center:: can 11F:1M:0 it Upward
ONO s on property values and also w here urban
blight, racial unrest. and general decay can cause
rapid downward movement. With modern compu-
ter techniques the grand list can he continually
updated and published once a year. At I II ,

valuation, the assessment recorded is. in fact the
market value namely the price which a seller
should receive in an arm's length transaction.

The effect of annual revaluation is to show
clearly the actual incremental gain or loss in
grand list values. This infomation can be Iwo-
ieeted in planning; future programs. With respect
to property owners. it assures an equal assess-
ment for the some property values. It puts an
end to the constant complaint that new construc-
tion is assessed more heavily than older homes.
for example. It allows land values to be accurate-
ly reflected in the tax grand lists.

The fact that a new assessment is created every
year does not mean taxes will go up. The town
agency responsible for the Ii :dg,et controls tne
tax level. For example. with no change in budget
the mill rate in must towns will decrease annually.
reflecting a constantly lower percentage of prop-
erty tax compared to assessment or market value.
The towns can thus lower their mill rates each
year or if budgets require, maintain the mill rate
while getting a higher and higher yield from the
property tax 'because of escalation of market
values.

The assessing system which exists today is the
biggest cause of the charge of inequity so fre-
quently attributed to the property tax. At present.
Connecticut has widely varying assessments due
to careless procedures, extended time for the
physical revaluations, and the valuation complex-
ities of many properties. The State badly needs
uniform procedures, improved data processing,
and more professional assessors, The Commis-
sion estimates that the towns are losing approxi-
mately 10% of their annual revenues because of
faulty valuations and failure to record certain
categories of property. Unfortunately, Connect-
icut lags behind many other states in adopting
modern assessment reforms.

The following pages detail the Commission's
program for assessment reform. A summary of,
the findings and recommendations is given below.



Commission Findings

Commission Findings
This ('om m iss 1.0 has found mon!' defiieaei,

in the present assessing practices as detailed irr
.this Report. A list of major findings is 118 tallow's:

J. Th assessment percente4le of value is not
equal between classes of property.
The assessed value of undeveloped bind is
fl russlY below the percentage of value for
other real estate.

.1. Many assessors hare not been properly
trained to Car!' out the duties of their office.

4. Some revaluation companies are not using
qualified personnel or ideal procedures, re-
sulting in poor revaluations,

5. There is substantial loss in tax revenues from.
owners of unregiste red. reh idles avoiding a tax..

6. Much s:ecial equipment is underassessed.
7. Public utilities require special attention for

assessment values.
8. There is a need for statewide sales studies to

determine proper assessments.
9. Local assessors need State assistance in the

valnation of special properties.
10. There is a need for revising some existing

Ions and enforcing other laws to insure
equalized assessment values.

11. Charges for building permits are insufficient
and many contractors fail to disclose the true
value of their construction.

Commission Recommendations

I. Enact a State Uniform Assessment Law
.4. Organization: Create a State Board of As-

sessment Supervision with. responsibility for
all property assessment functions through-
out the State, including supervision of all
local property assessments.

B. Board Responsibilities: Establish and ad-
minister policies designed to insure accurate
and equitable assessments of property
throughout the State, including specifically
(but not limited to) the following:

1. Establish a uniform assessment dale
and a uniform fiscal year

and 'Recommendations
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EN (fhb's), a uniform parent assessment

P,'NfilbliSh a system of certification of
locol assessors

Reiew the assessments of all major
?n me re io I and industrial properties

Nstahlish a system of ,:uperrision of
Teraina, loin Pupil pa Id IF'S

6. Establish uniform operatin a procedures
for ossessment ord revaluation
Of pmperty

7. Require annual computer-assisted reas-
sessments

8. Establish a system of assessment sales-
ratio studies

9. Prepare an (Issessinent of tax-exempt
property

10. Require all towns to assess by personal
inspection one-fifth of the property each
1, ear and the entire town in a fire-yea
period.

II. Public ;to! 490 (Preservation of Farms,
Forests. and Open Space)

Tighter definition of forest lands
Tighten definition of open spare

III. Public Act 15,2
A. Change the minimum. conveyance tax to

5 f,'; , thereby 2roviding some recapture
of tax benefits derived

Tighten the definition of holding period
for purposes of computing the eonreg-
ance tax

IV. Reassess all aide 'eloped land not under
PA 490 (Preservation of Farms, Forests,
and Open. Space) to reflect present 'market
valves in. accordance with existing statutes.

V. Establish a uniform minimum building
permit fee cf $5 per thousand dollars of
construction, and develop a uniform 'mini-
mum schedule of costs and fees for local
inspectors.

VI. Require towns to convert to 100% valuations
with an annual computer revaluation of
the grand list and to adopt a uniform as-
sessment date and fiscal year within 2 years.



Assessment Reform: Cost /Benefit Summar%

The estimated animal cost of administration of
this forogralti iS $5 million. This would include
the entire staff, office housing costs, and copu-
ter costs, This can be entirely borne by the State
or It portion Can be IWIlratell to the timlis. Vor
instance, computer time allocated to It particular
town can be paid by that town, and State assist-
ance to the local assessor in the valuation of spe-
cial properties can be levied to the town,

In the Commission's opinion, there will he lit-
tle increased cost to the towns for having an an-
nual reassessment program because the money
they are now spending once every 10 years in a
lump sum will be spread out evenly over the 5-
year period.

Assessed value of dwelling himses only, on the
grand list of 1970 in the entire State is $7,556.-
696,866.1 There are 691,597 dwelling units which
indicates an average assessment per unit of
$10,879. After allowing for a 10'; tolerance be-
tween actual sales and assessed valuation, a study
of all the sales in 6 of the towns surrounding
Hartford has revealed that 18'; of the total num-
ber of properties sold are assessed under 10%
of the average assessment percentage in the year
1971, and only fi!': were assessed above 10,4 of
the average assessment. This same study reveals
that as the sale price increases over the $40,000
price range, the assessment value gets progres-
sively lower than the average percentage for the
town as a whole.

From this data it is estimated that with uni-
form assessments there will be an increase of
10ci- in the value of dwelling units in the State
or a total increased assessed value of $750 mil-
lion. The remaining $250 million will be derived
from underassessment of all other properties.
While specific data has not been developed in
these other areas, the Commission believes that
substantial underassessment is prevalent in some
classes of property.

Overassessment of residential property was
small in dollar amount according to the sales re-
search, but a spot check across the State of ob-
solete industrial plants which have sold during
the past 10 years reveals that some reductions in
assessed values are warranted and would be
granted in a uniform assessment program. The
overassessments resulting in grand list reduc-
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tions are netted in the figures presented in Table

Connecticut had 2,1:17.663 acres of undeeloPed
land having an assessed value of $1.07)1.16-1,9::)9
in the year 1974),:2 As it matter of policy, asses-
sors historically have disregarded the law in tire
valuation of undeveloped land. A detailed discus-
sion Of land value will he found elsewhere in this
report,` but it must be considered in this chap-
ter because it involves a substantial estimate of
revenues being lost by underassessment.

T.t1111.E C11: Estimaledl New Revenne,4
'nouns After .t.sepisment Reform

Est. Est.
I:10111(.0 f, ('less blerf11,4:ed .1Ssrs. RI 'Tour

l'ndeveloped land $1,000 .000 ,000 $50,00(1,000
Motor vehicles
excluding autonv)Iiiles 50,000,000 '',500,001/
Real Estate
u nderassessed 1,000,000,000 50,000,000
Conveyance tax
P.A. 152 1,1)(1).000
Assessment on tax
exempt property, occu-
pied by non-exept
pa rtes 10,0110.000 500,000
Building permit fees 2,500,000

TOTAL
ESTIMATED INCOME $106,500,000
Real estate
overassessed 100,000,000 5,000,0(10
Net Estimated Income 1.101,500,000

The present law pertaining to land values is no
different than for any other class of property ex-
cePt for lands which qualify under Public Act
490. One town studied in detail revealed that
assessments on undeveloped lots were one-third
lower than on improved properties and raw acre-
age assessments were only one-fifth those of im-
proved properties.

The Commission concluded that about half the
undeveloped land in the State has been or can be
qualified under Public Act 490. The remaining
half, when properly assessed under present law,
will have an assessed value in excess of $1 billion
over the present assessed value.



St Mle p1(.1(1 \NnerS avoid taXatilin oo,eing
them from town to town, utilizing. the flifteent
assessment dates to avoid declarations to local
governments. In addition, WI regIStertqf vi iiil'la':
and tilldCraStie:,,Sed special egtiilonient re:4llt in
further loss of revenue. This loss in revenue is
impossible to estimate with any degree of acu-
racy, but the Commission feels that more than
$541 million of property in this category is pres-
ently Ilia !leitig carried on the town grand hats.

Pulilic Act 152. conveyance tax on properties
assessed oder Public Act 4911, is too recent to
orot'oco income figures for this Report. Estimat-
ed income in this category is based upon the new
formula hying ..ecommended by this Commission.

Equiv. of

For many yew's there has been a conflict he-
tw.een asse.ssos and 'milers of taxe\emilf prop-
ertie:4 over portions 41,1x-exempt
l'llllle(l ,1111 used by port - exempt patit'S. In lilt'
"Pilii(111 of the Commission, if the laN\ is clarified
to permit assessments on such portion 'if Ph 'Per-
tie:4 !HOW enjoying (.X(91114. status, but 44.CW/it'll 1,Y
non-exempt parties, or where at competitive phitit-
maliing husiness is being conducted hy the t;tx-
eNempt Mviter, 1vo)Liiti stIlistantial re-
enue derived.

Table shows eslimated giminis iont losses
frotri the sources stated above. Revenues are
based upon the present State average mill rate of
50 and levels of assessnient now prevailing.

Assessments in Connecticut

An equitable assessment system is one in which
all property that is subject to taxation in tact
on the assessment rolls, and each property on the
assessment rolls in a single taxing jurisdiction
a town has an assessment that is approxi-
mately the same ratio of true, or market value,
unless otherwise provided by law. Perfect uni-
formity in the ratio of assessed to market value
is unattainable, since the market value of each
and every property cannot he known precisely
except at the moment when a property is trans-
ferred by sale. Howecer, wide variations in as-
sessment ratios can and should be avoided be-
tween different types of property as well as with-
in a given class of property.

Just how uniform are assessments in Connect-
icut? It is not easy to answer this question with
confidence, for unlike the great majority of Am-
erican states, Connecticut's State government
does not conduct a systematic program of studies
of assessment performance. The conclusions be-
low are based on limited statistical evidence and
the general beliefs of experts in the field.

Uniformity Among Types of Real Property
Every five years, the U.S. Census Bureau con-

ducts a Census of Governments. One element of
that census is a comparison of sales prices of real
properties with their assessed value. The last
completed Census of Governments, that for 1967,
made this comparison for a six-months period in
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1966. Table C-2 presents the results, by type of
real property, for the 7.1 ut towns for
which data are available.

The first column in Table ('-2 presents the de-
clared assessment ratios. It is evident that in
most cases, the declared ratio was well above the
actual average assessment ratio in 19611, This is
not, by itself, a matter for concern: the real issue
is whether there are wide variations within a
town in the assessment ratios for different types
of property. Table C-2 shows that such wide var-
iations are indeed common.

The extent of variation is summarized in 'fable
C-3, in which the assessment ratios for other
classes of property are compared with those for
single-family houses. Since a very large propor-
tion of all real property in most Connecticut
towns is composed of single-family houses, the
ratios for single-family houses and for all classes
combined are quite similar. As Table C-3 shows,
the ratios for single-family and multi-family
houses are similar in half the 44 towns for which
data exist, but in 15 towns the multi-family ratio
is more than higher or lower than that for
single-family houses. However, the disparities
are much more widespread, and more serious, for
the remaining types of property. Substantial ,.el-
ative underassessment of vacant lots is the rule
rather than the exception: the ratios for vacant
lots are similar to those for single-family houses
in only 12 of the 63 cases and are more than 20!



lower 111 41 towlis, 17 of them having ratius
vacant lots that are less than half th0se fur sin-
glc-family hollAes. Similarly, farms and acreage
have relatively 1(114.- ratiOs, with of the :10 cases

20,, or more hemv the single-family

ratios for those tot ns. 15 411. them having ratios
that art.. less than hall those i,r singlr-tamily

Also, in linIst cases runitnercial and in-
dustrial property is favored, rontrar) tl, the I,rar-
tice urban art,IIS in other states. Milos'.

'11111.1': C-2: A% erage Ratio of Arip,m.se1 Value to Sale,. Price by l'ropert l I :latp.i lira, ion.

Selected Connecticut To% IL, 1966 (In Percentage.)

Declared All Single

.--....._

Malt i-

IS

FilrIII & i :11 llllll ler- 111111114.

..11:11..11. H VI'll

Varall
"Irowip. 11110111- 4 ,ILi,...0. Family Fi 'Iv IAII .%erragt vial trial

Andover 60 58.9 59.0 0 109 23.7 0 0
Ansonia 65 91.8 91.6 98.1 79.1 0 0 0
Bethel 70 52.5 53.2 70.3 24.5 0 0 0
Bristol 65 51.8 56.2 51.1 40.1 0 60.2 3-1.5
Clinton 65 51.2 55.1 72.1 20.7 0 0 0
Colebrook 65 48.7 54.0 0 20.3 18.0 30.0 0
Columbia 50 54.0 54.9 0 16.8 0 0 0
Coventry 65 54,4 58.5 5-1.2 29.9 .17.3 53.6 0
Danbury 55 39.9 48.1 38.1 24.3 5.7 29.3 0
Darien 70 46.6 47.7 0 31.5 32.2 0 0
Deep River 65 67.4 69.1 0 36.3 0 0 0
Derby City 65 50.2 50.1 50.3 0 0 0 0
Eastford 67 51.2 51.2 .0 0 0 0 0
East Haddam 60 49.9 54.6 35.0 57.5 59.2 0 0
East Hampton 65 40.4 63.3 0 25.0 29.8 15.7 0
East Hartford 67 46.7 55.0 0 .10.5 0 32.6 0
East Haven 65 49.4 50.8 42.5 26.8 0 0 0
Easton 60 46.7 50.2 0 19.0 0 0 0

Enfield 60 63.2 53.2 0 0 0 0 0
Essex 60 37.8 46.9 0 17.8 0 0 0
Greenwich 85 77.4 78.1 75.5 75.3 43.9 0 0
Groton 70 60.3 57.6 56.8 58.7 0 85.3 0
Guilford 80 61.9 65.0 85.1 53.3 56.9 0 0

Fairfield 70 65.1 65.6 61.0 66.5 0 0 0
Haddam 50 52.8 52.8 0 0 0 0 0

Hamden 60 43.3 43.0 45.9 '18.1 0 0 0
Hartford 65 54.6 56.8 52.4 39.2 0 58.5 42.7
Killingly 60 51.9 55.1 45.4 50.4 33.7 0 0

Lebanon 70 60.1 65.4 65.8 43.1 50.7 0 0

Litchfield 60 41.1 32.8 45,3 56.8 0 0 0
Manchester 65 39.5 55.5 42.1 57.8 9.9 27.2 52.6
Mansfield 60 41.4 52.5 50.1 29.0 16.1 24.8 0

Madison 60 37.3 41.3 0 25.7 0 0 0

Middlefield 65 49.0 53.4 0 46.5 26.4 0 0

Middletown 65 53.4 55.3 0 44.7 0 49.7 0

Milford 70 56.4 57.4 63.2 24.8 0 0 0

New Britain 60 42.9 46.2 39.7 18.9 0 .0 0

New Canaan 60 89.3 91.3 0 0 0 46.0 0
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TAKE C-2: Average Ratio of Ases.eol An loe to Sale. Pelee In Property l'w Cla.iliration.

TOW11.1
licela red

Basil,

Se levied Conner !kW 'Iii lis 1966 ( Cant inilvd)

M II' %I, It 1T1104

All Simile Muhl. %%Wald rlintl a
11:1n...e. Family Varna,. Li Di. lir ri-a sze

4.1111 iiii V r-
vial

111111%-

Ira al

New Haven 60 51.3 51.: 53,7 0 38M (1

New London 65
.6.7
41.3 38.5 51.3 11, I 0 23,0 0

New Milford 65 56.8 58.4 0 f 9.8 31.0 10.1.2

Newington 65 50.8 53.5 29.8 32.1 56.3 0 0

North Stonington 70 52.1 58.7 0 33.0 15.5 0 0
Norwalk 65 45.6 49,3 37.4 24.8 7.9 60.5 26.5
Norwich 65 54.6 59.8 63.3 23.8 0 50.0 11.0
Old Saybrook 65 54.7 55.9 0 10.5 (1 0 0
Orange 60 42.7 49.2 0 29.9 82.3 0 24.7
Plainfield 60 48.7 46.8 .17.5 12.9 `_5.5 60.1) (1

Plainville 65 4.0 .18.7 59,0 2.1..1 24.0 0 11.3
Putnam 65 76.3 71,6 85.3 0 0 0 0
Reading 50 36.9 41.2 0 16.9 20.0 0 0

Ridgefield 50 44,8 463 0. 3.1.5 0 0 0

Rocky Hill 70 56.4 58.8 0 33.8 42.9 57.6 0
Salisbury 60 33.6 0 30.7 0.0 37.9 0 0
Sherman 33 24.7 25.7 0 10.0 13.1 .15.6 0
Somers 50 42.8 46.4 50.3 21.2 0 38,6 0
Southington 65 45.1 46.8 0 .11,3 14.5 0 0
Simsbury 65 56.1 58.5 .19.3 22.3 17.7 0 39,9
Stamford 65 53.1 59.5 51.3 31.5 0 :39.4 30.1
Stonington 70 51.7 49.3 62.4 87.5 48.5 0 0
Tolland 65 53.3 56,9 0 24.4 45.3 0 0
Torrington 60 48.2 5:3.1 0 13.7 0 0 0
Trumbull 70 50.8 34.4 55.3 38.5 0 0 0
Wallingford 60 37,1 37.9 39.7 80.5 29.0 0 26.0
Warren 50 46.1 46.1 0 O. 0 0 0
Washington 65 42.9 61.2 0 0 18.0 0 0
Waterbury 100 79.8 91.5 92.3 93.7 65..3 0 65.3
Watertown 65 51.2 57.9 51.8 35.9 41.3 0 27M
West Hartford 55 43.9 44.8 43.8 33.5 0 0 34.8
West Haven 80 47.4 49.4 48,6 23.8 10.2 17.8 0
Wilton 60 45.9 44.1 49.3 28,9 60.6 0 0
Winchester 70 62.6 57.1 80.1 0 0 0 0
Windham 60 40.7 42.8 32.9 53.6 30.4 35.6 0
Woodbury 66 45.6 46.0 63.0 29.7 11.0 56.2 0

Note: AU numbers are expressed in terms of percent. They represent the assessed value as divided by
an indicator of present market value.

Source: These data are from unpublished field tabulations used in the preparation of Vol. II of the 1967 Census of Govern-
ments. For that Census, field investigators examined bona fide sales of properties sold during a six-months period
in 1966 and compared the sales prices with the assessed values; the ratios shown here are the results of those com-
parisons. It should he noted that the Census procedures excluded from consideration high-value properties, of
which sales are infrequent. Thus, the ratios for commercial and industrial properties refer to relatively small
business properties only; the ratios for multi-family exclude new high-rise apartment buildings and the ratios for
farms and acreage exclude some transactions involving large, expensive tracts.
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TWIT 1:.3: 1,P..tnent-Sale'. Niiriation,11, Real Properi% I :Ia.,:

nitriloetion of .1111111`11 jeld 11%. 9(1(1

M tat i-
rami ly

11,11ailla

Number of towns for which assessment-
s:lies ratio data availalde .1.1

Average a-:sessmenti ratio fur Class oWil

c( d1111111 heading compared to average
ratio for single-family houses in that
town:

1Iigher by 20.4;', 4

higher by 10. -19.9',.;
Within 10'.",

Lower by 00) - 19.9,;
LowerA by 20.0 - 49.0 f;

Less than half ratio for
single-family houses

Sonic: Calculated from Table C-2.

ever, the degree of relative underassessment is
less extreme than that for undeveloped land.

liniformily within Classes
The only hard evidence concerning uniformity

within classes is that provided by the Census of
Governments for single-family houses. The Cen-
sus Bureau calculates a measure called the "coef-
ficient of dispersion" of assessed value-salespriee
ratios for single-family houses sold during the
test period. That measure is the average devia-
tion from the median assessment ratio, divided
by the median, expressed in percent. In other
words, as an approximation, if the coefficient of
dispersion is 20r;- it means that most owners of
single-family houses in a town can expect to have
an assessment ratio that is within 20,; , plus. or
minus, of the median ratio for the town.

A coefficient of dispersion that is below 20(;
is generally considered evidence of acceptable
assessment quality when using a lower percent-
age. (It should be noted, however, that the ac-
ceptable range of error with regard to the ad-
ministrarion of sales and income taxes is much
lower.) Measured by this standard, the quality
of assessment of single-family houses is reason-

9
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1 'ut 00000 terrill1

9

ally high in Connecticut to ,wo:, Os perhaps
should be expected since, Its Soction 11 of this lte-
port (On School Finance Reform) shows, there
is a high and increasing degree of economic
homogeneity within Conned lent 1AINV 11S. In any
event, in 190l, 51 of the 59 toW1IS for whip the
Census Bureau made calculations had coefficients
of dispersion of less than 20'; , 39 of them 15'; ;
nearly all of the larger towns were in the latter
category.

The Census also indicates that the quality of
assessment of single-family houses is relatively
good in another respect : the lack of any system-
atic disc-imination in assessment ratios by value
of house. Since sales of high-priced houses are
much less frequent than those of lower-priced
houses, assessors have less evidence with which
to work in the former case and might he exi,ected
to err on the side of caution, to minimize Possible
litigation, and underassess expensive houses rela-
tively. This does not appear to be the case in 5°
of the 59 towns studied by the 1967 Census: in
only 7 towns was there systematic discrimination
in favor of high-priced houses. However, more
recent sale ratio studies reveal a greater number
of the higher priced homes are now underassessed.

1



The 4enses sample (foes net iticlude -ales of
newly constructed houses,. some feel that asses
sors tend to assess ric e. ii.iii-cs at higher than
average rati,,s, fait there is Iii statistical videnco.

on tin.; scoire, For utile?' of real 111' .p

erty, there is also no evidence Tie witliin-ciass
variate ois in assessment ratios. 014'1'4' arc rea-
sons to believe that the vtiriatiens are eonspler-
ztble, Commercial and industrial realty is hetere-
geneeus in nature and ditlicult to assess at hest.
ATany todiding.., are highly specialized in nat (ire
and seldom if ever soh{ in the open market, More
generally, assessors must rely 'on different kinds
tf evidenve f(w different properties: sales

for tle ise rCrellt IY Sold, 1'ollS1.111c't ion CI ISIS for
those recently built, capitalized net income for
properties that are rented tilt'' \\ and
estimates of depreciated replacement costs for
others.'' Combining this evidence to produce
reasonably uniform assessments for highly varied
properties requires training and experience that
many local assessors do net possess. Moreover.
there is some indication that the revaluation com-
panies on which many towns rely use less than
ideal methods.' As for undeveloped land, the
very low ratios that ;ire prevalent I see Tattle
C.-2I suggest that assessors in general decline to
recognize the current state of land values as a
matter of hteal taolicy, which in turn suggest
that wide variation:; assessment
ratios are common.

There are other reasons for suspecting a high
degree of non-uniformity for real property other
than single-family houses: the infrequency of
comprehensive revaluations; the absence of pro-
cedures for automatically updating assessments
between the dates of comprehensive revaluations:
and the frequent lack of machinery for taking
into account new constructiton and major renova-
tions during those long interim periods, Since
different properties do not increase evenly in
value during periods Of general price inflation
(this is less true for single-family houses), these
deficiencies in assessment practices must result
in substantial non-uniformity.

Personal Property
There are also reasons for suspecting much

non-uniformity in the assessment of personal
property. For one thing, since tangible personal
property is valued annually, while real property is
only infrequently valued, to the extent that asses-

100

or. di + ;1 good ill }' lfll pers ()Mil P pe r1 y I loo. result
%%In he higher asNerent The- f..1 personal
prop,. rt y :IS a Chl.Ns t11:111 for i'vai 11'1114.11y

'hiring pt'lloik of rising price., 111;111

11,,"VVVVI', it I alIllot fe stated
gvacrally do a gold joIl aluirig pursoak, pc,,p
erty. Because. personal property cover,
\vide range of (objects alai vehicles, it is cl,tisidered
the finest dill cult type of property to evalUatt.. To ;I
considerable extent, ecrsonal propert, OLT

1:4...+1'.SoN de not
have the training requireol t , value so, \ aried
range it of they 11:0

1.1';:noilrces too evaluate liuuh -value 1.\ iilt/Irt. of :di
l'VerY Year. 1*.O1' 111:111:' tykes of per-

:401W iifilOerty, }Milli the Only
herallS.e there is TIO Seroli(Hi;loot rear.

I

Di.parii. of alaes M.1'44'4611 Heal Elate.
il000r Vehicle.. and Per.onal Popert

Assessment
Pere, nt

100%

90%

sOr'r

70%

60%

50%

40%

30%

20%

CD

1

Pt rsonal Propert) & Motor hides

CO
1
CD.

Revaluation Year

es%
eD ti

ket for equipment of that type. There is such an
organized market for automobiles and general-
purpose trucks: most towns do use the manual of
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exist; in view of the utility's legal ohligation
provide prescribed services, the company cannot
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erty., \ylifuli has should Inive t major hearing
(in the valuation of that property: vind the valno
it each parcel depends heavily tin the rest l)t the
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malie any
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4. t }lad tit any case,
substatiti;i1 under- of ove-a,ssstnent of utility

comii:ired tti 111.1/pety In a given
tl/ the rill(' rather than the ex-

ception,

Valuation Procedures

In order to provide the framework for much
of the following discussion, it nriy he helpful to
explain here the different types ttf valuation cu-
rently in effect in Connecticut.

Three basic methods of valuation have been
used and tested in Connecticut courts. These are
called the market data approach, cost approach,
and income approach. When appraising proper-
ty. me or all of these can be used, depending
upon the type of property being appraised. Some-
times it is desirable to use all three approaches

101

but to give greater weight to one. In the final
analysis. a fair market value can lie defined as
the price an infiirmed owner is willing to accept
from a prudent and informed buyer with( ut any
outside pressures.

The Market Data Approach
The market data approach is applicable when

there are ample sales of one type of property in
this category would come unimproved land, sin-
gle family dwellings, multi-family dwellings, etc.
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Slate tssisialice To Local lissesss7
Any refiirrn in tax adininistrat iu11 with! I the

State iit Cloinecticilt 1,110 cloinv :16)0
1.1f1:44.1. II". ;old h
ION els it 1.:ffurts t,i inilHive the
quality of priipert.. tax assessment ma -1 Yerlyeti-
trate town linitting these tY;(1 giicverinnent
Ililll a "01_,,,rdinat,id. f
«peratiun. Iii assist in developing cl«ser rela-
tionships. there should he established ;it the State
14,i.el proper administrative niachilico. ainil stand-
a I'lliZel NI ited res.

State Board of ..14.....moetti Supers i.iopo
Presently. the burden of valuing real estate an:l

Ilers"nal ProPertY in the State of Connecticut lies
entirely with the local assessor I. i,:trd of as-
sessors. General supervision is given by the State
Tax Department, but there is no authority for
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enforcement fill the administrative process. The
Commission believes that a division of the State
Tax Department should he established with full
legal authority to direct and supervise the local
assessment function. This division would he called
the Slate Board ilf As:.4esnient Snpervisinn. The
division m..(a11(1 be comp(ised if a Directiir iif Loral
.V-Asessntents, resp( fir the entire State pro-
gram, and six Assessment Supervisors. Each
would lie a qualined valuation expert hired under

s"vice 'flue would each he
responsible for specific. sectiiins of the State
divided as follows: Hartford Comity. New Haven
County, Fairfield County, Litchfield County, tVind-
ham and Tolland, and New 1,(Indlin and Middlesex
Counties. These supervisors would be responsible
for all of the programs required by statewide
unicorn assessments.



Argument for !Rgional I)itriels
the experience in taller states. bet-

ter ;Lsse.,sment., reeiu 11) liY?) 1l e 11111111Wr
1)1 3SsYSsItie7it thStrict:4 IS 10(111(3,11.

The NI*. 11171) edition of is de-
voted entirely to the subject "Metter :1ssessinent
for Fetter Cities.- It points out the trend in
tuany ate.,, tilVard r(111:()Ii41:114'11
rill:4. ing that in :11

ass,essinat districts are standard." The article
summarized the advantages of consolidation Os

ft lilt lows:

t. Niaking the numl,er of assessment districts
small enough permits effectivc '.`:rate super-
vision.

I t VIi111111:0 oVViappillg as sys;:rnv lit dis-
t Het ,4 and the wasteful duplication of work
they entail.

Such reduction makes even the smallest con-
solidated assessment districts large enough
to afford an adequately paid full-time quali-
fied assessor and trained staff.

These recommendatitins of experts in the field
warrant serious consideration and may be an
ultimate goat to strive for in Connecticut. The
Commission does not recommend at the present
time any such drastic changes in assessing dis-
tricts. However, it is recommended that towns
which are too small to carry the financial burden
of a full-time assessor should combine with other
small towns to hire a qualified assessor to cover
the work load in the combined towns. distributing
the cost over each of the towns in which he works.

Loral Board of Tax Review
The Present system of property tax appeals is

through a local hoard of tax review. Connecticut's
boards of tax review are official municipal agencies
created to serve as an assessment review hoard.
They are the first level of appeal from actions of
the assessors, and their function is at an inter-
mediary level between the assessors and the
courts. Those serving on these boards are
elected, and the vast majority have had no ex-
perience in the appraisal or assessment fields.
The Commission recommends that at least two
members of any board be qualified in a field allied
to property valuations, such as real estate ap-
praisers.
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State Board of 1eal
Then, is 0 wed for a hotly of professional valu-

ation exi,erts to review a.-sessments hefore o twilirl
C1)111MisS114)11 is proposing a

state Hoard of .1ppeal romosed of a chairman,
ho is the State regional supervisor and three

professional members selected from outside the
region in which the appeal property is located.

pror.,5si(41:11 nionilHrs, \would he ap-
pointed by the Director of !Awn) Assessments
11(1111 a list of qintlitied valuation professionals..
taxpayer may make an appeal to the State 1%oard
or Appeal at no cost to himself, and it will not be
necessary for either the taxpayer or the assessor
to )resent ed 1)y counsel. Assessors would
have the right II, ;1,1.4) the reauctien a valtut
firm by t he LHC:11 hoard of Tax Review under this
)rt )gram.

Director of Local %,,..e,.!..mnt
The Director of Local Assessment would he

required to promulgate rules and regulations to
I. Mandate uniform guidelines for assessing

administration, including, granting of ex-
emptions and special assessments.

2. Prepare. issue and periodically revise
guides for local assessors in the farm of
cost nuuluais, handbooks of rules and reg-
ulations, appraisal manuals, special man-
uals and studies, news and reference bulle-
tins. and digests of property tax laws suit
ably annotated."

3. Require each tax jurisdiction to maintain
tax maps in accordance with standards
specified by the State. Here again, uniform
standards would be established and fol-
lowed throughout the State. All parcels
would be identified through a standardized
parcel numbering system which would be
related to the assessors' map hooks.
In cooperation with local assessment tuis-
(fictions, devise, prescribe, and require the
use Of all forms deemed necessary for effec-
tive administration of the property tax.
It is intended that these forms shall be
uniform throughout the State.

5. Establish standards for revaluations and
revaluation firms. Maintain a list of certi-
fied revaluation companies and approve
contracts between local jurisdictions and
those revaluation companies.



Dove Imn, maintain, and enforre a uniform
system statem..ide preparation If

ment rolls, tax rolls, and tax bills.
7. Establish unit prices for lands, ,.alued un-

der Public Act 19n P.113 Session "An
Act roiicernitig the Taxation and Preser-
vati( (rf 1'.;11111. Forest, and ()pen Space
Land"),

H. PrI IV i Ile technical assistance Lo assessors
\VIldtl requested, for ass.:sijig specialized
properties.
Administer the sales ratio studies and
pro%.ide 1.4 )WnS with assessment PerCent-
w.re.s fr( ail sales ratio stiolie.s arid appraisals.

111. Establish a system of statewide current

.

\ :dilations through annual computer up-
lati ?OZ.

I Vaitle Iler:,t111111 property Of
pal li(' utilities.

12. Nlaintain listing id' ;ipproved professional
valuat 'out e pelts for Board (4 .Apiwal.

1114Merpi of the State Boa141 of tssessment
,Illll'i'%'i sii

The Slate Hoard of Assessment Supervision
shall have compulsory power over the local assess-
ing function. including the right to mandate pro-
cedures, conduct an audit for compliance at local
levels, and act for the local assessors on special
types of property.

Uniform Assessment Dates - Ut 'Horn] Fiscal fear

Uniform Assessment Dates
Lack of uniformity of assessmat dales and

fiscal years creates special problems of administra-
tion. The need for statewide uniformity becomes'
particularly urgent when payments are made to or
by towns based on their ;,ssessen valuation as of
a specific time,

Different assessment dates also create a major
problem of where personal property and more
particularly motor vehicles are to be taxed. Some
property avoids being taxed because of different
assessment dates by being moved from place to
place, thereby taking advantage of the different
dates for recording property.

By special act, the following towns have assess-
ment dates other than October 1: Glastonbury
and South Windsor have January 1. Waterbury

Certification
Connecticut assessors are presently either

elected by the people or appointed sly the legisla-
tive body. Elected assessor -.9'P for a specified
period of time and need not met. .1% minimum
requirements of training to serve on a hoard.
Appointed assessors, on the other hand, usually
have had some training, but experience and train-
ing are not mandatory. The lack of technically
trained personnel has resulted in many gross in-

May I. Hartford and New Canaan July 1, An-
sonia. East Lyme. Groton, New Britain, New
London, Norwalk, Plainfield, Stamford, Stoning-
ton. Waterford. West Haven, and Wethersfield
September I. and killingworth December 3 1. The
Commission recommends that these towns convert
to October 1.

Uniform Fiscal Year
Provision n». uniform fiscal years fur all towns

throughout the State would facilitate administra-
tion of the property tax. In devebping a program
of uniformity throughout the State it. is necessary
for all towns to adopt the same fiscal year. The
Commission recommends that the towns he on the
same fiscal calendar as the State, that is, that all
fiscal years should begin on July 1.

of Assessors
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equities in property values, and in some instances,
complete omission of taxable property.

The Connecticut Association of Assessing Of-
ficers and the International Association of Assess-
ing Officers have developed their own programs
of certification known as "Certified Connecticut
Assessor" or "Certified Assessment Evaluator."
These designations are attained after considerable
training and years of experience, plus a passing



ghide %vritton oxami nations. As of tl,'s %vriting%
there are 1.1 u-s in Connecticut holding both
the CCA and CAI.: designations and 5 assessors
%vim have received the CCA designation only. The
combined distribution Of these assessors covers 17
municipalities or about 1(1,; of the State's 169
towns,

Connecticut has the oldest continuous school for
assessors in the United States, completing. its 27th
year in 1972. This school is run once a year for
.1 days and is sponsored jointly by the State Tax
Department. Institute of Public Service, Univer-
sity of Connecticut. Connecticut Association of
Assessing (Hikers. and the International Associa-
tion of Assessing Officers. it takes a minimum of
,1 years to complete all the courses provided in this
schoolthe fourth year being an advanced course
which changes yearly in order to expose the more
experienced assessors to new areas in which to

advance their knowledge, Currently assessors
attend the school on a voluntary basis, and State
law provides that the towns must pay the tuition.

The Commission recommends that all assessors
and valuation personnel be required to attend this
school for as many years as it is necessary to
obtain a Pasring grade in each phase of the school's
program, or its equivalent. This training or its
equivalent would constitute the minimum require-
ments for being certified to assume assessment
responsibilities. Certification would be made by
the State Supervisory Hoard after an oral and/or
written examination at the State level. All towns
%you'd be required to have their assessor meet the
certification requirements within 5 years from the
(hate of enactment of this legislation. The State
Board would also establish .junior grades for
assessment personnel; these employees would be
retniired to achieve an intermediate level of
certification.

State Supervision of Revaluation Companies
At the present time, most of the towns in the

State employ appraisal companies to conduct their
general revaluations. These companies can be
small or large, competent or incompetent. local or
out of State, There is no statewide requirement
as to the qualifications of the personnel employed
to do valuation work which, in ninny instances,
becomes quite technical. Hence, the towns and
cities must take their chances when accepting the
bid of a revaluation company. Usually, the lowest
bid is accepted for the purpose of economy; tin -
fortunately, sometimes the results are less than
desirable.

Some reassessments in Connecticut have been
made by people who are totally untrained to do
the job for which they were hired. These people
include high school students, college students, and
teachers working on their summer vacations,
Often these individuals have no training in meas-
uring and properly describing a building, yet they
serve as field appraisers, Revaluation company
employees often place final values on residential
properties without a thorough study of the most
recent market sales. Income producing buildings
are frequently valued by a cost approach'° because
it is less time consuming. Where the income
approach is used, there is little effort to ascertain
actual income and expense data which would lead
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to a realistic estimate of market value. All these
conditions have resulted in poor quality apprais-
ing and inequities in assessed value,

It is recommended that all revaluation companies
be approve& by the State Board of Assessment
Supervision with respect to their ability to prop-
erly complete the job for which they wish to bid.
Every employee of a revaluation company should
be required to comply with minimum training
requirements for the job in which he or she has
been hired,

This program would allow towns and cities to
go to the lowest bidder with reasonable assur-
ance the revaluation is being done by competent
personnel.

It is also recommended that the State provide
assistance in the preparation and approval of
all contracts between revaluation companies and
towns.

Revaluations
Present law requires every town to conduct a

general revaluation of all taxable property within
a 10 year period. In the past, this has permitted
some towns to go 19 years without a general
revaluation by using the first year of the first 10
year period and the last year of the second 10 year



period. Although this loophole can be accom-
plished only once, it has been taken advantage of
b,. several municipalities. The intent of the law
was that no more than 10 years should pass be-
tween each revaluation. and most towns have
abided by this intent.

Values in Connecticut have reflected an average
increase of between 4 to 8!; per year over the
past 10 years. and in sonic cases double these
figures during the same period. Assessed value
changes are clearly necessary in periods of less
than 1 years. The previous legislative Revenue
Task Force recommended that no more than 4
years elapsed time be allowed before a general
revaluation was undertaken, This Commission
tends to concur with these findings; however, a
5-yea time period would tend to coincide with
proposals suggested elsewhere in this report; and,
therefore believes a 5-year general revaluation
time period would be more realistic.

This Commission makes a distinction between
revaluation and a general revaluation, Revalua-
tion. mail be considered a changing of values only.
.while a. general revaluation is characterized by
a physieul inspection of each property. At the
present time, it does not appear prudent to rely
upon value changes only; and, at least for the
immediate future, there is still a need fa. periodic
personal inspection of property.

The ideal method of personal inspection would
be to split the town into sections with one section
being inspected each year so that 'at the end of a

specified time period, every property would have
been considered, Unfortunately. under our present;
system, there is insufficient time for an assessor
to do this work and fulfill his regular duties.
Towns are now paying vast sums of money for
general revaluations once every 10 years. It seems
reasonable that this same money could be more
efficiently used by one of two methods: first, hire
full time personnel for the purpose of yearly re-
v aluation. or, secondly, hire a revaluation C111 to
do the work under the same method, The method
of general revaluation recommended is as follows:
Every town will be divided into 5 sections with
one section having a thorough personal inspection
each year, and in no case shall the assessor fail
to inspect any property less frequently than every

years. The information compiled in this revolving
general revaluation can be merged with the com-
puter market data for the whole town in determin-
ing annual valuations. As computer capabilities
are developed, the need for general revaluations
activities may be reduced,

In most towns, personal property is declared by
the property owners. This method o'
nation Of value results in gross inequities in value
of like properties. General revaluation includes
the personal inspection of the book of business
ownership, and where books are not kept, there
are other yardsticl.:-.; available to ascertain values.
Under the revolving method of general revalua-
tion, it is recommended all personal property ac-
counts be checked not less frequently. than every
3 years.

Computer. Assisted Revaluation
The cost of town government has increased

dramatically during the period since 1945. This
development has placed mounting pressure upon
the real property tax and' the administrators of
the tax. Although costs of administration have
risen proportionately with all other living ex-
penses, many of our real property tax administra-
tors have been told to maintain the same staff
level which existed 10 to 20 years ago." One im-
mediate result has been that the quality of assess1
ments has fallen. The cost of comprehensive re-
valuations has risen significantly, and in cases
where communities utilize outside companies for
mass *revaluation, these revaluations have been
pushed further into the future than warranted by
socio-economic conditions.
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Our urban centers have been focal points of
civil unrest and social re-adjustment, thus causing
major disruptions in preexisting value profiles
for the community. Suburban development has
changed not only the balance of political power;
it has also realigned traditional concepts of land
use. Inflation has made speculation in land, and
real property in general, an aspiration of every-
one who can afford to participate. All of these
factors reflect. the increased tempo of Amer-
ican life. As our life-style becomes more dynamic,
these changes are reflected in price structure of
our land resources. Failure of our real property
tax assessment procedures to keep pace with these
dynamic changes leads to serious inequities in the
tax itself.



One approach to overcoming this problem would
be to expand our staff requirements and spend
a great deal more money on improving the loco-
Meal quality of those employed in the field, It
must he realized that a certain amount of this
solution must be adopted regardless of the ulti-
mate principal approach selected. A second major
avenue available to governmental bodies is to take
maximum advantage of automated systems and
computerized techniques.

During the last decade, major advancements
have been made toward computerization of the
valuation and property tax functions of munici-
palities. The most notable and widespread ad-
vancement has heen in the tax billing process.
Today, the majority of the town,; and cities in the
State of Connecticut are using some form of
computer assistance in preparing their tax bills.
Throughout the country, and in some cities within
Connecticut, computers are presently being used
to calculate sales ratio analysis as a tool for use
in improving assessment administration.

Computerized Assessment Systems
Many property tax jurisdictions have realized

the potential use of the computer in developing
current assessments and, ultimately, a complete
assessment system which would prepare assess-
ments, analyze assessment ratios, and compute
tax bills. Effective systems have been dev,loped
for municipalities in Pennsylvania, California,
Oregon, Washington, and Texas. Progress toward
a statewide program in computerized. valuation
and assessment is being made in Alabama, Ari-
zona, \Vest Virginia, and New York. Some pre-.
liminary work toward computerized assessments
in Connecticut has been completed by the Hart-
ford assessor's office and by the John C. Lincoln
Institute. Many of these existivg computer 7)ro,
grams would be available for use in the State of
Connecticut, thereby providing for significant
savings in the area of system development.

It should be understood that no computerized
system is going to replace those areas in property
tax valuation work which call for skilled judgment
of the trained professional appraiser. The com-
puter can, however, perform many of the manual
calculations which presently consume much of the
appaise's time. There are many aspects of
calculating replacement cost, capitalizing income,
and summarizing sales data which lend themselves
to computerization.
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Application of Statistical Technignes
Going beyond the mechanization of these rote

calculations, there are some new techniques which
could, if properly applied, greatly assist the ap-
praiser in his valuation duties. One of the most
recent developments in assessment administration
has been the application of statistical techniques,
resting primarily on multiple regression analysis.
While this form of statistical inference has been
widely used in other areas of scientific analysis
for sonic time, it is only lately that assessment
administrators have seen the benefits it offers for
their type of work.

Multiple regression analysis offers great poten-
tial for use in areas where there are large 1111111-
hers of specific types of properties which would
require numerous man-hours to effectively ap-
praise and assess. Through computer analysis,
one is able to relate the values of sold parcels to
all of the many factors which might have been
considered by the buyer when the property was
purchased. For example, sale price is said to
depend upon house size, lot size, quality of con,-
struction, interior features, location, and many
other items. Through statistical analyst.;, over
100 features of a property sale can be analyzed,
and the appraiser can he told specifically which
items were taken into consideration when the
property was purchased.

This type of statistical analysis enables the
assessor to make much better use of available
market data in determining value. Unfortunately,
without the help of computers, many assessors
cannot devote the time 'necessary to properly
apply the market approach to value and are thus
forced to rely almost completely upon the replace-
ment cost, or summation, method, This method
is not the most desirable even from an appraisal
point of view, and it has also been shown that not
only does it lead to unfair assessment practices,
but it promotes deterioration of older neighbor-
hoods and especially rental properties accentu-
ating urban blight. Regression can be integrated
into the cost approach; thus materially enhancing
performance of the replacement cost technique.

Multiple regression analysis can also go a long
way toward generally improving the quality of
new assessments. In a recent feasibility study
conducted by the International Association of
Assessing Officers to determine the benefits to be
gained thrOugh the use of multiple regression,
a mean based coefficient of dispersion was calcu-

1



latcd to be S' Assessment professionals con-
sider a coefficient of 5;i or less to be the best that
qualified appraisers can hope to achieve when
mass valuing property, while values of 6r,'? and
up to 10;'? are considered acceptable when valuing
property at 100; of fair market value,

In a test of the performance of revaluation
companies in the State of Massachusetts, con-
ducted by Commission consultant T. B. Smith,
coefficients of dispersion were estimated for towns
recently revalued, each by a different revaluation
company, The company which performed the best
was able to achieve a coefficient of dispersion of
only 8r? ; the other 5 companies ranged as high
as 14J., with an average of Thus one may
conclude the performance of some multiple regres-
sion equations measures up quite well when com-
pared with the recent performances of some mass
appraisal companies. This Commission feels a
coefficient of dispersion Nithin 10% using 100%
valuation is acceptable.

Use of Computers in Valuation
Multiple regression analysis is just part of a

computer assisted valuation system. The basic
arithmetic of the income valuation premise can
easily be programmed so that new information
on rental data and capitalization rates may be fed
into the computer annually. This would provide
the assessor a sound basis for valuation of income
producing property.

Computer programs which calculate replace-
ment cost are already in widespread use through-
out the United States. Therefore, with the in-
clusion of multiple regression analysis of sales
data, all three of the standard valuation tech-
niques may be employed in a computerized valua-
tion system. The type of system which could be
constructed utilizing the three .techniques de-.
scribed above could feasibly lead to annual assess-
ment of 80 to 85% of all property 'in the State
of Connecticut. The question remains, how would
the remaining 15 to 20% be handled?

A major valuation problem existing today is
how to appraise properties which do not normally
sell on the open market. This problem will remain
with us so long as we make use of a real property
tax based upon ad valorem values. Hopefully,
however, if much of the mundane calculations
involved in the valuation of less complex proper-
ties can be shifted to computerized operations,
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our appraisers will be al.)le to devote more time
to these complex valuation problems, thus leading
to more equitable assessments for all concerned.
Still, it would probably be too much to expect full
and complete annual valuations of these difficult
properties. It would, however, be reasonable to
expect a detailed general revaluation of such
prone ies at a 5 year interval. During the inter-
ceding years, these properties, primarily comer-
cial and indiwtrial, could be ralued for annual
assessment purposes through the Ilse of an econo-
metric updating computer model. Value projec-
tion models could be constructed for commercial
and industrial properties which would relate cur-
rent market value to available oconomic data; for
example, published statistics on wholesale and re-
tail prices, income levels, and population densities.

Implications for Annual Assessment
By constructing a truly comprehensive valua-

tion system, annual assessment of all real property
in Connecticut is feasible. Implementation of a
computerized annual assessment system would
require an intensive effort by both the State and
local levels of government within Connecticut. It
would depend on sincere dedication by all parties
concerned toward achieving annual assessment
and the equitably administered property tax
which would follow. This would appear the only
way truly equalized values could be economically
realized for use of assessment data in aid to local
education. Implications of this premise underlie
both the recent California and Texas court cases
On the financing of local education"-

While there would be immediate gains and
benefits derived from a commitment to develop'
a fully computerized assessment system through-
out the State of Connecticut, it would be unreal-
istic to expect that the system could become fully
operational on a statewide basis in less than 5
years. Immediate problems would be manpower
staffing and training. While the total manpower
requirements would not be exceedingly large, the
type of personnel required is specialized and would
probably have to be recruited from outside the
State or else retrained from a related occupation.
With the cutback in defense oriented industry
throughout the United States, and specifically in
Connecticut, there would appear to be a potentially
good supply of labor available from this source.
Possibly some of Connecticut's large technologi-



cally intensive industries could be induced to assist
in the development of a statewide computerized
assessment system.

Standardized Data
There also exists the problem of uniform record-

ing of data throughout the State of Connecticut.
A computer assisted valuation system would re-
quire all records and data reporting forms to be

Full Value
The concept of fractional assessment i.e.,

assessing property at less than full market value
has evolved from two directions. During the

1930's, as a result of the major economic depres-
sion which prevailed at the time, it was common
for properties to sell for only a fraction of their
assessed value. There were actual instances where
the tax bill was more than the current value of
the property. These conditions were considered
deplorable and intolerable ; and, thus, many towns
throughout the United States adopted a policy of
hedging against further declines in market value
by establishing assessments at some fraction of
full market value. In some instances, this was
done by custom ; in other cases there were actual
statutory changes. Assessors found this approach
quite attractive and ultimately began to champion
the concept of fractional assessment.

The principal requisite for an equitable prop-
erty tax is often considered uniformity of assess-
ment. There is little concern as to whether the
assessments are at full cash value or some frac
tion thereof. Unfortunately, when one is dealing
with fractional assessments, a 10c, increase in an
assessment founded upon a 40% fractional assess-
ment base is much less noticeable to the property
owner than a 10% change founded upon a full
market assessment. In other words, it becomes
much easier for the assessor to conceal his mis-
takes when dealing with fractional values.

It is the feeling of this Commission that the
entire structure of government state and local

has reached a very crucial point. The State
needs greater participation by all taxpayers
throughout the State in fiscal matters. If tax-
payers are to participate in financial decisions
regarding real property taxation, they must first

standardized in order to take maximum advantage
of computer efficiencies. Recent data would have
to be reported on all properties, thus probably
requiring comprehensive revaluations for those
towns which have outdated assessments or where
the data provided by the last revaluation was in-
sufficient. The task of planning and implementing
the computer assisted assessments would be a
responsibility of the State Board of Assessment
Supervision.

Assessment
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be able to understand the basis of their property
tax assessments. An. immediate step in this direc-
tion would be to establish assessments based upon
100% of market value with relative reduction in
mill rate. These values should be published annu-
ally in a widely circulated journal or publication
read by the majority of the residents within the
town. Published full value assessments would
enable local residents to participate more actively
in the real property tax assessment process. More-
over, it would establish a meaningful basis of
comparing effective property tax values and
burdens between towns. This would be a further
step in the establishment of equalized values for
use in distribution of funds from various State
programs.

Annual assessments on a 100% uniform basis
would have many specific advantages. First, all
property owners would receive an annual notice of
assessment. This would prevent a new building
from having an assessment relatively greater than
that of an older building valued during a base
revaluation year; when the market value for the
two properties was similar. Second, towns would
gain a larger base grand list annually, which
would tend to stabilize tax rates. Publication of
the annual grand list would provide the public
with a true picture of government spending com-
pared to town wealth. With this information the
public could vote for luxury amenities such as
swimming pools and recreational structures based
upon the realistic appraisal of the wealth of the
community. At present these items are voted on
with little knowledge of the ability of a town to
afford them. In addition, full knowledge of a
town's wealth can provide the data for planning
and zoning agencies to plan the direction of growth
desired.



Equalization of Assessments

Equalization of real property tax assessments
is a problem between towns, The problem of lack
of uniform assessments within a municipality has
Keen discussed previously.'" The problem of not
knowing the effective assessment level when coin-
paring assessment throughout the State is a
different issue. In the past. while statewide knowl-
edge of effective assessment levels would have
been a helpful tool in property tax administration.
such information was not essential for programs
involving inter-governmental relations. Recent
court cases, however, have made it abundantly
clear that there will have to be more State partici-
pation in functions previously financed by local
property taxation."

It is time for Connecticut to prepare the machin-
ery for greater State responsibility in equalizing
educational opportunity throughout the State.
With the ultimate development of computer as-
sisted annual assessments, the job of equalization
should' be reduced. Nevertheless, even in those
states where close to annual revaluation exists,
there are still problems when it comes to distribu-
tion of school aid on the basis of assessed valua-
tion. In California, the State Board of Equali-
zation is continually fighting localized undervalu-
ation as a means of acquiring more school aid.
The desire to undervalue in relation to other
towns results from the State's allocating revenue
to the local communities on the basis of assessed
value per capita, with those towns having a lower
valuation per person getting a larger share of the
assistance.

Suggested Equalization Reforms
The Advisory Commission on Intergovernmen-

tal Relations has set down a broad list of sug-
gested property tax reforms. Those relating to
the equalization of real property assessments are
as follows:

1. A single, well-integrated administrative
agency responsible for the State's entire
share of assessment administration, pro-
vided adequately with professional person-
nel, appraisal and research facilities, and
financial 'resources.

2. The regular conduct of scientific assessment
ratio studies that disclose the levels of
assessment of the major classes of property,
and the regular. publication of assessment
ratios for the major classes of both State
assessed and locally assessed property.
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2. Adequate :ulthoity in accordance with the
method established by law for the State
agency to equalize the levels of assessment
of State assessed and locally assessed proo-
city on the basis of the findings disclosed in
the studies.

1. To provide the taxpayer with an effective
remedy for inequality, creation of an inde-
pendent and professionally qualified State
Board of Tax Appeals, or tax court. with
authority for the aggrieved taxpayers to
introduce as evi lence the assessment ratios
determined by the State agency through its
studies.''

Establishing an Assessment Ratio
Attempts to comply with items 1, 3, and 4 are

covered elsewhere in this Report; however, item
number 2 does merit some discussion. There are
two basic systems whereby one might establish
assessment ratio. A third approach is sometimes
used which combines features of these two basic
systems. The least expensive and most eaten -.
sively used approach is the comparison of actual
market sales with assessments. This technique is
extremely effective and accurate for the majority
of real property which would be comprised of resi-
dential parcels, for these are the parcels which sell
most frequently. There is some frequency of sales
of smaller commercial and light industrial estab-
lishments, thus making sales .ratios an effective
equalization tool in those 'categories. It would be
the responsibility of the State Board of Assess-
ment Supervision to see that the sales truly rep-
resent a cross section of all properties. If all types
of land use were not adequately represented, it
would be necessary to supplement sales data with
individual appraisals of randomly selected parcels
not otherwise represented. Sample appraisals rep-
resent the second basic system of establishing
assessment ratios.

If one were to rely entirely on a system of
available sales, there would exist the problem of
incomplete representation. However, relying en-
tirely upon sample appraisals will materially in-
crease the cost of administration. Thus it is rec-
ommended that the State of Connecticut adopt a
program which combines both techniques.

Other Guidelines
The Advisory Commission on Intergovernmen-

tal Relations has suggested other guidelines which
should be f011owed when establishing an assess-



meat ratio program. They have emplia; :ccl that
the program should be under the direction of a
professionally competent statistician. They have
also suggested that parties to sales should be
sent questionnaires concerning terms of sales, re-
lirbility of sales prices as evidence of market
value, and exact nature of transferred properties
(to determine if personal property was included
in the transfer)."

Compilation of Data

In order to facilitate the completion of sales
ratio studies, the State supervisors would develop
a form to be filled out at the local level. Town
clerks would complete a portion of this form when
a deed is recorded. Data would include location,
grantor, grantee, volume and page, recording date,
instrument date, type of deed, revenue stamps,
and sales price taken from affidavit. This form

would be forwarded to the assessor's office for
completion of information which would include
land use classification. land details. building de-
tails, aml assessment. The completed sale report
forms would periodically he sent to the State com-
puter processing center for analysis.

Before computer analysis was used to calculate
assessment ratios, appraisal data would he sub-
mitted to the computer data center and the com-
bination of sales and appraised values would be
used to compile effective levels of assessment.
These ratios would be snbmitted to the Director
of Lora? Assessment, whose function it would be
to determine the percentage of adjustment, if any,
required for all 169 municipalities to compile their
assessments for each, year at 100%. These (lath
could then be used by the appropriate State agen-
cy responsible for allocating State aid to local
communities.

Tax-Exempt Property
In recent years, there has been little effort on

the part of towns to maintain current values of
tax-exempt real estate. When towns were per-
mitted to include tax-exempt real estate for de-
termining their bonding capacity, they did a rea-
sonable job of valuing such property; however,
since the legislature has changed the accounting
method for purposes of local bonding, there has
been no concerted effort to assess these properties.

In 1969 the total assessed valtie of tax-exempt
property in Connecticut was $3,533,240,747.17
The quadrennial report reveals a steady percent-
age increase from 1937 through 1961 except for
1957. After 1961, there was a sharp drop in the
percentage of increase despite the fact that there
was substantial new construction of exempt real
estate during the 1960's. This downward trend is
not caused by reducing value,' but rather by the
lack of updating assessments ontax-exempt
property.

The following data is taken from the latest
available publication and shows the changes in
value from 1965 to 1969. State-owned property
increased $81 million, city-owned $116 million,
and privately-owned tax-exempt property $221
million.

There- is no specific measure to use for ascer-
taining what the increased value of tax-exempt
property would be if properly valued in relation
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to taxable property. As assessed in 1969, tax-
exempt property represented 16.0% of the total
combined values of exempt and taxable property.
All available evidence indicates this percentage
would be much higher if all property were valued
at. the same level. It should be noted that 7 towns
have over $100 million of exempt properties; these
same towns account for more than one-third the
total of all exempt property in the State. Some
years ago an effort was made to inventory and
value all State-owned property, but this program
was never completed.

All tax-exempt property should be assessed in
the same manner as non-exempt property, with
the single exception of streets, roads, highways,
or other public ways. Although these assess-
ments are not needed specifically for tax purposes,
they are essential for the investigation of a variL
ety of public policy issues ranging from the im-
`pact of tax-exempt property on the towns of the
State to questions of land use for public purposes.
The exception for streets and roads is necessary
because there would be severe technical problems
in assigning values.

Further, the Commission believes, this assess-
ment will disclose some misuse of tax - exempt
property in that the property is being used or
occupied for non-exempt purposes: Returning this
portion of the property to the town rolls mayladd
an additional $10 million of grand list value."



Preservation of Farms, Forests, and Open Space
(Public Act 490)

Historically, the value of undeveloped land in
Connecticut has been at a level well below fair
market value, and in most cases no greater than
its value for agricultural use. Before 1960,. the
practice of 'valuing undeveloped land below market
value served a useful purpose because there was
ample land available on the market. However,
soon thereafter, raw land became a scarce re-
source and assessors began to increase assessed
values in some instances. It became apparent that
if legislation were not enacted much of our farm
lands would disappear because of the inability of
farmers to pay a property tax based upon fair
market value. This condition would also apply to
owners of forest lands.

In 1963, the Legislature passed into law Public
Act 490, now Section 12-107a and related sections
which provide a vehicle for local towns to desig-
nate use valuation for those lands which should
remain open as forests and farms.

A detailed explanation of the intent of this Act
-is necessary to understand the impact which lower
assessments would have on local grand lists. Sec-
tion 12-107a of the General Statutes states "It is
hereby declared (a) that it is in the public interest
to encourage the preservation of farm land, forest
land via open space land in order to maintain a

ailable source of food and farm products
close to the metropolitan areas of the state, to
conserve the state's natural resources and to pro-
vide for the welfare and happiness of the inhabi-
tants of the state."

Land qualifying under the farm category has
been made abundantly clear by the various courts
in Connecticut. However, there has been no clear
picture of the intent of this law with respect to
forest land and open space land.

The intent of the law was to preserve, through
use value assessments, forests which have been
or will be properly forested. Many lands now
classified as forest land are not being forested and
in fact are overgrown brush lands. The definition
of forested lands is those which have been cleared
of dense brush so that healthy trees will have an
opportunity to grow into sturdy timber. To some
extent this has not been followed in the classify-
ing of forest lands.
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It is the recommendation of this Commission
that the State Forester develop regulations for
the classification of forest land and that all exist-
ing certificates be reviewed to meet the new crite-
ia of forest lands.

The open space section of the Act was intended
to preserve all mountain ridges, stream beds, bogs
and all lands deemed by local planning officials to
he in the best interest of the public, to be pre-
served as open land, and if sufficient public funds
were available, these same lands would be pur-
chased by public agencies to insure their perma-
nent open nature.

At least two towns in Connecticut have de-
clared all undeveloped land in the town as open
space. This action by the local planning agency is
not following the intent of the law and is in fact
detrimental to the best interests of the public,
because it prevents land from being properly de-
veloped and relieves the individual property owner
from a tax burden which is justifiably his.

No current inventory is available as to the. num-
ber of acres of land which are presently classified
as farm, forest, or open space. However, in 1963
when this bill was enacted into law, it was esti-
mated that approximately one half the undevel-
oped land in the State would properly qualify for
use tax value, and there is no evidence that this
estimate should be changed.

Public Act 1.52: Conveyance Tax
The 1972 LegiSlature .enacted into law Public

Act 152, which was a conveyance tax upon prop-
erties, classified as open space. This tax is based
upon a percentage of the sale price beginning with
the date of ownership. If property is sold in the
first year of ownership, the conveyance tax is
10% of the sale price, 9% the second year, 8%
the third year, and down to no tax at all after ten
Years.

The conveyance tax was intended to be a pen-
alty for selling land having special assessment
benefits because the primary interest of Public
Act 490 was the preservation of undeveloped
land.

It is recommended that this law be amended
to have the year of classification rather than the



year of title ownership used in determining. the
holding period for purposes of assessing the con-
veyance tax. It is also recommended that the con-
veyance tax be held at 5%, thereby providing a
degree of recapture of tax benefits realized. Prop-
erty owners should have the right to withdraw

their application within 12 month:, from the date
of this amendment. Any owner who withdraws
:La application after the 12 month period would be
subject to the same conveyance tax schedule as
though in continuous application.

Undeveloped Land Assessments
The change in undeveloped land assessments

during the past 20 years has been studied. In
1952 the average assessed value in the entire State
was $8 per acre; there has been a steady increase
in the unit price over the entire 20 year period
since then with no indicated change in the pattern
due to the passage of Public Act 490 in 1963.
For instance, values more than doubled from 1952
to 1962, rising from $81) to $181 per acre. From
1962 to 1971 the unit price again more than dou-
bled, from $181 to $480 per acre. The latter 9
year period included 8 years of special land assess-
ments under Public Act 490.

These value changes do not reveal the whole
picture of land values in the State because most
assessors are still using values substantially below
market values for undeveloped acreage. In 1971.
approximately 2,100,000 acres of taxable un-
developed land in Connecticut had an average
assessment per acre of less than $500 fora total.
assessed value of approximately $1 billion. All
these figures would be more than. doubled if there
were proper assessments on these lands. Based
upon. a State average mill rate of 50, a total in
excess of $50 million can be realized from assess-
ments on land at proper values.

All lands not qualifying urder the open space

legislation should be rained on the basis of fair
note/ct. obre. It has been thi:!, practice of assess-
ors to value all undeveloped land at or slightly
above agricultural value. Present law requires the
assessor to value all undeveloped land not classi-
fied under Public Act 490 at the same percen-
tage of value as other taxable property. Sales
studies in 6 towns reveal this law is not being fol-
lowed. and the assessed value of undeveloped land
is about one-third the percentage of value of other
real estate.

Some examples of land disparity include one
town with acreage 100ci) value at $250 per acre
and sales of the same land at $800 per acre. An-
othe town had industrial zoned land valued at
$1,200 per acre and the sale price at $6.000 per
acre. A review of the assessment and sales of
acreage in most towns would show similar rela-
tions of the assessed value to the sale price.

This Commission recommends an immediate
revaluation of all land in the State to bring their
values in line with other real estate as required
by present law..lt is not believed this action would
conflict with the intent of Public Act 490, be-
cause it would cover only half the acreage in the
State, with the other half under the protection of
Public Act 490.

Building Permit Fees
Each town is presently permitted to use its own

schedule of fees for the issuance of building per-
mits. There is no uniformity in the amount
charged per $1000 of construction costs. In many
instances, there is no fee charged at all. In addi-
tion, many towns permit builders and/or owners
to submit cost estimates well below the actual
cost. This practice obviously leads to unequal pay-
ment of fees for similar cost buildings.

The Commission recommends a minimum fee
of $5.00 per $1000 of construction, payable at the
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time of issuance of the building permit. It
further recommends that the State Building In-
spector develop a fee schedule for various types
and classes of buildings, which schedule will be
used by the local inspector in charging fees. The
Commission further recommends that penalties be
developed for gross understatement of cost by the
contractor. The Commission believes that rev-
enues to local government will be increased by
$2.5 million with the application of the minimum
fee schedule.



Program Implementation Dates
1,05ras will he to

1110(;.'t valuation with an annual computer revalua-
tion of the grand list and to adopt the uniform
assessment date and fiscal year. Towns will he
given lire years to comply with other provisions
of the statewide uniform assessment act, as ad-
ministered by the State Hoard of Assessment Su-
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p(srvision including personal inspection of all
proiwrties ithin the ':)-year period. Any tovn
having completed a ,c,.(neral revaluation Nvit li in tlic
past 5 years need not tile per:tun:it illspee-
tioll 011 rotation S,k'Stelll Until tilt! siNtil ,votir
after the effective date of their previous general
revaluation,
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PART I)

Municipal Fiscal Procedures



Introduction
The State of Connecticut is being called upon

more and more to share in the payment of costs
incurred by lo,tal governments. This is in part
the result of towns and cities being faced with
rising costs and providing more services while at
the same time being limited to the property tax
for their source of revenue. There is understand-
ably a limit to which municipalities are willing
to increase property taxes when the principal
burden of such taxes falls on the home proper-
ties of their constituents.

The State has responded to this demand with
substantially increased payments to local govern-
ments. During the period from 1961 through
1965, payments by the State to municipalities in-
creased by approximately ; from 1965
through 1970 by 124%. The Federal government
has also recognized the problem of local govern-
ments and additional funds will soon be forthcom-
ing to towns and cities under Federal revenue-shar-

The

1.

ing plans. More money than ever is being received
and expended at the local level.

Under these circumstances, it is not sufficient
for the State alone to put its affairs in good fi-
nancial order, It is imperative that local govern-
ments adhere to proper fiscal procedures which
include appropriate review and constraints, The
wide differences in the structures of municipali-
ties in Connecticut make the adoption of sound
fiscal procedures all the more important, but at
the same time, all the more difficult.

The Commission has looked upon local govern-
ments as being the preferred level for decisions
on spending and taxing. Individual participation
is far more meaningful at this level. It is with
the purpose of preserving the viability of local
governments and at the same time holding them
responsible and accountable for their actions that
the Commission recommends that the General
Assembly adopt a Uniform Municipal Finance Act
with provisions as set forth below.

Recommendations
Commission recommends:

Approval at referendum would be required
before an annual municipal budget result-
ing in. an. increase in the tax levy of more
than 3% would become effective.

2. A special tax would be required to be
levied by a town prior to taking any action
which would cause a deficit in the budget
for the current year.

3. The budget of a board of education would
be required to be approved and adminis-
tered in the same manner as the budget
of other municipal departnients.

4. Municipalities would be required to use a
detailed uniform system of accounting to
be promulgated by the State.

5. Each proposed municipal capital improve-
ment would be 'required to be 'reviewed by
a Capital Improvement Review Board to
be established by each municipality to
evaluate objectively each improvement
from the standpoint of need, alternatives,
adequacy, and cost.
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6. Local governments would be required to
' develop personnel standards and encour-
aged to employ qualified persons in finan-
cial and administrative positions.

7. A properly staffed municipal finance divi-
sion would be established in the office of
the State Tax Commissioner to assist towns
on fiscal matters and to supervise and cm-
force compliance 'with all regulations and
laws relating to municipal finances.

8. The affirmative vote of the municipal leg-
islative body approving all collective bar-
gaining contracts would be required before
the contract, is binding upon the munici-
palities.

9. The maximum debt limit allowed munici-
palities would be changed in structure and
lowered.

10. Municipal finance offices would be required
to follow standards for investment of mu-
nicipal funds to be established by the
State.



Discussion of Uniform 3Iunicipal Finance Act

A brief explanation of the reasons for each of
the ;Wove provisions of the Uniform :\lunicipal
Finance Act follows

iiliiiliitoi'y Refer(' 111111111 uu
311111kipal iluilgel

The Commission proposes that'adoption of the
annual budget by the legislative burly' not become
effective until n'oved at referendum in the
event that the proposed new budget would result
in an increase in the tax levy of more than 3c,
following adoption of the Commission reonnmen-
dations made in Part C. Vol. II. Some municipal
charters contain provisions whereby a specified
percentage or number of voters may petition to
force a referendum on the budget. The General
Statutes provide a similar mechanism for forc-
ing a referendum in towns operating under the
town meeting form of government. Similarly. the
General Statutes provide a method by which the
residents of a regional school district may force
a referendum on the budget of the regional school
district. Usually, however, the difficulty of obtain-
ing a sufficient number of signatures makes the
right to petition for a referendum illusory. In
many towns and cities there is no such right at all.

The Commission has noted the rapid increase
in the amount of property taxes paid by most
Connecticut residents. At the level of municipal
government, the taxpayer should, in most in-
stances, he permitted to determine the nature and
extent of municipal services inasmuch as he is
the one who will be paying for them. Submission
of the budget to referendum will result in a closer
study of each budget item during the budget-
making process because the department heads
and municipal officials will normally seek to pre-
pare a budget which either will not have to face
the hazards of referendum or which can be well
defended in the event of a referendum. The re-
quirement for a referendum is geared to a per-
centage increase in the amount of taxes to be
levied in the municipality, not to the size of the
budget itself. In other words, the budget might
be increased by more than 3% but no referendum
would be required if sources other than taxation
were available to defray the increase. Such
sources Might include receipts from user charg-
ers, benefit assessments, revenue-sharing pay-
ments, and other Federal or State grants.
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The possibility of ;t r eferendum on the budget
%vill require careful timing. of the budget-making
procem. The Cumnik:4ion has recommended that
all towns adopt the uniform fiscal year. Munici-
palities should be required to prepare and vote
MI the proposed budget in accordance with a uni-
form schedule. The Commission recommends
that the General Assembly establish a date in
early April for final aetion on the budget by the
legislative body. If the budget as adopted will
require an increase in property taxes by inre
than :1(; , a notice of referendum on the budget
should be published within three chlys after the
vote of the legislative body and the referendum
should be held within a resonable time after such
publication. If the referendum rejects the budget,
the legislative ')oily should be given a reasonable
period to prepare and vote on a revised budget
and if the revised budget still requires an in-
crease in property taxes of more than 3"...;. an-
other referendum should be scheduled. If no
budget has been approved prior to the commence-
ment of the new fiscal year on July 1, the tax
collector should be authorized to send out tax
bills for the July 1 installment on the basis of a

increase in the tax levied for the previous
year, using the new grand list. When the budget
is finally. approved and the amount of tax fixed,
the tax collector ca'l make the necessary adjust-
ment in the bills for subsequent installments of
taxes after .July 1 or in the case of towns utilizing
a single billing, a special bill must be provided.

Special Tax Levy .

Once the budget for the current year has been
established, the Commission recommends that no
contracts be entered into by any municipality
calling for the expo of local funds not pro-
vided for in such budget, and no supplemental
appropriation for any project or purpose other
than a project to be financed from the sale of
bonds be approved if such contract or supple-
mental appropriation would cause a deficit in the
budget for the current year, unless a special tax
is immediately levied to provide the necessary
funds. Similarly, if one or more items of expect-
ed revenue fails to materialize during the budget
year and such failure will result in a deficit, a
special tax to provide the necessary funds shall
be levied. Such taX may be either (1) added to
the tax for the current year and collected as part



thereof or (2) added to the tax to he levied for
the next fiscal year. In both cases such additional
tax shall be considered an increase in the tax levy
for the next fiscal year for the purpose of deter-
mining the necessity for subjecting the budget for
that year to referend WM There are presently
restrictions On spending in excess of appropria-
tions., It is expect6d, however, that municipal
officials \vill exercise even greater restraint. in
proposing additional prt,.(rrams or committing the
municipality to increased expenditures during a
fiscal year if they arc required then and there
to levy a special tax for such programs.

Board of Education Budget Approval
In most towns the education budget is larger

than the budgets for all other municipal depart-
ments combined. It therefore is important.that
prudent financial control exercised over non-
school spending should likewise be epplied to edu-
cation expenditures.

Under existing law, the boards of education
have extensive responsibility and discretion in
determining the size of the education budget and
re-allocating funds from one budget item to an-
oth er.2

The Commission's recommendations to subject
education expenditures and collective bargaining
agreements to the control of the municipality's
normal budget making process will affect the
traditional powers of boards of education in
Connecticut.

The Connecticut Constitution guarantees free
public schools in this State." The General Assem-
bly has delegated the responsibility of maintain-
ing and managing public schools directly to
boards of education.' School boards are legally
agents of the State, but their actions can have im-
portant fiscal consequences for municipalities, for
all local fUnds to support the public schools de-
rive from municipal tax levies.

Generally, a municipal budget makes a single
appropriation to the board of education, rather
than itemized qppropriations for specific pur-
poses. The board determines how it will allocate
its funds among various expenditure items, and
has the power to transfer surplus funds from
one expenditure item to another. 'leacher sal-
aries, which often comprise 80(;/i of the education
budget, are determined by collective bargaining
agreements negotiated by the board of education
which bind the municipality unless the legislative
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body acts to reject the agreement \vithin 30 days.5
Under Ares it case law a municipality probably
cannot refuse to appropriate sufficient .funds to
permit the board of education to carry out
the board's statutory duties to manage and main-
tain the public school system in the municipality.

'Thus, under present practice, boards of educa-
tion have substantial power to determine the
amount of local tax revenue which has to be
raised for education expenditures. They also
have almost complete discretion to determine how
much will lie allocated to each expenditure item.
This power is unique, in contrast. with all other
municipal departments mid agencies, but boards
of education are unique because under the law
they are agents of the State more than they are
agents of their municipalities.

The Commission's recommendations will make
boards of education more susceptible to control
by their municipalities in regard to fiscal matters.
Under the Commission's recommendations, the
responsibility for managing and maintaining pub-
lic schools will still be exercised by the boards of
education, but the legislative bodies of municipal-
ities will have greater responsibilities for deter-
mining the amount of funds which will be avail-
able to the boards to carry out their school poli-
cies and duties.

Uniform System of Accounts
The nature and quality of municipal account-

ing practices vary widely throughout the State.
While the financial records and reports of some
municipalities are maintained and prepared in
accordance with generally accepted accounting
principles, there is considerable deviation from
such principles in many places. Municipalities
presently submit a variety of reports to the Mu-
nicipal Division of the State Tax Department,
together with answers to a financial question-
naire, but there is no state-wide coordination of
municipal accounting procedures. The present
system s'.ffers from lack of uniformity and stan-
dards of review, inadequate staffing of the Munici-
pal Division, and unavailability of information or
assistance for municipal financial officers. Because
of the lack of uniformity in accounting practices,
it is difficult if not impossible to make many useful
statistical comparisons among municipalities.

The problem could.be remedied in large part by
consistent administration of a uniform system, of



accounts, similar to that promulgated by the
Public Utilities Commission for utility companies,
whereby items of income and expense would be
handled in identical fashion by all municipalities.
To implement such a system, the Municipal Fi-
nance Division, which the Commission recom-
mends in Section 7 below be established in the
Office of the State Treasurer, should be author-
ized and directed to promulgate a uniform system
of accounts to control all municipal financial and
accounting procedures and to enforce said system.

Capital Improvement Review Boards
There are existing built-in fiscal checks and

balances among town agencies such as the board
of selectmen or council, board of finance, board
of education, building committee and planning
commission with respect to building proposals.
These in most instances are sufficient to provide
an objective evaluation of proposed capital im-
provements. Yet each of the above agencies is
either substantially involved in numerous town
matters or is concerned only with particular mat-
ters not related to the financial practicality of a
particular capital improvement proposal. For this
reason there is need for a competent board within
each municipality whose sole function will be to
review the fiscal impact of each proposed capital
improvement.

Such a board would be expected to determine
and to report (1) the extent to which the pro-
posed improvement is needed; (2) what alterna-
tives to proceeding with the proposed improve-
ment exist; (3) the soundness of the proposal in
terms of the need to be fulfilled; and (4) the
likely consequences of the cost of the proposed
improvement on the town's financial position and
mill rate.

The report of the review board to the legisla-
tive body, which would be advisory only, would
be disseminated to the residents of the town by
news media and copies of the report would be
available at the town hall. Such an evaluation
of each proposed municipal improvement by the
Capital'Improvement. Review Board should assure
an objective appraisal of each proposal prior to
final action being taken to proceed.

Financial and Administrative Personnel
In addition to uniform administrative practices

in municipal finance, the Commission believes that
consideration should be given to the development
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of uniform personnel standards in municipal fi-
nance departments. The standards could vary in
relation to the size of the municipal budget or
population. The larger municipalities would be
required to conform to higher standards than
would smaller municipalities. Hiring a better
trained finance director and a larger staff for the
finance department will be more expensive than
continuing to shortchange this area, but the
Commission believes that the expected improve-
ments in performance will offset the increased
cost.

Minimum standards for chief administrative
officers of cities and towns should also be .con-
sidered, but the Commission is limiting its recom-
mendation to municipal finance departments at
this time.

The Commission recognizes that personnel
standards are more easily discussed than im-
plemented. Academic credentials do not in them-
selves insure high performances in an individual,
nor does a large number of employees in the
finance department mean that the department will
function well. Eut certain minimum standards in
staffing and qualifications should be developed.
The Commission recommends that these standards
be developed by the Division of Municipal Finance
to be created at the State level.

Municipal Finance Division at State Level
For too long towns have been left on their own

to cope with increasingly complex finance. prob-
lems. They have been forced to seek advice from
whatever source was available, banks, bond coun-
sel, and the like. The Municipal Division of the
State Tax Department has been understaffed and
unable to render the assistance needed.

It is imperative that a competent, well-staffed
municipal finance division be established to per-
form the many needed functions now not being
done. These include:

1. Promulgation of regulations providing for
a uniform system of accounts to be maintained
by all municipalities;

2. Close supervision of municipal accounts
and enforcement of regulations pertaining to
same;

3. Providing prompt and competent advice
to municipalities on financial and procedural
problems;

4. Establishing standards for investment of



town funds and providing advisory assistance
in investing such funds;

5. Periodic inspection and review of finance
operations in each municipality and submission
of reports thereon;

6. Development of municipal financial pro-
cedures to include maximum use of data proc-
essing to increase efficiency;

7. Recommendations to governor and Gen-
eral Assembly for legislation needed to improve
municipal finances.

8. Development of standards and qualifica-
tions for municipal finance personnel.
Accordingly, the Commission recommends that

a Municipal Finance Division be established in
the Office of the State Treasurer to carry out the
above duties.

Collective Bargaining Agreements
The salaries of teachers and municipal em-

ployees comprise a substantial portion of a munici-
pality's budget, and an increasing amount of such
salaries is established through collective bargain-
ing agreements. Since such agreements can have
a significant effect on the size of a municipality's
budget, the Commission recommends that no col-
lective bargaining agreement be binding on a
municipality until it has been affirmatively ap-
proved by the municipality's legislative body.

Collective bargaining was recognized by statute
in Connecticut in 1965.6 Subsequent amendments
have provided that a collective bargaining agree-
ment shall be binding on the municipality if the
legislative body fails to reject the agreement with-
in a certain number of days.' These provisions
short-circuit the normal budget process which
permits scrutiny of proposed appropriations by
the board of finance or similar agency in most
municipalities.' They may also circumvent other
statutory provisions which prohibit the execution
of contracts when funds have not been appro-
priated to pay the municipality's obligations under
such contracts,' particularly where collective bar-
gaining agreements become effective before the
annual budget has been adopted. All other con-
tractual obligations of a municipality require the
legislative body to appropriate funds or to act
affirmatively to approve the contract before the
contract is binding. The Commission's recom-
mendation will ensure that proper consideration is
given to the cost of such agreements to the mu-
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nicipality and will provide for uniform treatment
of all contractual obligations of the municipality.

Maximum Debt Limit
A municipality is permitted by the General

Statutes (Section 7-374) to issue bonds for various
types of capital projects up to the following multi-
ples of receipts from taxation for the most recent
fiscal year: urban renewal projects-31A, times ;
sewers-33/1, times; school building projects-41/2
times ; all other borrowing:21/1. times. In no
event may the total indebtedness exceed 7 times
such tax receipts. In calculating outstanding in-
debtedness, the municipality may subtract the
value of assets in its sinking funds, and exclude
certain utility borrowing and indebtedness issued
in anticipation of taxes, public improvement as-
sessments, and proceeds from any State or Federal
grant for which a written commitment or contract
has issued. While indebtedness includes indebted-
ness of municipal entities coterminus with and
within the town, such as fire districts or separate
taxing districts, it does not include the debt of
municipal entities of which the town is a con-
stituent part, such as regional school districts or
certain public service districts.

The tax receipts formula outlined above is awk-
ward to use and does not truly relate the financial
condition of a municipality to its needs or ability
to pay. Furthermore, most municipalities are so
far below the permissible debt limit that it does
not serve as a realistic curb on municipal
borrowing.

The Commission therefore recommends that the
debt limit statute be changed so as to establish
a limitation for all municipal bonded indebtedness
at an amount not to exceed five times the most
recent year's total tax levy or three percent of
the full value of the taxable property in the town,
whichever is greater. School district. borrowing
and other borrowing by multi-town agencies which
pledge the credit of constituent municipalities
should be included in determining bonded indebt-
edness. The exclusions would remain as they
presently are. Total permissible debt would then
vary as a function of the inherent .wealth of a
municipality or its recent history of taxing.

In order to accommodate municipalities which
are at or near the maximum permissible limits,
and to provide flexibility in situations where
emergency or critical need dictates additional
borrowing, the Commission recommends that a



municipality wishing to issue debt in excess of
the above limits could do so upon approval by a
two-thirds majority of the votes cast at a
referendum.

Standards of Investment for Town Funds
The Commission has recommended that all

municipalities adopt the uniform fiscal year (July
1 to June 30) not later than June 30, 1974. Mu-
nicipalities on the uniform fiscal year have the
advantage of receiving a large part of the year's
tax levy during the first month of the fiscal year.
These tax receipts may be invested for a tempo-
rary period until expended. The same is true to a
lesser degree on subsequent tax payment install-
ment dates.

The ability to invest such tax receipts is al
asset of local government which is largely un-
available to municipalities not on the uniform
fiscal year. Further, municipalities not on the
uniform fiscal year must usually borrow money
in anticipation of tax receipts and the interest

expense on such borrowing is an additional drain
on the municipal budget. Once all municipalities
are on the uniform fiscal year, the only tax antici-
pation borrowing permitted will be short -term.
borrowings in anticipation of the receipt from the
proceeds of the special tax levied during the
course of a fiscal year. No other borrowing in
anticipation of taxes should be needed or per-
mitted.

Having all towns on the uniform fiscal year in-
creases the need for prudent investment of town
funds. Uniform standards should be adopled
which will limit the amount of funds which the
municipalities keep in non-interest bearing ac-
counts and professional advice should be available
to municipal treasurers in maximizing the returns
obtained on municipal funds, including tax
receipts, revenue-sharing payments and State and
Federal grants. The division of municipal finance
to be established at the State level should be avail-
able to provide assistance to municipalities seek-
ing investment advice and to promulgate stand-
ards to be followed by municipalities in this area.

Conclusion

The specter of ever increasing taxes demands
prompt action in curbing excessive governmental
spending at all levels. The enactment of the Uni-
form Municipal Finance Act recommended by the
Commission should help control spending on the
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municipal level. It should result in increased
efficiency at reduced' costs. It should restore
greater financial control to those upon i,vhom the
tax burden falls. .



FOOTNOTES

1 Conn. Gen. Stat. Secs. 4-100, 7-348, 7-349.

2 Conn. Gen. Stat., Secs. 10-220, 10-222 and 10-4a.

3 Connecticut Constitution of 1965, Article
One.

4 Conn. Gen. Stat., Sec. 10-220.

Eight, Section

5 See generally Pope and Vause, "Metamorphosis in Pub-
lic School Management," 2 Conn. L. Rev. 285 (Winter,
1969-70).

TO PART D
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6 See now Conn. Gen. Stat. Secs. 7-4(37 to 77 and Secs. 10-
153b to 153f.

7 Conn. Gen. Stat. Sec. 7-474 and Sec. 10-153d. In towns
with town meetings the legislative body does not have this
power with regard to agreements concerning non-school
personnel. Also, certain types of collective bargaining
agreements are binding without any legislative approval
under Conn. Gen. Stat. Sec. 7-474d.

8 Conn. Gen. Stat. Sec. 7-344 and Sec. 10-222.

9 Conn. Gen. Stat. Sec. 7-348 and Sec. 10-220.
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